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ABSTRACT 

  Altered sediment and flow regimes in dammed and regulated rivers limit available 

spawning habitat to fishes. River managers have attempted rehabilitation of spawning habitat 

with river restoration, spawning habitat rehabilitation and dam removal, but often neglect 

well-established conceptual or predictive models of hydrogeomorphic and ecological 

processes. Project failure is not unusual and success can be difficult to accurately assess due 

to inadequate monitoring and unclear objectives. The scientific community has suggested a 

plethora of improved approaches to river restoration but little attention has been given to 

spawning habitat rehabilitation or providing detailed design methodologies. In many 

regulated rivers, complete restoration of geomorphic, hydrologic and ecological processes 

necessary for maintaining spawning habitat may not be possible. However, it is hypothesized 

that quality and availability of spawning habitat may be realistically improved upon with 

spawning habitat rehabilitation if a science-based approach is used. SHIRA (acronym for 

Spawning Habitat Integrated Rehabilitation Approach) was developed as a science-based 

framework for reach-scale rehabilitation of salmonid spawning habitat in regulated rivers. 

SHIRA relies on a mix of conceptual and numerical models to provide predictive and 

explanatory insight into the design and planning process.  It is argued that application of 

such models can not only improve the outcome of rehabilitation projects, but also serve to 

further test and evaluate underlying scientific theories against the rigors of real-world 

uncertainties. Although optimal spawning habitat is generally found in riffles and runs, 

proximity of spawning habitat to pools, large woody debris, boulder clusters, flow 

separations and overhanging cover underscores the importance of habitat heterogeneity in 

spawning habitat designs.  
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Once the SHIRA framework is conceptually defined, partial results are reported 

from SHIRA’s application to a case study below Camanche Dam on the lower Mokelumne 

River (LMR) in Central California. The primary management goal of the project was to 

improve habitat for a single life stage of fall run chinook salmon (Oncorhychus tshawytscha). 

Despite this characteristically narrow focus, a holistic restoration approach was used to 

account for broader ecological interactions and hydrogeomorphic processes. In June of 

2001, we began a pre project appraisal, development and testing of 12 design scenarios for 

the placement of an original design volume of 1150 m3 of gravel. In September of 2001, only 

650 m3 of spawning gravels and ten 450 to 680 kg boulders were available for placement in a 

152 m-long reach of the LMR.   Results from SHIRA suggest that:  

a) There is no inherent conflict between high quality spawning habitat and erosion 
of that habitat during spawning flows for LMR chinook salmon.  

b) A scientific understanding of ecologic functions and geomorphic processes can 
be used to conceptually develop multiple design scenarios and develop testable 
design hypotheses;  

c) A suite of existing models can be used to test design hypotheses before choosing 
a final design.  

d) Even with a 43% deficit from the design volume of gravel, the major conceptual 
design features of the final design model compared reasonably with measured 
and modeled post project conditions. 

 

The utility of SHIRA at implementing spawning habitat rehabilitation projects is emphasized 

as opposed to declaring success or failure of the case study presented. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
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REHABILTATION 
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BACKGROUND 
 

Throughout the Northern Hemisphere, rivers which once sustained robust 

anadromous salmon and trout runs are now regulated, harnessed, or otherwise impacted by 

dams, diversions, chanelization and instream gravel mining.  The decline of salmonids in 

regulated rivers has been linked to many perturbations including over-harvest, inaccessibility 

and reduction of spawning habitat for these fish (Nehlsen et al., 1991; Moyle and Randall, 

1998; Yoshiyama et al., 1998). For the past three decades, efforts in North America and 

Europe to restore the health of salmon fisheries have included spawning habitat 

rehabilitation (SHR) projects (Brookes, 1996). Most SHR projects lack designs (NRC, 1992), 

and instead attempt to mimic the form of natural rivers based on local knowledge and an ad 

hoc implementation (Kondolf, 2000a). Hydrogeomorphic processes are frequently neglected 

and pre and post project monitoring are often inadequate (Sear, 1994).  Furthermore, SHR 

as a type of river restoration has been a species-centered endeavor promoting the recovery 

of a single ecological function (Maddock, 1999). This can neglect a diverse array of other 

ecological and hydrogeomorphic processes, perhaps of equal importance to the recovery of 

salmonids. 

SHR that explicitly incorporates hydrogeomorphic processes within a broader 

ecological context may provide more environmental diversity while still achieving species-

centered restoration goals. Despite ideological differences in restoration perspectives, single-

species restoration is a political, social and funding reality for agencies, practitioners and river 

managers (Brookes et al., 1996). SHR is a popular practice in restoration that is more 

frequently being required as part of dam re-licensing agreements in the United States (FERC, 

1998).  In California alone, gravel augmentation or injection (a form of SHR) was taking 
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place below dams on more than 13 rivers beginning as early as 1979 (Kondolf and Mathews, 

1993).  Project failure is not uncommon (NRC, 1992). 

SHR lacks a comprehensive design and implementation approach published in the 

peer-reviewed literature. While generalized outlines for stream restoration and incorporating 

channel geomorphology have been put forth in the literature (Brookes and Sear, 1996; 

Stanford et al., 1996; Gilvear, 1999), it appears Kondolf (2000a) is the only author to offer 

some ideological considerations and stress the importance of geomorphology in planning 

SHR. Only occasional pre and post project assessments of SHR have been reported (e.g. 

Kondolf et al., 1996; Harper et al., 1998) and overviews of common practices are sparse (e.g. 

Brookes et al., 1996). We hypothesize that a science-based design approach drawing on well-

accepted concepts and tools from multiple disciplines could add mechanistic understanding 

and predictive capability to the hydrogeomorphic and ecological underpinnings of SHR. In 

this paper, we a) define different types of SHR and distinguish them from other forms of 

restoration; b) explain the application of a variety of existing science-based tools to design 

and analyze SHR projects; and c) suggest a framework within which those tools may be 

employed.  Our proposed framework is based primarily on our own attempts at SHR on the 

Mokelumne River, California. In Chapter 3 (and Wheaton et al., In Prep-a), we present the 

results of a case study on the Mokelumne River using the approach advocated here. 

 
SPAWNING HABITAT REHABILITATION: SOME 

DISTINCTIONS 

There has been no clear consensus on the definition of river restoration in the 

literature, although numerous attempts have been made (e.g. Sear, 1994; Boon, 1998). SHR 

projects are a specific type of river restoration intended to create and/or enhance in-channel  



Figure 1- Context of spawning habitat rehabilitation in regulated rivers. The hypothetical 
basin on the left is an unregulated, natural river; whereas the basin on the right is a 
dammed river. Regulated rivers alter basin-scale hydrogeomorphic processes, block 
access to historic spawning habitat upstream of dams and degrade historic spawning 
habitat downstream of dams. Hypothetical locations of three types of spawning habitat 
rehabilitation activities downstream of a dam are shown in the regulated basin. 

4
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physical habitat for spawning salmonids in degraded rivers (Figure 1). SHR approaches 

assume that providing suitable spawning habitat for a specific species will aide in the 

recovery or development of more sustainable fish runs. We segregate SHR projects into 

three sometimes-overlapping categories: 1) gravel augmentation, 2) hydraulic structure 

placement and 3) spawning bed enhancement. 

Gravel augmentation (also known as gravel injection or gravel replenishment) seeks 

to replenish some portion of a regulated river’s sediment budget deficit with imported 

sediment (U.S.B.R., 2000). This is typically achieved by dumping clean spawning gravels into 

piles along the edges of a river at locations upstream of degraded spawning habitat reaches 

(usually just downstream of a dam). It is assumed that augmented gravels will be entrained 

during high flows with the competence to transport them downstream. In some instances, 

the recurrence interval of such floods may yield no usable habitat for many years. 

Furthermore, the technique assumes gravels will be deposited as geomorphic features (e.g. 

bars and riffles), which will provide usable spawning habitat. There is no guarantee gravel 

augmentation will produce additional habitat, especially where channels are incised or mined 

such that gravels become permanently trapped in unnaturally deep pools.  Nonetheless, 

gravel augmentation is a relatively inexpensive and simple approach. Designs are rarely 

necessary for gravel augmentation, but a sediment budget and a monitoring program to 

enable adaptive management are appropriate. Incidentally, gravel augmentation is sometimes 

undertaken for strictly geomorphic goals as opposed to habitat rehabilitation (e.g. River 

Rhine, see: Kondolf, 1997b) .  

The most common type of SHR is hydraulic structure placement (often called 

habitat enhancement or instream structures). Physical structures (e.g. large woody debris 
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(LWD), boulder clusters, v-dams, half-log covers, deflectors) are placed in the channel to 

alter hydrodynamics in such a way that spawning gravels are deposited in the vicinity of the 

structures (Brookes et al., 1996; Rosgen, 1996).  The technique relies on an adequate supply 

of gravel from upstream and an active bedload transport regime to deliver it.  Such 

structures may also be intended to provide refugia, cover and add habitat heterogeneity 

(Van-Zyll-De-Jong et al., 1997).  In other instances, hydraulic structures are intended to 

promote pool scour. Overton (1984) discussed the use of gabions, rock weirs, logs and 

deflectors to encourage spawning gravel deposition and the placement of large boulders to 

stabilize gravels in the Six Rivers National Forest, California. Yrjana (1998) describes the use 

of boulder dams, deflectors and cobble ridges in the River Iijoki, Finland. The 

implementation of hydraulic structure placement is typically prescriptive and usually lacks 

adequate process considerations. However, a rich body of literature exists for both 

placement and importance of LWD for instream habitat (e.g. Hilderbrand et al., 1998; 

D'Aoust and Millar, 2000). 

Spawning bed enhancement includes direct modifications to the bed (e.g. riffle 

construction, bed ripping and riffle cleansing). Spawning bed enhancement that involves 

placement of gravel differs from gravel augmentation in that the augmented gravels are placed 

as specific bed features (typically riffles or bars), potentially providing immediate spawning 

habitat. In heavily regulated or degraded rivers, channels are often disconnected from 

floodplains, beds are incised and armored, or plan-form geometry is straightened (Stanford et 

al., 1996). Spawning bed enhancement can be used to improve the fluvial complexity of 

channels detrimentally simplified for flood control or mining purposes. Another important 

distinction is that gravels placed in bed enhancement only augment a small fraction of the 
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bedload deficit for a regulated river. Placed gravels are intended to decrease local depth and 

increase velocity to better match observed spawning preferences (Pasternack et al., in press). 

Kondolf et al. (1996) present a case study that typifies common approaches and critiques a  

spawning habitat enhancement project on the Merced River. Although bed enhancement 

may quickly provide usable spawning habitat, limited project lifespans may result without 

adequate consideration of geomorphic processes. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SPAWNING HABITAT INTEGRATED 

REHABILITATION APPROACH- 

Generalized Theory
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SPAWNING HABITAT INTEGRATED REHABILITATION 

APPROACH 

We sought to develop a science-based approach to help practitioners carry out SHR. 

Although no such approach existed for SHR in the peer-reviewed literature, other integrated 

or holistic approaches have been suggested for general river restoration (NRC, 1992; 

Brookes and Shields, 1996; Waal et al., 1998). Many of these approaches parallel each other 

in ideology and structure, and we took concepts from these where they seemed applicable. 

Most approaches advocate comprehensive pre project assessment and planning phases 

followed by post project assessment, monitoring and possibly adaptive management 

(FISRWG, 1998). Still, a detailed design development stage is lacking from most restoration 

approaches. Normally, the design process should involve enumeration of multiple potential 

solutions to a single problem that are then analyzed to determine which offers the maximum 

advantage of time, cost, and performance relative to set criteria.  By contrast, existing river 

restoration schemes provide rigid, prescriptive design practices lacking alternative generation 

(e.g. Rosgen, 1996). Such approaches emphasize form mimicry without local predictive 

evidence that desirable processes will follow (Kondolf, 1998).  The few detailed examples of 

design methods that do exist are scattered throughout the gray literature (e.g. Miller et al., 

2001), and are generally difficult to find. Any design process should have predictive self-

assessment tools built into it, such as modeling to evaluate designs and post project 

appraisals to assess the mechanisms underlying hydrogeomorphic and ecological linkages 

(Downs and Kondolf, 2002).   Our challenge was to transform these observations into a 

non-prescriptive approach that offered detailed design methods. 
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We propose the Spawning Habitat Integrated Rehabilitation Approach (SHIRA) as a 

scientifically based integrative approach intended for reach-scale SHR projects nested within 

a larger basin-scale management plan.  SHIRA is primarily intended for spawning bed 

enhancement; but in principle, SHIRA can be used to assess gravel augmentation, hydraulic 

structure placement or general river restoration. SHIRA explicitly recognizes that a variety of 

physical, ecological and socio-political processes operating over a wide range of temporal 

and spatial scales are responsible for the state of a river and the spawning habitat contained 

therein.  To account for the uncertainty these processes create in restoration, SHIRA 

incorporates well-established conceptual and numerical models from ecologic, geomorphic, 

hydrologic and engineering disciplines. Finally, SHIRA relies on the wisdom of local 

practitioners and expert opinions of professionals to make flexible design and 

implementation decisions. 

SHIRA provides a general framework and a modular mix of tools, which 

practitioners and river managers can use to carry out SHR. The two primary components are 

modes and phases. Projects progress sequentially through specific project phases, ranging 

from the initial problem identification to long-term monitoring and adaptive management. 

During each of seven phases, four primary modes are used to collect and analyze data on 

which informed decisions can be based (figure 2).  We first present the modes and later 

explain their application during each project phase. Specifi c methods that are well 

established in the literature are referenced for brevity. Where information on specific 

methods are lacking, we provide additional detail. 



Figure 2 – SHIRA Framework. Using SHIRA, spawning habitat rehabilitation projects 
progress chronologically through seven distinct phases (left hand side), in which various 
modes are used (right hand side) to perform analyses and guide the decision making 
process.  

11
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SHIRA MODES – TOOLS TO ENCOURAGE OBJECTIVE DESIGNS 

Modes are simply sets of tools to help practitioners make informed decisions. 

Although a data collection mode typically precedes a modeling mode, there is no inherent 

order in which the modes must be used, and often they are used iteratively depending on the 

level of precision and accuracy required. Figure 2 shows how each of the different phases 

(presented in later sections) utilize the different modes. 

 
Conceptualization Mode 

Design includes a creative process of alternative generation because open-ended 

problems, as encountered in river restoration, always have multiple “correct” solutions.  

Ideally, quantitative modeling and systems optimization would be used to create and select 

design alternatives, but there are two reasons why this cannot work.  First, the number of 

degrees of freedom that a computer would need to evaluate far exceed what is possible for 

the foreseeable future (Pasternack et al., In Press).  Second, we cannot currently (and may 

never be able to) mathematically model many ecologic and geomorphic processes of 

relevance to SHR. As a result, it is necessary to use an interdisciplinary and inclusive 

approach to alternative design scenario generation.  A wealth of qualitative and empirical 

scientific knowledge exists among the relevant disciplines of ecology hydrology, 

geomorphology and engineering to help designers plan and analyze projects. This knowledge 

is embodied in a wide array of conceptual models that may be applicable to SHR projects on 

a site-by-site basis (Table 1). For example, bankfull discha rge is a frequently misused concept 

in restoration projects but still an insightful theory (Doyle et al., 1999). A rigid guide to the 

application of conceptual models to a design process is neither the goal of this section nor 

appropriate to attempt, as the concepts that are most appropriate for each project should be  
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 Conceptual Model Source 

Salmonid redd development (Chapman, 1988) 
Physical habitat assessments (Maddock, 1999) 
River Continuum Concept (Mishnall et al., 1985) 
Primary controlling variables and biophysical 
interactions of river ecosystems 

(Stanford et al., 1996) 

E
co

lo
gy

 

Conceptualization of riparian and hydrarch 
successional diversity in dynamic and regulated rivers 

(Ward et al., 2001) 

Secondary flow cells (Booker et al., 2001) 
Geomorphic thresholds (Church, 2002) 
Hydraulic geometry  (Leopold and Maddock, 1953) 
Sediment transport (Chapter 4) (Knighton, 1998) 
The sediment supply system (Sear, 1994; Sear, 1996a) 
Sediment transport processes in pool-riffle sequences (Sear, 1996b) 
Revised velocity reversal hypothesis as pool 
maintenance mechanism 

(Thompson et al., 1999; 
Thompson and Hoffman, 
2001) 

Effective discharge  (Wolman and Miller, 1960) H
yd

ro
ge

om
or

ph
ol

og
y 

Bank-full discharge (Wolman and Leopold, 1957) 
Conceptualized continuum of regulated and 
unregulated rivers 

(Stanford et al., 1996) 

River Styles  (Brierley and Fryirs, 2000; 
Thomson et al., 2001) 

Living river strategy (Pedroli et al., 2002) 
Disturbance regimes in riverine landscape (Poudevigne et al., 2002) 
Spatial and temporal scales in river restoration (Sear, 1994) 
Five dimensions of river restoration (Boon, 1998) 

In
te

gr
at

ed
/R

es
to

ra
tio

n 

Potential influences of human activities on riverine 
attributes and processes 

(Wissmar and Beschta, 1998) 

 

Table 1- Conceptual Models 
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carefully chosen from the literature by a multidisciplinary team of local experts familiar with 

a project site.  Thus, SHIRA’s conceptualization mode provides a highly flexible framework 

that adapts to a specific local context. 

The design team may also consider developing their own conceptual model(s) of 

how the river system works. For example, a conceptual spawning habitat model was 

prepared to help guide SHIRA-based designs on the Mokelumne River (Figure 3). This 

conceptual model asserts that where a female chooses to construct a redd is controlled by a 

mixture of ecological, geomorphic and hydrologic factors. At the basin scale, the genetic 

factors of geology, topography, soils, climate, vegetation and human activities yield river 

discharge and water quality loadings to a stream.  Discharge and loadings serve as the 

independent driving forces acting at the reach scale to yield  local flow and substrate 

conditions. These conditions interact with each other to create physical habitat, which 

influences spawning site selection. Habitat heterogeneity, including hydraulic structures, 

proximity to refuge, patch size and patch mosaic variability, is an important feature of 

spawning conditions at the sub-reach scale. The act of redd construction itself alters the bed 

and provides feedbacks on local flow conditions. In addition to physical factors, there are a 

host of ecological influences on spawning including run size and timing, social factors, 

competition, predation, and physiological factors. The success of egg development in a redd 

and the ultimate emergence of fry is directly controlled by local flow and substrate 

conditions throughout the incubation period. For example, disturbance from a flood event 

may produce local scour to egg burial depth or deposition of fines that infiltrates pores and 

prevents the flushing of metabolic wastes (Lisle and Lewis, 1992). 



Figure 3 – Conceptual spawning habitat model.  The arrows indicate influences, the 
circles represent processes and characteristics, and the boxes are the results. A 
combination of hydrogeomorphic processes spanning a range of scales combine to 
create physical habitat. Physical habitat is chosen by females for redd construction based 
on the ecologic functions provided by physical habitat and ecologic factors including 
habitat heterogeneity, run size, timing, social factors and physiology. The survival of 
alevins and ultimate emergence of fry is then primarily controlled by the substrate and 
local flow conditions during the incubation period. 

15
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A major part of the conceptualization mode is developing an understanding of 

geomorphic channel form and the primary process controls, which create, maintain, modify 

or destroy spawning habitat. Four primary components make up the geomorphic analysis 

portion of the conceptualization mode: 1) geomorphic mapping, 2) empirical geomorphic 

analysis, 3) sediment budget and 4) geomorphic process inventory. First, the geomorphic 

mapping component involves a simple multi-scalar geomorphic classification (such as 

Thomson et al. (2001) modified River Styles system) to map geomorphic forms across a 

range of scales from which process inferences can be made. Second, an empirical 

geomorphic analysis involves use of hydraulic geometry data derived from channel 

topography and flow records (Leopold and Maddock, 1953). Such analyses explain how 

channel geometry (width and depth) and velocities respond to changes in discharge. Third, 

sediment budgets frame a geomorphic context in which fluvial processes operate and 

channel forms can be explained. A sediment budget is a quantification of the sediment fluxes 

through the fluvial system (e.g. Reid and Dunne, 1996; McLean and Church, 1999). 

Typically, on regulated rivers, the sediment budget and hydrologic regime is dramatically 

altered from that which originally formed the channel. Calculating a sediment budget can be 

helpful in predicting and understanding river response to gravel addition. Finally, a 

geomorphic process inventory can help identify the presence or absence of specific 

processes. For example, if spawning substrate quality deteriorates due to an intrusion of 

fines, it may be the result of fine-sediment production from land use in the basin and/or a 

flow regime incapable of flushing fines through the system. A process inventory helps 

pinpoint problems (fine production and land use in this example) and potential fixes (e.g. 

reinstating a flood-disturbance regime). The process inventory can be conceptual (i.e. field 
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reconnaissance) or more quantitative, involving detailed process measurements (Thorne, 

1998). Another extremely important tool in process assessment is landscape sensitivity 

analysis (the ability of the landscape to resist changes). In concept, channels that lie near 

thresholds are more sensitive to change than those in more stable settings (Gilvear, 1999). 

Thus, sensitivity analysis might be used to anticipate the response of a river to a SHR project 

and discourage perhaps unrealistic goals with respect to channel stability. 

 
Modeling Mode 

SHIRA includes an array of quantitative modeling tools that can make specific 

predictions about relevant hydrogeomorphic and ecological processes (figure 4).  Many 

empirical scientific concepts applied in river restoration employ a line of best fit to 

characterize a universal trend and identify design specifications (e.g. Rosgen, 1996).  

However, error induced by the wide variation in such trends often far exceeds the utility of 

the line of best fit for design.  In many cases, individual stream reaches have unique 

processes and morphologies that defy empirical generalization (Kondolf, 1995b). In contrast, 

high-resolution numerical models can simulate and predict important aspects of such unique 

river features, thereby making such models highly useful for design analysis and comparative 

evaluation.  The modeling tools currently used in SHIRA include digital terrain modeling, 

2D hydrodynamic modeling, sediment entrainment modeling, and habitat suitability 

modeling.  Water quality and hyporheic exchange models may be necessary in some 

applications. 

 



Figure 4 – Modeling Mode

18
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Digital Terrain Modeling 

High quality digital terrain models (DEMs) and derived topographic maps are 

invaluable for planning, design and analysis. They are also essential to the success of 

predictive 2D hydrodynamic models (French and Clifford, 2000). A number of methods and 

software applications are available to create DEMs from point data obtained from 

topographic surveying (e.g. ACAD , ARC, MATLAB , Surfer). The spatial 

distribution (random, grid, irregular, stratified) of these points help determine which 

interpolation method is most appropriate to create a DEM. For highly irregularly distributed 

data sets, simple linear interpolation algorithms that use triangular irregular networks tend to 

produce the most realistic DEMs (McCullagh, 1981).  Although many hydrodynamic model 

interfaces provide basic DEM development tools, computer assisted drafting may provide 

more powerful DEM editing, refinement and management capabilities in design contexts.  

DEM development involves the definition of a surface, whereas mesh discretization 

involves the representation of that surface in a hydrodynamic model. French and Clifford 

(2000) suggest that DEM development consists of four iterative stages: 1) visualization, 2) 

editing, 3) augmentation and 4) interpolation. The original data is interpolated and a surface 

is defined. The surface is visualized as a topographic map and edited to remove obvious 

interpolation errors, after which it is re-interpolated. The new surface should be visually 

verified in the field and overlaid with the raw point data to find data gaps and poorly defined 

areas of the DEM. Augmentation of the existing data set may then be used to achieve higher 

DEM quality and more realistic surface definition. In many instances, augmentation can be 

performed in the office by creating new points in the DEM through user-defined 

interpolation. In situations where data gaps are too wide, further topographic surveying may 
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be warranted to provide point augmentation. The DEM is then reinterpolated, visualized 

and verified. The steps are repeated until an adequate DEM definition is obtained (Valle and 

Pasternack, In Prep). Photogrammetric methods are not discussed here but may be a 

reasonable alternative for some sites (refer to: Lane et al., 2000). 

 
2D Hydrodynamic Modeling 

Hydrodynamic modeling is a convenient and accessible tool for understanding flow 

dynamics and processes in rivers. In SHR projects, 2D hydrodynamic modeling allows the 

testing of numerous design scenarios thereby reducing the implementation uncertainty 

(Pasternack et al., In Press). Where flow models have been employed in past SHR projects, 

they tend to be one-dimensional models, such as PHABSIM, HEC2 and MIKE11. While 

1D models have less data requirements, they do not adequately capture the details of 

microhabitat at reach and sub-reach scales (Crowder and Diplas, 2000). Alternatively, 2D 

and 3D models make spatially distributed predictions of velocity (depth-averaged for 2D) 

and depth. Many examples of publicly available 2D hydrodynamic models now exist: 

FESWMS (Froehlich, 1989), RMA2, TELEMAC and RIVER2D (Steffler and Blackburn, 

2002). A code capable of modeling subcritical-supercritical transitions, wetting and drying of 

elements and modeling both steady and unsteady flows is suggested. Academic 3D 

hydrodynamic models exist, but they remain largely untested in applications such as 

restoration. In gravel-bed rivers these codes sometimes have more difficulties handling the 

complex variations in bed topography and the specification of boundary conditions can be 

difficult (see Lane et al. (1999) for an excellent discussion of 2D versus 3D models in field 

applications). In due time, these problems may be resolved. Meanwhile, low-cost, off-the-

shelf 2D models with reasonable graphical interface seem best suited for use in SHIRA. 
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 A realistic discretization of the model domain is critical to achieving accurate model 

results (French and Clifford, 2000). Discretization of the modeling domain is typically done 

by creating a computational mesh in place of the DEM. A finite element mesh, is a semi-

irregular 2D grid of triangular and quadrangular elements form the computational mesh and 

model representation of the DEM surface. At all element vertices, nodes are defined, which 

is where the governing equations of flow are solved numerically for depth and velocity 

solutions. The quality of a mesh is highly dependent on two factors: 1) DEM quality and 2) 

mesh resolution. DEM quality is controlled during digital terrain model modeling; whereas 

mesh resolution is controlled by node spacing and element size. Models allowing irregular 

node spacing permit finer-scale mesh discretization (i.e. tight node spacing ≈ 0.20 m to 0.75 

m) around topographically complex areas and coarse-scale mesh discretization (relaxed node 

spacing ≈ 0.75 m to 5.0 m) around less complex topography. Tighter mesh resolution can 

more accurately represent the bathymetry and produce better hydrodynamic model results. 

However, as node spacing decreases, mesh resolution and computing time increase. Model 

results should be compared with field data before their use in designs, though field 

observations have their own sources of error that should also be evaluated. 

 
Sediment Entrainment Modeling 

The longevity of a SHR project depends in large part on the fate of spawning gravels 

and the sediment budget of the regulated river. A channel bed which remains immobile over 

time typically leads to deteriorated spawning habitat quality as organics and fines fill 

interstitial pore-spaces and dissolved oxygen and permeability decline (Chapman, 1988). 

Furthermore, high spawning use can often mobilize large amounts of bed material locally 

(Hassan et al., 2002).  Thus, movement of spawning gravels may be desirable during events 
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such as annual peak flows to scour fines from spawning beds, replenish spawning gravels 

and maintain substrate suitability for spawning (Gilvear, 1999). Sediment transport is very 

difficult to model in rivers, however sediment entrainment thresholds are straightforward to 

identify. 

A common approach to modeling sediment entrainment for use with SHIRA was 

described by Pasternack et al. (In Press) and is briefly reviewed here. Using field data, 

Shields’ incipient motion criterion (Garde and Raju, 1985), and Einstein’s log velocity profile 

equation, the critical velocity for entrainment of the a specified grain size at a node can be 

calculated (see Smart, 1999 for example), and compared with model predicted depth 

averaged velocities. It may be desirable to model a range of grain sizes to evaluate size-

specific transport.  The resulting ratio of model predicted depth-averaged velocity to critical 

velocity, define a sediment mobility index (SMI). SMI values greater than one suggest 

entrainment of grains equal to or smaller than the grain size specified. Similarly, values less 

than one indicate varying degrees of likelihood of sediment entrainment. SMI is computed 

using 2D hydrodynamic model results on a node-by-node basis to obtain a map of 

identifying areas of potential scour. 

 
Habitat Suitability Modeling 

A quantitative prediction of habitat quality is a key design and assessment tool for 

species-centered restoration. The most widely employed conceptual model used to explain 

abiotic-biotic linkages and habitat suitability is the instream flow incremental methodology 

(IFIM), which employs the PHABSIM 1D hydraulic model (Bovee, 1996).  PHABSIM relies 

on cross-sectionally and reach-averaged estimates of velocities and depth, which are difficult 

to scale down to an ecologically relevant scale (Leclerc et al., 1994). Leclerc et al (1995b) 
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introduced a methodology of modeling fish habitat suitability using a 2D, vertically 

integrated, hydrodynamic model to overcome downfalls of 1D approaches.  Pasternack et al 

(In Press) employed a similar approach to assess a SHR project on the Mokelumne River, 

California, and explored the applicability of such an approach in a hypothetical design 

context. Both methods rely on habitat suitability curves (HSC), which are widely accepted in 

aquatic biology (Armour and Taylor, 1991). Normalized habitat suitability curves for 

individual variables need to be developed for specific streams.  While HSC are individually 

useful, it is also helpful to combine them as a single global habitat suitability index (GHSI). 

The GHSI is then computed on a node-by-node basis using the velocity and depth values 

from hydrodynamic model results. GHSI values range from 0 to 1, with 1 representing the 

most optimal spawning habitat and 0 indicating non-habitat.  GHSI is further classed as 

poor (0-0.1), low (0.1-0.4), medium (0.4-0.7) and high (0.7-1.0) quality habitat (Leclerc et al., 

1995a; Pasternack et al., In Press). The GHSI model yields a spatially distributed quantitative 

prediction of spawning habitat quality for use in assessment or design. 

 
Data Collection Mode 

Mapping Data Collection 

The conceptualization and modeling modes each have specific mapping 

requirements (Figure 5). Mapping data collection is performed at a variety of scales.  A 

coarse-scale map (e.g. 1:250,000) and digital terrain model (DEM) (10 to 30 m) of the 

catchment is necessary to quantify basin area, total relief, longitudinal profile, valley type, and 

channel network pattern. Landscape-scale maps (e.g. 1:24,000 or 1:63,000) can be used to 

segregate sub basins into landscape units (i.e. floodplain, hillslope, alluvial fan, valley), 

identify land use, soils, geology, and vegetative cover and assess the role of valley  



Figure 5 – Data Collection Mode
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confinement on fluvial processes. Longitudinal profiles of channel thalweg and water surface 

elevation surveyed upstream of the SHR site to the closest fish migration barrier and 

downstream to the lowermost spawning reaches are invaluable for choosing project reaches. 

Finally, the hydrodynamic modeling sub-mode requires, a detailed topographic survey (~1 

point per 1-5 m2) using a total station or survey grade Global Positioning System (cm-scale 

resolution) and control network tied to a real world coordinate system.   

Detailed field topographic surveying provides abundantly more useful quantitative 

data than standard cross sections, long profiles and field sketches alone. In-channel features 

should be surveyed with adequate resolution to capture grade breaks and bedforms 

comprising roughness elements. As noted by Brasington et al. (2000), stratified point spacing 

(as opposed to random or uniform) in quasi-systematic manner can be used to obtain high 

quality data. High point density is used in topographically complex areas (bedrock 

outcroppings, channel margins) and relaxed point density is used in topographically uniform 

areas (floodplain, plane bed). A 15-cm contour interval and 1:250 scale mapping, as a “rule 

of thumb,” should be able to resolve geomorphic units, which could have significant 

influence on two dimensional flow paths. For high-flow modeling, it is helpful to extend 

surveying out of the channel to include the inundation area of at least over-bank flows with 

decadal recurrence intervals. Surveying of trees, hardscape, fencing, travel paths, drainage 

features and utilities is also useful for design purposes. Topographic surveys are often 

misperceived as too expensive for restoration projects. Once control networks are 

established, simple reach sureveys can be performed by two persons in one day and even 

complicated reaches rarely take more than a week (Brasington et al., 2000).  
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Habitat Data Collection 

Physical habitat data collection is divided into three areas 1) habitat mapping 2) 

habitat suitability curve development and 3) redd surveys. General habitat mapping can be 

performed by drawing field sketches over topographic surveys, which segregate the channel 

corridor into habitat types (e.g. riffles, pools, backwaters, glides, etc.). A multi-scalar, 

geomorphic based approach to mapping habitat is recommended and many exist (e.g. 

Newson et al., 1998; Thomson et al., 2001; Frothingham et al., 2002). 

Although many physical, physiological and social factors influence spawning site 

selection, those shown to account for much of the variability include depth, velocity, water 

temperature, and substrate quality (Knapp and Preisler, 1999). These can be measured at 

spawning sites and related directly to habitat preference through habitat suitability curves 

(Leclerc et al., 1995a).  Habitat suitability curves should be constructed from the distributions 

of these data for the particular species of interest and preferably from the specific river 

where SHR is proposed (Figure 6). Where Habitat suitability curves are inadequate to explain 

spawning patterns, other methods such as Kondolf’s (2000b) nine-step method for assessing 

spawning gravel quality may be used. 

Weekly redd surveys are conducted throughout the duration of the spawning season.  

Typically, three surveyors walk abreast downstream searching for signs of redd construction.  

Redd locations are recorded using a handheld differential Global Positioning System with at 

least ±1-3 m horizontal resolution.  Individual redds are marked with a numbered tag in 

order to differentiate old from new redds during subsequent surveys (Merz and Setka, In 

Prep). When a female salmonid constructs a redd, she reshapes the bed surface topography 

of a roughly 1 to 3 m2 area. The redd itself and the associated tailspill (mound of excavated  



Figure 6– Examples of Habitat Suitability Curves (HSC). a) depth spawning preference 
and b) velocity spawning preference developed for fall run chinook (Oncorhychus
tshawytscha) on the lower Mokelumne River, California. The vertical scale is spawning 
preference where one indicates the highest preference and zero the lowest preference.
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sediment that forms downstream of redd) can alter local channel hydrodynamics significantly 

(Cooper, 1965; Chapman, 1988). Since the velocities and depths at redd locations are 

typically measured after redd construction, they are not a true measure of those present 

when the female selected the site originally. In an attempt to account for the discrepancy, 

measurements can either be averaged over a range of point measurements in and around the 

nest or measured at a point just upstream of the nest thought to be characteristic of the pre-

redd hydraulic conditions.  Merz and Setka (In Prep) suggest surveying location and 

measuring depths, velocities, grain sizes, dissolved oxygen content and temperatures at redds 

soon after spawning and during flow conditions similar to those present at the onset of 

spawning.    

 
Bed Material Data Collection 

Habitat quality, sediment transport and hydrodynamics are all dependent on the 

composition and arrangement of substrate. Spawning reach substrates are comprised of 

heterogeneous mixtures of gravel and cobble whose interstitial pore space may be filled with 

sand, silt and clay as well as organic and inorganic matter. Salmonids require gravels small 

enough to move for construction of redds, yet coarse enough to provide adequate porosity 

for the survival of eggs (Chapman, 1988). The entrainment of particles off the bed, 

subsequent transport and ultimate deposition is directly related to particle size distribution 

and substrate arrangement (Parker et al., 1982). Modeling hydrodynamics relies on estimates 

of roughness, which are related to substrate composition and bedform shape. A surface 

grain size distribution will quantify percentile classes if such distributions are approximately 

normal (Bunte and Abt, 2001). 
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Surface grain size distributions can be obtained by Wolman pebble counts along 

transects which represent contiguous geomorphic units (Kondolf, 1997a). If grain size 

distributions are spatially homogenous within the project reach, a minimum of three random 

transects should be taken to characterize the surface distribution. If further spatial 

segregation of sediment is deemed necessary, facies maps can be drawn in concert with 

Wolman pebble counts stratified by substrate class (facies).  Sediment core samples can be 

obtained at random locations within specific sediment facies to characterize subsurface 

sediments (Bunte and Abt, 2001). If a sediment budget is being prepared, bedload and 

suspended load measurements over a range of discharges are desirable (McLean and Church, 

1999; Sear et al., 2000). Gravel tracer studies can be used to track the fate of placed spawning 

gravels (Hassan et al., 1992; Wilcock et al., 1996a). 

 
Flow Data Collection 

Three types of flow data are needed for SHR projects. First, historical flow records 

are used to characterize the flow regime. Of particular relevance are the characterizations of 

spawning and flood flows from annual hydrographs. If pre-regulation flow records exist, 

insightful comparisons of pre and post regulation flow regimes can help illuminate 

hydrologic and geomorphic processes pre and post regulation (e.g. Richter et al., 1996). 

Secondly, rating curves of stage versus discharge at the downstream boundary of 

hydrodynamic modeling reaches need to be prepared. Ideally, these measurements would 

span a broad range of flows from minimum releases to peak flood events. 

Finally, measurements of water depth and velocity are needed to validate 

hydrodynamic model results (Pasternack et al., In Press), estimate bed shear stresses (Dietrich 

and Whiting, 1989), verify discharges against gage readings,  estimate hydrodynamic model 
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parameters such as eddy viscosity (Fischer et al., 1979) and assess appropriate spawning 

velocities for target species. As hydrodynamic processes vary in time and space, careful 

consideration should be given to the spatial and temporal resolution at which such 

measurements are performed (Lane et al., 1998). Velocity measurement methods include 

simple depth-averaged estimates obtained from point measurements of velocity at 60% of 

the depth, integrated velocity profiles sampled throughout the column, and even three 

dimensional vector flow fields mapped with acoustic Doppler current profilers. Whatever 

the chosen measurement techniques, they should be consistently performed, thoroughly 

documented and the assumptions behind them clearly identified. 

 
Scientific Exploration Mode 

The scientific exploration mode provides the opportunity to continually improve 

SHIRA in three distinct ways. First, individual scientific concepts used in SHIRA may have 

deficiencies that become apparent when tested in a rigorous way during practical application. 

When this occurs it is important to make a thorough analysis to quantify the error and either 

improve or replace the concept. An example of a potentially problematic concept is that of 

the log-velocity profile, which assumes a flat, infinite bed with no side boundaries. In 

practice, shallow gravel-bed streams with complex bedforms may not exhibit logarithmic 

profiles, thereby complicating the determination of shear stress (Smart, 1999). Secondly, the 

scientific exploration mode includes evaluation of new technologies for use in SHIRA.  

Because many of SHIRA’s tools are modular, it is possible to replace them with improved 

approaches.  Examples of tools that are being evaluated currently include 3D acoustic 

Doppler current profilers that would improve hydrodynamic model evaluation under high 

flow conditions, egg tubes for monitoring egg survival, and sediment tracers for monitoring 
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gravel transport and fate. Third, scientific experiments may be needed to determine how to 

incorporate new ideas into the design and planning process. For example, in-channel 

features such as large woody debris and hydraulic jumps as well as floodplain interactions are 

thought to be important for salmonids, yet science-based approaches for including these in 

design still need development. Experimental designs using more habitat elements and habitat 

heterogeneity may help.  During the scientific exploration mode practitioners and 

researchers may collaborate to seek out help in areas where weaknesses arise their findings 

should be reported in the peer-reviewed literature. 

SHIRA PHASES – A PRACTICAL IMPLEMENATION PROCESS 

Whereas modes can be used as tools at any time during SHR projects, phases 

represent a chronological sequence of steps. The phases here are similar to those presented 

in other approaches (e.g. FISRWG, 1998), with the exception of more emphasis on design. 

The thrust of this section is to explain how each of the modes already presented are used 

throughout the course of a project. 

 
Phase 1: Preliminary Planning 

During the preliminary planning phase, problems are identified, the SHR site is 

selected, SHR project goals are clearly defined, regulatory permits are obtained, stakeholder 

support is rallied and interfacing within a larger watershed-based planning or restoration 

program is conducted. During this time, project constraints must be realized, including 

budget, construction access, construction timing, permitting, gravel availability and potential 

project impacts. Many authors have clearly laid out how to get through the preliminary 

planning phase of restoration (NRC, 1992; Brookes and Shields, 1996; FISRWG, 1998). 

Thus, we will limit our comments here to the specifics for SHR projects.  
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SHR may be appropriate if spawning habitat availability and quality has been 

identified as the problem. However, it is unrealistically ambitious to extend an individual 

SHR project beyond the reach scale. Projects beyond that scope should be phased and more 

closely integrated into a watershed-scale restoration plan. Site selection should be carefully 

chosen in the context of the river’s longitudinal profile with ample consideration for future 

and existing SHR projects as well as current spawning habitat sites. Alluvial river slopes are 

quite low (0.0001 to 0.01 typically) and a finite amount of elevation head (10 cm to 10 m 

over 1 km) drives how much energy is available to produce hydraulic conditions favorable 

for spawning (typically high velocities and shallow depths over riffles). Elevation head 

cannot be created; it can only be redistributed from some upstream site, and maximum fill 

depths should account for this (Figure 7). An alternative approach to comprehensive 

longitudinal profile rehabilitation might be to begin by elevating head as much as possible at 

the furthest upstream spawning sites below a barrier and redistribute that elevation head 

over a series of SHR projects working downstream. Such hydrogeomorphic analyses will 

require longitudinal profiles and plan-form maps from the mapping data collection sub-

mode. 

Source, quality and quantity of spawning gravels used for the project should be 

considered early in the preliminary planning phase. Preferably, spawning gravels will not 

come from instream gravel mining operations as projects may not be justifiable at the 

expense of other parts of the river or different basins altogether (Kondolf, 1997b). 

Alternatively, processed floodplain deposits or gravels trapped behind dams might be used. 

During the preliminary planning phase baseline data collection on flows, habitat preference 

should be conducted. Once the preliminary planning phase has received approval from  



Figure 7 – Concept of finite elevation head. The maximum fill depth at the upstream 
end of a spawning bed enhancement project is the critical control for how much new 
spawning habitat is created and how much existing spawning habitat is deteriorated 
upstream from backwater effects. In the pre project condition, the existing upstream 
riffle provides high quality spawning habitat but the glide downstream provides poor 
quality spawning habitat. In scenario one, gravel is placed in the glide to decrease depths 
and increase velocities; thereby creating optimal spawning habitat over much of the old 
glide but also inducing a backwater effect on the upstream riffle and deteriorating 
spawning habitat quality. In scenario two, the maximum fill depth is lower and the trade-
off between backwater effect on the upstream riffle and creation of high quality 
spawning habitat is optimized.

33
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managers, regulatory agencies and stakeholders the pre project phase can begin. 

 
Phase 2: Pre Project  

The purpose of the pre project phase is to thoroughly identify and document 

baseline conditions at the SHR site.  This begins with an intensive field campaign using the 

data collection mode beginning at least one year prior to anticipated construction. Complete 

topographic surveys and mapping data collection are performed. General habitat mapping is 

performed and annual redd surveys are compiled as part of the habitat data collection sub-

mode. Pre project bed material data collection is performed to document substrate 

condition. As part of the flow data collection sub-mode, historic flow records are analyzed, 

rating curves at the SHR project modeling boundaries are collected, and flow processes are 

measured for pre project model validation. 

After data collection is complete, pre project modeling begins. The digital terrain 

model of the SHR site is prepared and the results of habitat type, redd survey, geomorphic 

form and facies mappings are overlaid. The digital terrain model is then used to build and 

run the 2D hydrodynamic model of the pre project conditions. At a minimum, spawning 

flows should be modeled and validated. Ideally, low flows, over-bank flows and peak flows 

are also modeled if data is available or can be estimated. Model boundaries should extend 

adequately past project boundaries so that boundary conditions will not change because of 

the proposed project. This will insure that the same boundary conditions can be used for 

design scenarios, which cannot be validated against actual data, as they are hypothetical. 

Before running SMI and GHSI sub-models, hydrodynamic model results are compared 

against flow data collected in the field. Once satisfactory model results are achieved through 

topographic refinement, boundary condition changes, or parameter adjustment, the sediment 
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entrainment model is run to identify areas of potential scour during both spawning flows 

and flood flows. The GHSI model is run at the spawning flow, which is often specified as a 

constant in operational regulations, to quantify the quality and spatial extent of pre-existing 

spawning habitat. 

The conceptualization mode should be used during the pre project to obtain a better 

conceptual appreciation of baseline conditions than numerical model results alone can offer. 

Specific fluvial and ecologic processes limiting spawning habitat quality and quantity are 

identified. For example, channelized or incised rivers may be disconnected from their 

floodplains. In such a situation, hydraulic geometry analysis of at-a-station discharge 

relations for width, depth, and velocity may help show the process response to flow releases.  

From these analyses, it might be concluded that channel geometry should be adjusted to 

encourage reconnection with the floodplain, refocus or dissipate erosive energy. If such 

improvements fall outside the scope of a SHR project, they may be recommended to river 

managers for future restoration activities. Whereas the focus of the modeling mode is on 

details at the reach and sub-reach scale, the conceptualization mode can span from 

microhabitat scales to the watershed scale. Knowledge developed from the conceptualization 

mode should foreshadow what processes may be promoted or discouraged in the design 

development phase.  

 
Phase 3: Design Development 

Design development in SHIRA has three parts: 1) conceptual design formulation, 2) 

detailed design development 3) and design testing. Even though design is a creative process, 

real-world utility depends on objective testing of alternatives. As many design scenarios as 

are necessary to test the available competing concepts should be developed.  Time may be a 
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limiting factor, so at least 3 unique alternatives should be evaluated; however upwards of ten 

is not unreasonable. Design scenarios can include both those that designers hypothesize as 

appropriate solutions and “null” designs. For example, conceptual models have been 

proposed to explain why pool-riffle sequences tend to maintain themselves over time (e.g. 

velocity reversal (Keller, 1971), secondary flow cell convergence and divergence and 

Thompson’s (1999) revised velocity reversal). Self-maintaining pool-riffle sequences tend to 

exhibit narrower pools and wider riffles; which is thought to concentrate flow through the 

pools and allow it to dissipate out across a riffle (Thompson et al., 1999; Thompson and 

Hoffman, 2001).  Thus, a hypothesized design scenario may aim to constrain channel width 

in the pools and allow width to expand across riffles. The “null” design scenario would 

propose the opposite (constant channel width or width constriction in riffle).  

Hydrodynamic and SMI model results of the hypothesized and null design scenarios at flood 

stages could be used to infer whether the conceptual model indeed explains the desired 

process. All scenarios are designed within the specific SHR project constraints (i.e. site 

location, quantity of gravel available, construction access, construction equipment).  

 
Conceptual Design Formulation: 

Numerous design scenarios can be formulated conceptually by drawing “form-

process sketches” of designs over existing channel topography, habitat and geomorphic 

maps. The designers should start with a geomorphic-based concept about how the project 

reach should function. For example, it may be proposed to convert an incised glide with 

homogenized depths and velocities into a pool-riffle or alternate bar sequence. A simple 

conceptual planform sketch delineating where gravel will be placed to create the desired 

channel forms should be drawn. In addition, the hydrogeomorphic processes and related 
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ecological functions hypothesized to be produced by such a design scenario can be added to 

the map. The conceptual “form-process sketch” documents designers’ ideas for a proposed 

design and how they hypothesize that design will function. 

 
Detailed Design Development: 

Detailed design creation is the process of converting the conceptual design into a 

digital terrain model. While many applications exist for building DEMs (e.g. ARC-Info & 

Surfer), few rival computer assisted drafting (CAD) programs such as AutoCAD as a design 

tool. Using a DEM-capable CAD program (such as Autodesk’s Land Desktop ), a 

complete design DEM can be expeditiously developed. The DEM data can be directly 

exported into a hydrodynamic modeling interface to model each design. Furthermore, CAD 

allows easy calculation of fill volumes so designs can be developed using the exact design 

volume of gravel.  Additional tools include extrapolating longitudinal profiles and cross 

sections from DEM surfaces. Design gravel sizes need to specified using a combination of 

habitat suitability curve criteria, literature reports of gravel sizes (e.g. Kondolf and Wolman, 

1993) and physical constraints from the gravel supplier.  

 
Design Testing: 

Design testing in SHIRA uses the modeling mode to evaluate design scenarios 

relative to flow structure, habitat, geomorphic process, and sediment entrainment criteria. 

While true model validation of design scenarios is not possible, model results are directly 

comparable because model elements are exactly pre-specified (Pasternack et al., In Press). 

For example, the primary source of error in modeling is DEM inaccuracy from poor field 

data, but in a design DEM this source of error does not exist. Spatial predictions of GHSI 
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should be used to test for design efficiency and habitat patch size. Efficiency can be defined 

in terms of volume of gravel added per area of habitat created.  A habitat patch must be 

larger than a single redd to be of value. The SMI can be used at spawning flows to design 

against potential scour in GHSI predicted spawning portions of the channel. At high flows, 

the SMI can help verify or reject the validity of the designer’s geomorphic process inferences 

made in the conceptual design formulation. 

 
Phase 4: Final Design Selection 

After multiple design scenarios have been developed and tested, they need to be 

critically assessed and compared with each other. Findings should be presented to other 

experts and managers to get feedback and direction before refining the final design. The final 

design scenario may simply be the best scenario from the design phase or a combination of 

scenarios. Once a final design scenario is developed, model results are solidified and 

construction documents are prepared. Construction document requirements will vary 

according to the construction project contractor and regulatory requirements of the 

oversight agencies. At a minimum, construction documents should include pre project 

topography, a grading plan depicting configuration of placed gravel fills, and have critical 

design elements highlighted. Construction documents should convey all information 

necessary for a general engineering contractor to read them. If a competitive bidding process 

is being used to select a contractor, it may be helpful to have plans reviewed by a 

professional engineer before distribution.  
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Phase 5: Construction  

Construction of SHR projects should take place prior to the onset of the spawning 

season to minimize potential impacts on the species of interest. The construction phase is a 

reality check for designers. Months can be spent over-designing minute details of individual 

design scenarios, but in the end a front end loader with a 4-6 m3 bucket or an excavator is 

used to construct the project (Figure 8). From our experience, the maximum precision such 

construction equipment can consistently achieve working in a channel with flowing water is 

roughly ±25 mm in the vertical and ±75 mm in the horizontal. In some instances, temporary 

flow diversions may allow dry-gravel placement and yield slightly higher accuracies. 

Irregardless, construction should focus on accomplishing the general design intent. The 

designer should clearly communicate important design elements, goals and specifications to 

the contractor at a pre construction meeting. Specific issues to be addressed include 

construction access, gravel handling, gravel cleanliness, construction staging areas, 

identification of sensitive areas and potential construction hazards. Construction access 

should be planned to minimize impacts (making use of existing roads, dust and sediment 

control). Gravels should be at least double washed, free of fines and delivered to the site in 

steam-cleaned transfer trucks. If transfer trucks can dump the gravel directly into the 

channel (as opposed to an intermediate off channel staging area), potential losses from gravel 

staging and introduction of fines can be minimized. Gravel should be handled by the loaders 

as few times as possible to minimize breakage. Breakage makes rounded spawning gravels 

angular, thereby decreasing grain size and porosity and possibly increasing spawning injury. 

Known in-channel construction hazards (e.g. deep pools, submerged boulders and large  



Figure 8 – Spawning bed enhancement construction. Front-end loaders are typically 
used to place spawning gravels in the channel during construction of spawning bed 
enhancement projects. The precision with which such equipment can construct in 
channel habitat is limited by the size of the equipment. 

40
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woody debris (LWD)) and sensitive areas should be flagged from the bank and identified for 

the contractor. Construction staking can delineate the boundaries of specific design features 

and delineate finished fill elevations. Spot grade checking is helpful during construction to 

assure finished elevations are close to design elevations. Designers should be available on-

site during construction to answer questions, make design modifications if unforeseen 

problems arise, and most importantly: gain insight from the construction process. 

 

Phase 6: Post Project Assessment 

The post project assessment phase repeats many steps from the pre project phase, 

but with the intent of documenting as-built conditions.  The phase provides another 

opportunity to run and validate hydrodynamic predictions against post project flow data.  

Other quantitative assessments (e.g. GHSI, SMI, geomorphic analyses) as well as qualitative 

assessments (e.g. geomorphic process inventory and conceptual modeling) are summarized 

in the first post project appraisal (PPA).  It is premature to declare overall project success or 

failure upon conclusion of the first PPA. Instead, the first PPA establishes a baseline for 

comparison of future PPA during long term monitoring. Particular attention should be given 

to unforeseen consequences (good and bad) of the constructed project. If specific questions 

arise, they may warrant use of the scientific exploration mode.  Downs and Kondolf (2002) 

outline an eight-part PPA process which includes: success criteria, baseline surveys, design 

rationale, design drawings, post-project monitoring survey, supplementary historical data, 

and secondary analytical procedures; all of which SHIRA provide. The PPA should use the 

conceptualization mode to explain field observations not adequately explained by regular 

modeling mode results. For example, methods like Kondolf’s (2000b) nine step approach to 
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assessing gravel quality can be incorporated to explain spawning results where numerical or 

GHSI models fall short in prediction. 

 
Phase 7: Long Term Monitoring & Adaptive Management 

There are three parts of the final phase: 1) long-term monitoring, 2) adaptive 

management and 3) information inventory. Numerous sources are available for developing 

monitoring protocols (Kondolf, 1995a; Brookes and Shields, 1996; FISRWG, 1998; Downs 

and Kondolf, 2002). The long term monitoring data collection mode includes annual redd 

and channel topography surveys to record fish usage and channel adjustment.  However, the 

success of any organism relies on more than a single life stage or activity just as salmonid 

spawning habitat provides important features to the stream’s ecology other than merely 

spawning substrate.  It is clear that increasing salmonid spawning success may also benefit 

other aspects of the stream community, which in turn, may further benefit salmonid success.  

Therefore, gauging project success should encompass measures of processes, such as 

primary and secondary production and should encompass a community ecology perspective 

(Palmer et al., 1997).  An appropriate monitoring protocol will expand beyond simple 

enumeration of salmon redds and sediment transport.  The modeling mode can be revisited 

to explain questions arising from monitoring. Careful critique and feedback from a broad 

range of perspectives of the entire design process should be encouraged to help improve 

SHIRA for future projects. The long term monitoring protocol should include a detailed 

schedule for PPAs (annually, bi-annually or event-based). 

What we term the “adaptive management” part of Phase 7 is a management 

response to feedback provided by PPA results. In actuality, the entire SHIRA approach is 

modeled after adaptive management (Walters, 1986).  As the PPA process identifies 
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problems, adaptive management is used to learn from such problems and determine what 

level of response is appropriate. Many monitoring programs seem to focus on making sure 

project goals are met on paper as opposed to improving the restoration process through 

objective analysis and open sharing of findings (Downs and Kondolf, 2002). Even though 

river complexity and dynamics limit our ability to predict every possible outcome, data 

collection mode, conceptualization mode and modeling mode tools significantly reduce 

uncertainty. The Phase 7 information inventory involves sharing information with others in 

the spirit of adaptive management.  

DISCUSSION – OTHER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

Restoration of regulated rivers is by definition impossible without dam removal and 

even then true success is questionable. Although dam removal has grown in popularity for 

the recovery of native fisheries and restoration of geomorphic processes, it is expensive and 

usually only proposed for small dams (Bednarek, 2001). On many of the larger rivers with 

noteworthy salmon runs, dam removal may not be a realistic option. However, improvement 

of certain geomorphic and ecologic functions on regulated rivers through enhancement, 

rehabilitation efforts like SHR may be feasible. SHIRA can provide a framework within 

which SHR efforts can be carried out effectively. Below, other design considerations are 

discussed. 

 
Importance of Habitat Heterogeneity: 

One logical way to develop SHR design scenarios using a 2D hydrodynamic model 

and GHSI is to produce designs that optimize the bed configuration to achieve the 

maximum amount of GHSI-defined optimal habitat. This logic has guided past efforts at 

SHR and will tend to suggest a large flat riffle is the optimal bedform for spawning when a 
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constant discharge is maintained (Kondolf et al., 1996). From our experience, optimization 

with GHSI alone appears to produce relatively homogenous flat riffles. GHSI provides 

valuable insight into potential spawning habitat preferences, but many factors influencing 

spawning simply are not represented in the physically-based model. While optimal spawning 

habitat is generally found in riffles, proximity of optimal spawning habitat to pools, LWD, 

boulder clusters, flow separations (eddies) and overhanging cover can be equally important 

to spawners. Such structural elements allow the female to quickly seek refuge from predation 

or rest while still allowing her to defend her redd (McPhee and Quinn, 1998). Another 

problem with designs based entirely on GHSI is that spawning flows may fluctuate. A flat 

riffle designed for optimal GHSI habitat at a single flow could potentially produce poor 

quality habitat over the entire homogenous riffle at a different spawning flow. More 

topographically diverse riffles might provide a range of GHSI-defined quality habitats, more 

likely to provide spawning habitat over variable flows. Habitat heterogeneity is more likely to 

provide multiple habitat functions to different species than a homogenized habitat designed 

for a specific life stage of a single species.  Finally, habitat quantity often needs to be 

balanced against geomorphic sustainability, and the latter rarely suggests a long, flat riffle. 

Incorporating complex features into a design can improve the quality of habitat 

beyond the predictive capability of current numerical models. Numerical models can 

constrain the uncertainty of a design but need to be combined with conceptual models and 

practical limitations of construction to achieve spatial heterogeneity. Hydraulic structures can 

be used to add habitat heterogeneity and fluvial complexity in otherwise homogenized flow 

conditions. In a true channel restoration, hydraulic structures, such as boulder clusters or 

LWD, may not have existed in reaches where SHR is now proposed. However, since SHR is 
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intended to improve certain ecologic and geomorphic functions that are now lacking, the use 

of structural elements may still be justified. This is only appropriate if the inferred processes 

and benefits associated from such structures can be modeled or tested in the design phase. 

LWD is generally difficult to model with a 2D hydrodynamic model (Pasternack et al., In 

Press), although the contrary is true for boulders (Crowder and Diplas, 2000). Model results 

can be used to infer whether structures will interfere with or produce desired 

hydrogeomorphic processes and ecologic functions. However, model results cannot predict 

the rate at which boulder clusters may induce scour or rates at which LWD will break down 

or wash down stream. Thus, hydraulic structures may provide benefits with considerable 

uncertainty. 

Integration of Conceptual Features into Designs 

A number of empirical studies and general observations of spawning activity have 

been documented but not modeled yet. However, these ideas may conceptually warranted 

inclusion in design development. For example, chinook salmon (Oncorhychus tshawytscha) are 

thought to preferentially spawn where hyporheic flow occurs (Vronskiy, 1972; Geist, 2000). 

One example of a bedform thought to promote hyporheic flow is pool-exit slopes. Water is 

vertically constricted through a pool exit slope and then spreads over the width of a shallow 

riffle, characterized by a decrease in depth and increase in velocity. The head gradient 

induced in this zone can promote downwelling through permeable spawning gravels.  Lisle 

and Lewis (1992) explain that even if eggs incubate successfully and alevins hatch within the 

gravels of a redd,  alevins still need connected pore spaces to emerge out into the main flow 

of the channel. Hyporheic flow of water through the gravels is thought to maintain such 

connected pore spaces by flushing fines and increasing dissolved oxygen values critical to 
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egg survival.  Although most hydrodynamic models are not coupled to hyporheic flow 

models, and GHSI does not account for downwelling at pool-exit slopes, the process-

inference may well justify the use of pool-exit slopes in designs.  

 
Channel Stability 

Channel stability is not necessarily an appropriate goal of SHR projects (Kondolf, 

2000a). In natural rivers spawning gravels tend to be refreshed over time from upstream 

supplies. In the Six Rivers National Forest, CA, Overton (1984) noticed that some spawning 

sites persisted from year to year whereas others were transitory. Overton explained that 

persistent spawning sites seems to coincide with pool-exit slopes and either upstream or 

downstream of in-channel obstacles. Overton also noted that a large percentage of spawning 

(40 to 80%) was observed on transitory bedforms (bars and riffles with seasonally active 

bedload transport).  Thus, designers might try to establish geomorphic process controls 

leading to stable spawning habitat.  A mix of transitory and stable habitats may be 

appropriate for SHR designs. Montgomery et al. (1999) hypothesized that bed scour depths 

constrain spawning distributions as population survival would be unsustainable if scour 

depths consistently exceed egg burial depths during the incubation period. To further 

confuse matters, channel locations, which experience active bedload transport, may in some 

cases support topographically stable reaches (DeVries, 2002). Relating channel stability and 

sediment transport to spawning habitat is an area still ripe for research. It is difficult to draw 

specific conclusions in a general design context, as different processes are appropriate for 

different rivers. None-the-less, a process-based approach will help designers grapple with the 

stability concepts and discourage expectation of static results. 
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Froude Numbers as Indicators of Habitat Quality 

Since the GHSI spawning habitat model is based on velocity and depth, it is logical 

to ask “Why not use Froude number as an indicator of habitat quality?” Others have tried to 

relate Froude Number to the spawning stage of salmonids but cannot do so uniquely.  Moir 

et al. (2002) found that Atlantic Salmon tend to only spawn at sites with subcritical Froude 

numbers less than 1.0 and greater than 0.2 on the River Dee system in north-east Scotland. 

Moir et al. propose that Froude number might be used as a single descriptor of hydraulic 

habitat, as it is dimensionless and more versatile than velocity and depth. However, it is 

emphasized that single values of Froude numbers do not uniquely represent habitat quality 

unless bounded. That is, the same Froude number can correspond to optimum spawning 

habitat, poor quality habitat and even non-habitat. Thus, although Froude number is 

suggestive of habitat quality, it is dangerous to suggest its use in a design or monitoring 

context as the misapplication of such principles could lead to misrepresented claims and 

possibly project failure.   

Figure 9 illustrates some of the problems with using Froude Number as a unique 

indicator of habitat quality. While Froude number ranges do seem to bound the most likely 

spawning habitat ranges of velocity and depth, they in no way uniquely represent them. The 

GHSI essentially eliminates the temptation to use Froude number as a unique indicator of 

habitat quality as it provides a unique value or preference as an alternative. Whereas Froude 

number cannot account for different combinations of velocity and depth that produce 

different habitat qualities, the GHSI inherently does. In other words, a number of velocity 

and depth combinations can produce the same quality of habitat, but those same conditions 

of velocity and depth can correspond to a wide range of Froude numbers. 



Figure 9 – Froude Number Boundaries in Relationship to GHSI and SMI – The above 
plot is the same velocity versus depth plot we’ve used all along with two Froude
Numbers plotted on it. The graph illustrates that Froude number is NOT a unique 
indicator of habitat quality; however, upper and lower limits might be instructive for 
assessing habitat quality.
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Figure 10 – Spatial Distribution of Froude Number in Vicinity of Submerged Boulder –
The above plot is a contour map of Froude number, with velocity vectors shown in 
black. Notice that flow throughout most of the channel is subcritical with only a tiny 
pocket of supercritical flow occurring over the submerged boulder. The elongated 
contours downstream of the boulder follow much the same pattern as the undulating 
wave that is shown in the photo pf the same boulder in the lower right above.
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  While Froude number may not be an appropriate single descriptor of spawning 

habitat quality, plots of the Froude number are instructive for showing fluvial complexity. 

Furthermore, fluvial complexity may be an important qualitative tool for assessing overall 

habitat quality. When used in combination with a velocity vector plot, flow separations can 

be identified and could even be designed (Figure 10). Flow separations are of special 

importance to aquatic ecosystems as many aquatic animals, insects and plants live in the 

boundary layers along these flow separations (Mount, 1995). Mount astutely summarizes the 

significance of flow separations as forming low-velocity turbulent-subcritical zones within 

other wise fast-moving water. These pockets may provide excellent rearing habitat for 

spawning salmon. Beschta and Jackson (1979) used Froude numbers to characterize flow 

conditions that lead to the intrusion of fines and subsequent degradation of spawning 

habitat. They found that when fines were deposited over the substrate, and low Froude 

numbers present, a seal of fines in the upper 5 cm of the gravel bed formed. Whereas, when 

high Froude numbers were present, the seals were absent. Thus, Froude number plots could 

potentially be used to identify areas where habitat potential is either jeopardized or enhanced 

if a fine grain fraction is present in the suspended load. At the microhabitat scale, Wetmore 

et al. (1990) showed Froude number to be the best discriminator between larval and random 

locations for filter feeding caddisflies. 

 
Probable Design Costs 

Because SHIRA is more thorough than existing ad-hoc practices, it is important to 

determine if the increased design cost is fiscally realistic. Pasternack et al. (In Press) showed 

that the use of modeling tools alone can significantly improve the amount and spatial pattern 

of physical habitat. However, design cost will vary largely on the design team (i.e. in-house 
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agency design, consultants, university researchers) and between projects. In 2001 and 2002 

we used SHIRA to design and implement the placement of 907 and 2787 metric tons of 

gravel, respectively, on separate reaches of the lower Mokelumne River in Central California. 

In both instances we were able to complete Phases 2 through 5 of SHIRA within a 3-month 

time span with construction lasting less than a week. Phase 6 took 1-2 months, while Phase 7 

is ongoing through at least 2009 in both cases. Excluding gravel purchase, construction, and 

long-term monitoring, the cost of SHIRA was less than $30,000 in each case.  Although 

actual project times and costs will vary widely, the implication is that SHIRA can be carried 

out at reasonable cost over reasonable timeframes. Ultimately, more trials are needed to 

determine if such design costs are worthwhile in terms of specific metrics, though many 

other benefits of the design approach exist and are not financially quantifiable. If the 

implementation of SHR projects using SHIRA is able to provide for better success rates, 

more efficient use of spawning gravels, and better scientific understandings; we argue the 

increased design costs are appropriate. However, as with restoration in general, success is a 

poorly defined concept. 

 
Limitations: 

The largest limitation of SHR is that it is a species-centered rehabilitation approach 

focused on the reach scale. SHR may not be sustainable unless supporting geomorphic 

processes are achieved through larger scale watershed-based restoration. Project lifetime 

remains the largest unknown. The assumption is that SHIRA is used as part of a larger 

watershed scale restoration program, but the reality may be that funding is only spent on 

piecemeal individual SHR projects without appropriate longer term or larger scale planning. 

If the later is the case, SHIRA will likely provide short-term benefits that may diminish with 
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time and thus necessitate periodic maintenance. Unlike many forms of restoration, spawning 

bed enhancement can produce quick results. However, many factors can diminish those 

results over time. Without an active sediment transport and flow regime provided from 

adequate dam releases, habitat quality can deteriorate over time. Pulse-flows may provide a 

mechanism in regulated rivers by which certain ecologic and hydrogeomorphic functions can 

be achieved (Andrews and Nankervis, 1995; Wilcock et al., 1996b). Whiting (2002) suggests 

partitioning the annual hydrograph into certain functions in which the flow magnitude 

determines the function (e.g. pool scour, riffle-cleansing, riffle mobilization will require 

different magnitude flows). Even still, flow adjustments to improve flow-sensitive habitat 

characteristics are often difficult to obtain from dam operators once operational permits are 

granted. Similarly, if regular gravel augmentation is not done to alleviate coarse-grained 

sediment deficits, SHR projects will likely not last. 

Individual river systems may provide challenges to designers currently not explicitly 

outlined in SHIRA. For example, thus far we have only applied SHIRA to the Mokelumne 

River, where water quality has not been shown to be problematic for salmonids (Merz, 

2001a). In rivers where water quality and temperature are limiting factors, it may be 

appropriate to modify SHIRA to include water quality assessment capabilities (see Herricks 

(1996) for some potential ways for incorporating water quality). SHIRA itself can be 

adaptively managed and changed as needed by practitioners to include new sub-modes to 

address shortcomings as they arise.  
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BACKGROUND 

In the Central Valley of California, rivers that once sustained robust runs of fall and 

spring run chinook salmon (Oncorhychus tshawytscha) are now regulated or otherwise impacted 

by dams, diversions, chanelization and instream gravel mining.  The decline of salmonids in 

regulated rivers has been linked to many perturbations including over-harvest and the 

deterioration, inaccessibility and reduction of spawning habitat for these fish (Nehlsen et al., 

1991; Moyle and Randall, 1998; Yoshiyama et al., 1998; Maddock, 1999). 

In an inventory of projects within California’s Central Valley from 1976 to 1999, 

Lutrick and Kondolf (p. comm.) identified 73 spawning habitat rehabilitation projects, on 19 

different rivers, totaling over US$ 45 million, and involving the addition of over 1.2 million 

m3 (≈1.8 million metric tons) of gravel.  The majority of those projects consisted of gravel 

augmentation or spawning bed enhancement and most have not included a design process 

(Kondolf, 2000a). Spawning habitat rehabilitation as a type of river restoration has been a 

species-centered endeavor that promotes the recovery of a single ecological function in the 

short term; potentially neglecting a diverse range of ecological and hydrogeomorphic 

processes important to the recovery of salmonids over a range of time scales (Maddock, 

1999). We segregate spawning habitat rehabilitation projects into three categories: 1) gravel 

augmentation, 2) hydraulic structure placement and 3) spawning bed enhancement.  

Despite the popularity of spawning habitat rehabilitation in practice, it has received 

little attention in the peer-reviewed literature. Kondolf et al. (1996) reviewed a case study of 

a riffle construction  (spawning bed enhancement) on the Merced River, and found 

geomorphic considerations to be lacking. Kondolf (2000a) offered suggestions for spawning 

habitat rehabilitation, again emphasizing the importance of geomorphology. Merz and Setka 
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(In Prep) outlined several techniques they used to evaluate and monitor a spawning bed 

enhancement project constructed in 2000 on the Mokelumne River, California and 

implemented without a design approach. In a separate spawning bed enhancement project 

constructed in 1999 on the Mokelumne River, California, Pasternack et al. (In Press) 

established that had 2D hydrodynamic and habitat suitability models been used to develop 

design alternatives, more efficient use of gravel and spawning habitat could have been 

achieved. Measurement of habitat enhancement success has been variable and wanting with 

little work assessing design, implementation or longevity of projects. In addition, numerous 

sources of uncertainty arise out of the restoration process and can make it difficult to 

develop specific or appropriate performance measures (Sear and Darby, In Prep).  

In a companion paper (Wheaton et al., In Prep-b) it was hypothesized that a science-

based design approach drawing on well-accepted concepts and tools from multiple 

disciplines could add mechanistic understanding and predictive capability to the 

hydrogeomorphic and ecological underpinnings of spawning habitat rehabilitation. In theory, 

one might like to test this hypothesis by monitoring fish populations at experimental 

rehabilitation sites, but in practice such trends are strongly influenced by many factors 

outside of the enhancement reaches, such as flow and sediment regime, run-size and timing, 

changes in harvest regulations, and ocean harvesting and predatio.  As an alternative, 

outcome evaluation of intermediate mechanisms perceived to be important to endpoint 

population trends can be used to test more specific aspects of the overall scientific question.  

In this paper, such testing is done through an experimental application of the Spawning 

Habitat Integrated Rehabilitation Approach (SHIRA). We believe this case study is the first 
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spawning habitat rehabilitation project to be presented in the peer-reviewed literature that 

has followed an integrated design approach.   

Rather than providing the complete story of a rehabilitation project, the aim of this 

paper is to address four intermediate scientific questions relating to the design utility of 

SHIRA and that have general value to the scientific community. Selected results from the 

spawning bed enhancement project constructed in August of 2001 on the lower Mokelumne 

River (LMR), California will be used to answer the scientific questions.  Full descriptive 

details on the project have been published in a technical report (Wheaton and Pasternack, 

2002) and is available from the authors.  The mechanistic questions to be addressed are: 

1. Is there an inherent conflict between high quality spawning habitat and erosion of 
that habitat? 

2. Can ecologic functions and geomorphic processes be effectively incorporated into 
designs without explicit predictive modeling of those processes? 

3. To what extent can existing spawning habitat and hydrodynamic models be used to 
test and evaluate design alternatives? 

4. How well does a final design model compare to actual and modeled post project 
conditions? 

 
STUDY REACH 

 
The Mokelumne River of central California drains a 1700 km2 catchment westward 

to the Sacramento-San Joaquin Bay Delta (see also Merz, 2001b). Sixteen major dams or 

diversions, including the 0.24 km3 Pardee and the 0.51 km3 Camanche reservoirs, have 

dramatically altered the LMR’s flow regime (Pasternack et al., In Press). The LMR extends 72 

km from the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta upstream to Camanche Dam, which has a 

chinook salmon and steelhead (O. mykiss) fish hatchery but no fish ladder. The majority of 

salmon spawning on the LMR now takes place in a 14-km reach between Camanche Dam 

and Elliot Road (Merz and Setka, In Prep). Compared to other major dams on Sierra Rivers, 
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Camanche is relatively low in the system. Accordingly, slopes throughout the current 

spawning reaches remain low (ranging from 0.0005 to 0.002). At least 34 fish species occur 

in the LMR including two native anadromous salmonids: steelhead and fall-run chinook 

salmon (Merz, 2001b).  The study reach begins 580 m downstream of Camanche Dam, 

within a public day-use park, and 76 m downstream of the confluence of Murphy Creek (a 

13.4 km2 basin). In August of 2001, 650 m3 of gravel and ten boulders (450 to 680 kg each) 

were placed in a 76 m long reach within a 272 m long study reach (Figure 11). East Bay 

Municipal Utility District has placed over 8500 m3 of gravel at 12 spawning habitat 

enhancement sites along the LMR since 1991 (Pasternack et al., In Press) and has a 

monitoring program encompassing all of these projects that will extend at least to 2009. 

Monitoring includes topographic surveys, core sampling, pebble counts, redd surveys and 

tracer rocks. (For more detailed study site description, see Appendix 1). 

 
 
 

METHODS 

Specific Application of SHIRA to Mokelumne River 

As detailed in the Wheaton et al. (In Prep-b) companion paper, SHIRA is organized 

into science-based set of tools, termed modes, which are used interchangeably through a 

sequence of project phases. In the methods here, we only explain how specific SHIRA 

modes were used to address the four intermediate questions posed above.  SHIRA is not a 

prescriptive, cookbook approach and the details of its application will vary from river to 

river. Instead, SHIRA provides a modular, multi-disciplinary framework within which 

process and function considerations are emphasized over form mimicry common in 

morphology-based approaches (e.g. Rosgen, 1996).  As such, it is important to identify the 



Figure 11- Study Site Maps. A) Mokelumne River Catchment location map (see B for 
inset box detail). B) 1:24,000 USGS Map showing lower Mokelumne River below 
Camanche Dam. Study site delineated with inset box (see C for detail). C) Topographic 
survey of study reach showing extent of model domain versus project domain. 
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 specific assumptions made and metrics used for the application of SHIRA to a specific river 

system. 

On the LMR, a handful of assumptions guided the selection of specific 

measurements, conceptualizations, and analyses from the data collection, modeling and 

conceptualization modes. Fall run chinook salmon are the focus of management efforts on 

the LMR. Limited quantity and degraded quality of spawning habitat on the LMR was 

identified by FERC (1993) as the second most important factor causing a bottleneck for 

population goals. The 2001 project site was located just downstream of a major dam 

incapable of passing coarse-grained sediment. The LMR is largely disconnected from its 

floodplain and once-active alluvial deposits are now armored with vegetation (primarily 

Alnus sp., Salix sp., Populus sp., Quercus sp., Vitus californica, Rubus sp. and various grasses, forbes 

and sedges (Edwards, 2001)). As such, it was assumed that the sediment supply from 

upstream was negligible and recruitment of gravels in floodplain storage unlikely.  Grain size 

distributions for placed gravels (supplied from a LMR floodplain quarry) were determined 

from a mix of fork length data for LMR adult female fall-run chinook salmon (Miyamoto, 

2001) and related envelope curves reported in the literature (Kondolf and Wolman, 1993). 

Thus, global spawning habitat suitability models were built using only depth and velocity 

habitat suitability curves (HSC) as inclusion of grain-size HSC would only further emphasize 

the poor quality and finer distributions of pre project conditions. All designs were based on 

an assumed 1150 m3 of gravel available for construction (768 m3 from a quarry and 382 m3 

from retired hatchery spawning beds).  The flow regime of the LMR is heavily regulated with 

a maximum Camanche release of 141 cms, a minimum mandated fish flow of 4.25 cms and 

spawning flows typically between 5.7 and 14.2 cms (for detailed hydrologic analysis: 
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Pasternack et al., In Press). Due to the absence of project site rating curves, unavailability of 

vegetated floodplain topographic data, and lack of high flows during the study period, 

hydrodynamic modeling was only conducted at spawning flows for which validation data 

was collected (6.79 & 11.46 cms). The above assumptions and limitations helped determine, 

for example, the specific methods and metrics used in the data collection mode (Table 2). 

Although not included explicitly in this study, monitoring of previous enhancement sites 

since 1990, macroinvertebrate, fish community, alevin egg tube survival and water quality 

studies (among others), strongly influenced the assumptions made above (e.g. Merz, 2001a; 

Merz, 2001b; Merz, 2002; Merz and Setka, In Prep). 

  
Question 1: Potential Erosion of Spawning Habitat 

Using the conceptualization and data collection modes, calculations were made to 

determine whether there was an inherent risk of erosion for high quality spawning habitat 

regardless of gravel placement strategy.   Over the long term, winter floods naturally cause 

sediment transport and geomorphic unit re-configuration (Trush et al., 2000).  However, 

during autumn chinook salmon spawn at lower discharges when the risk of scour is lower.  

Consequently, it is hypothesized that successful gravel placement configurations should 

experience no more scour than would occur naturally.  To test this a combination of habitat 

suitability, grain size and hydraulic data were used in conjunction with a theoretical sediment 

entrainment criterion.  Velocity and depth HSC for spawning preference of fall run chinook 

on the LMR were weighted equally and combined to produce a global habitat suitability 

index (as detailed in Pasternack et al., In Press). From pre and post project grain size 

distributions, the d16, d50 and d84 were used as representative grain sizes to assess entrainment 

potential under various hydraulic conditions for a heterogeneous bed mixture. A common  
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Data 
Collection 

Component 

Purpose: Method Metric: 
Pre 

Metric: 
Design 

Metric: 
Post 

Topographic Reach 
Survey 

Build Digital Elevation 
Models 

Total Station & real world 
control; feature-based irregular 
surveying (high density around 
topographically complex areas; 
low density on floodplains) 

1896 points; 
Avg. density: 1 
pt./ 6.2 m2; 
1.17 ha 

NA (grading 
plans used to 
create DTMs) 

880 points; 
Avg. density: 1 
pt./ 1.8 m2; 
0.16 ha  

Flow/Hydrodynamics Rating Curves; 
Hydrodynamic Model 
Validation; Model 
boundary condition 
specifications 

Depth-averaged estimates (0.6 
depth if <0.75 m; average of 0.2 
and 0.8 depth if >0.75 m): 
Wadable cross sections: Marsh 
McBirney Electromagnetic 
velocitmeter and top setting rod. 
Non-Wadable cross sections: 
Flat bottom boat and Price AA 
current meter 

Seven Cross 
Sections (4 
wadable; 3 
non-wadable); 
219 points 

No Validation 
(Pre project 
boundary 
conditions 
used) 

Six Cross 
Sections (4 
wadable; 2 
non-wadable); 
292 points 

Flow Regime Analysis Identify timing, duration 
and intensity of peak 
flows, spawning flows 
and various recurrence 
interval flows. 

Pre dam USGS daily records 
(1904-1963); Post dam EBMUD 
daily records (1964-2001); Log 
Pearson III flood frequency 
analysis 

59 years of pre 
dam records; 
37 years of 
post dam 
records 

NA 
(same used) 

NA 
(same used) 

Spawning Habitat 
Characterization 

Quantify hydrodynamic 
characteristics of 
spawning habitat; habitat 
typing; redd utilization 

Velocity and Depth habitat 
suitability curves from (CDFG, 
1991); River Styles 
characterization; weekly redd 
surveys (1994-2001) (Merz and 
Setka, In Prep) 

Velocity and 
Depth HSC; 
Redd surveys 
(1994-2000): 
Total LMR: 
6483 redds 
(≈926/year) 
Project reach: 
55 redds 
(≈7/year) 
 

Same Velocity 
and Depth 
HSC used; 

Same Velocity 
and Depth 
HSC used; 
Redd survey 
2001:  
Total LMR: 
1304 redds  
Project reach: 7 
redds  

Substrate 
Characterization 

Quantify surface grain 
size distributions; 
Estimate model 
roughness parameters 

Wolman Pebble Counts; 
Roughness estimation 
(Manning’s n) 

3 transects (100 
samples each); 
n=0.043 

Quarry 
specified 
Distribution; 
n=0.043 

3 transects (100 
samples each); 
n=0.043 

 

Table 2- Data Collection Mode. Description of purpose, methods and metrics for various data 

collection mode components for project. 
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approach to modeling sediment entrainment is to use Shields’ incipient motion criterion 

(Garde and Raju, 1985), and Einstein’s log velocity profile equation (Pasternack et al., In 

Press). The critical velocity for entrainment of the median grain size at a node was calculated 

as (Smart, 1999):  

(1) * 12.2
5.75 logc

s

c

h
U

k
u

⋅
= ⋅ ⋅

 
 
 

 

Where cU is the depth averaged critical velocity, *
cu  is the critical shear velocity 

( OHccu
2

ρτ=* ), h is the water depth and ks is the boundary roughness. The shear velocity is 

entirely dependent upon how critical shear stress (τc) is defined. Smart (1999) uses a common 

critical shear stress expression: 

(2)  ( ) sOHscritical df ⋅−⋅=
2

γγτ (Re)  

Where f(Re) is a function of the Reynolds Number (from experimental data ≈ 0.045 for Re 

> 1000), γs is the specific weight of sediment , γH2O is the specific weight of water and ds is 

the grain size diameter for which critical shear was calculated. Thus, for specific grain sizes, 

equation one can be used to determine the depth as a function of the critical entrainment 

velocity. The theoretical HSC and entrainment functions were analyzed by plotting them as a 

third dimension on velocity versus depth plots. Actual measured hydraulic conditions 

(velocity and depth) could then be overlaid on the same plot to assess both habitat suitability 

and sediment entrainment thresholds. 

 
Question 2: Incorporating Established Concepts into Designs 

In the design phase of SHIRA, the conceptualization mode was used to carry out creative 

design development exercises in which twelve design scenarios were formulated.  Conceptual 
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ideas from ecology, geomorphology, hydrology and other disciplines help relate the 

importance of fluvial geomorphic processes and the resulting channel form to the specific 

ecologic functions provided by those processes and forms (see Table 2). We hypothesized 

that such concepts could translate directly into detailed grading plans and designs. Some 

concepts either cannot or are too difficult to be modeled explicitly, and were used to 

theoretically guide development of design scenarios. In other instances, concepts lead 

directly to quantitative analyses that typically cannot be “verified” against field measurements 

in a design context. 

During the 2001 project, several key concepts were used to guide design scenario 

development. Table 3 shows some of the concepts, the processes they are related to, the 

geomorphic forms thought to promote those processes, the resulting ecologic functional 

benefits and how those concepts are used in design. In the development of designs, we 

hypothesized that the processes and functions in Table 3 should result from the proper 

inclusion of the related geomorphic forms. We report how some of the concepts led to 

conceptual designs for three of twelve scenarios: design 05- flat riffle, design 06- alternate 

bar/constricted pools, and the final design 12- central bar complex. For each example, form-

process sketches and finished grading plans depict the utility of SHIRA’s conceptualization mode 

at creatively incorporating scientific concepts into designs.  Details on the remaining 

scenarios are available in (Wheaton and Pasternack, 2002). 

Finished grading plans were drawn in AutoCAD and TIN-based (triangular irregular 

network) digital elevation models (DEMs) were created in AutoDesk’s Land Desktop R3. A 

finished grading plan specifies finished grade elevations along contours, grade breaks or at 

points in reference to a pre project DEM. The DEMs of the pre-project (for comparison)  
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Concept Process(es) Geomorphic 
form(s) thought 

to promote 
process or 
function 

Ecologic or 
geomorphic 
functional 
benefit(s) 

How used in 
design 

HSC- 
Spawning 
Habitat 

Shallow water depths; 
swift velocities; locally 
steep water surface 
slope 

Riffles; transverse bars, 
ribs; point bars; 
longitudinal bars 

Empirically observed 
physical conditions where 
spawning most typically 
occurs 

Used to predict habitat 
quality of modeled design 
scenarios 

Pool-Riffle 
Maintenance 
Mechanisms 

During high flows: 
deposition of gravels 
over riffle and scour of 
pools; “1D- Velocity 
Reversal” at high flows;  

Width constrictions at pool 
heads and width expansions 
at riffles 

Riffles generally provide 
good spawning habitat; 
whereas pools provide 
rearing and thermal refugia 

Include pool-riffle 
sequences with appropriate 
channel geometry to 
promote maintenance 

Hyporheic 
Exchange 

Downwelling of river 
water through 
permeable substrate; 
mixing of river and 
ground water in 
substrate; upwelling of 
ground water into river 
water 

Pool-exit slopes at pool-
riffle transitions (tend to 
increase hydraulic head 
gradient rapidly and induce 
downwelling); local and 
regional groundwater table 
conditions 

Flushing of metabolic 
wastes and fines from 
interstitial pore-space 
during egg incubation; 
“cleansing” of surface 
gravels; elevated 
permeability and dissolved 
oxygen 

Include broad bowl-shaped 
pool-exit slopes in design 

Flow Paths & 
Sediment 
Transport 

Bed scour at local flow 
convergences; sediment 
deposition at local flow 
divergences  

Pool-riffle sequences; 
alternate-bar sequences; 
braid bars; (numerous other 
examples) 

“Natural” coexistence 
between noted channel 
forms and sediment 
transport processes; 
provides mix of habitat 
types 

Flow structures qualitatively 
verified from model results 
at spawning flows and 
presumed to maintain some 
coherency at higher more 
geomorphically significant 
flows 

Proximity to 
Refugia 

Spawning habitat 
located in close 
proximity to refugia 
habitat 

Pools; overhanging cover; 
shear zones or eddies (see 
below) 

Provides locations to 
conserve energy and hide 
from predation while not 
loosing sight of redd 

Avoid excessively large 
contiguous areas of spawning 
habitat which are distanced 
from refugia 

Shear-Zones Initiated at flow 
separation and 
characterized by two 
distinct blocks of flow 
moving in opposite 
directions until 
downstream 
reattachment. 

Boulder Clusters, LWD, 
channel width transitions, 
bank irregularities, grain 
protrusions off bed 

Provides zone of slow 
moving water in immediate 
proximity to fast moving 
water. Used for drift 
feeding,  

Primarily flow width 
manipulations were used to 
produce shear zones. LWD 
and boulders not used in 
design phase 
(opportunistically placed 
during construction) 

Habitat 
Heterogeneity 

A mix of habitat 
patches provide niches 
for variety of species 

Mosaic of alluvial channel 
forms at various spatial 
scales as opposed to 
straightened, channelized 
and uniform reaches. 

Benefits for multiple 
organisms at various life 
stages; thought to 
encourage higher rates of 
biodiversity 

Avoid optimization of 
designs for specific 
functions; design for 
functional mosaic of 
geomorphic forms and 
habitat 

 

Table 3- Design Concepts. Relation between specific concepts used in design to morphologies 

thought to promote processes and/or ecologic functions. 
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and the above-mentioned three design scenarios are reported. DEMs were prepared for pre 

and post project conditions from detailed topographic surveys and from a combination of 

grading plans and pre project topography for hypothetical designs (Table 3). DEMs were 

each iteratively developed using 1) visualization, 2) editing, 3) data augmentation and 4) 

interpolation stages as discussed in (Wheaton et al, in prep.).  Point data augmentation was 

used to improve DEM representation of areas with lower point resolution or inadequate 

data (typically deep pools) in the pre and post project. Three types of point augmentation 

were used: 1) additional field surveys, 2) interpolation between known points and 3) user-

specified spacing along contours. When iterative DEM development finally yielded realistic 

terrain representation, refined point and breakline data were extrapolated from Land 

Desktop for later use in hydrodynamic model mesh discretization. 

 

Question 3: Numerical Models for Process Predictions 

During the creative design development process, hypotheses and inferences were made 

as to how certain forms might promote specific processes and/or ecologic functions. Before 

implementing a design based on such assumptions, an attempt was made to objectively test 

those hypotheses and inferences with existing spawning habitat and hydrodynamic models.  

Model results are presented for the pre project (for comparison) and the three design 

scenarios described earlier. Emphasis is placed on the ability of these models to test the 

process hypotheses made and to make qualitative ecologic function inferences. The modeling 

mode of SHIRA was used to build digital terrain models, two-dimensional (2D) 

hydrodynamic models, spawning habitat suitability models and a sediment entrainment 
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model. The models used are reviewed briefly below (for more detail, see Wheaton and 

Pasternack, 2002; Pasternack et al., In Press). 

 The 2D Finite Element Surface Water Modeling System (FESWMS) model code and 

Surfacewater Modeling System graphical interface were used to analyze stead state 

hydrodynamics. The boundary conditions required to run FESWMS are: i.)  a discharge at 

the upstream boundary, ii) a corresponding water surface elevation at the downstream 

boundary and iii) channel topography. Due to inadequate flow variation during the study 

period, discharge and water surface boundary conditions were only identified for spawning 

flows (11.46 cms for pre project and design phases; 6.79 cms for post project). Refined 

DEM data was used to discritize channel topography to a finite element model mesh at an 

approximately uniform node spacing (45 cm apart) during the pre project. During the post 

project, irregular discretization using tight node spacing (15–25 cm apart) around complex 

topography and relaxed node spacing (45 cm apart) around simple topography was 

employed. The resulting mesh was computationally more stable than meshes constructed 

with uniform node spacing and unrefined DEM data. 

The most noteworthy model parameters include Manning’s roughness and 

Boussinesq’s eddy viscosity coefficient for turbulence closure. Manning’s roughness (n) was 

estimated as 0.043 for study site using a McCuen summation method (McCuen, 1989).  A 

spatially explicit algorithm for roughness based on substrate size variations was unwarranted 

in this study for two reasons.  First, the reach had a narrow range of gravel substrate sizes, 

especially after gravel placement.  Second, the form drag of gravel bars caused much more 

significant roughness.  Tests of spatially explicit roughness for the site yielded no significant 

effect, matching Miller and Cleur (1998).  Eddy viscosity is a fourth-order tensor (33 terms), 
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which describes the property of the flow and arises from the closure problem when 

averaging the velocity terms in the Navier-Stokes equations. The Boussinesq analogy for 

eddy viscosity is often approximated as an isotropic scalar and theoretically estimated as 60 

percent of the product of shear-velocity (u*) and depth (Froehlich, 1989). Pasternack et al. 

(In Press) noticed using  calculated eddy viscosity estimates <0.065 m2/s with a mesh built 

on unrefined DEM data resulted in model instability even though calculated eddy viscosity 

values were <0.05 m2/s (at a study site located 220 m upstream).  During a flow of 11.46 

cms at the study site reported here, an average eddy viscosity of 0.017 m2/sec was calculated 

from 219 velocity and depth measurements.  Due to higher mesh and DEM quality in this 

study, model stability and convergence was achieved even using the calculated eddy viscosity 

value of 0.017 m2/sec.  No model calibration was performed as model parameters were 

specified with actual measured or theoretically calculated values.  Pre and post project model 

results (velocity and depth) were compared against measured values at five cross sections for 

validation (Figure 12).  

Habitat suitability curves for fall-run chinook on the LMR (see question one) were 

used to develop a global habitat suitability index (GHSI) for spawning. The index then was 

used to yield spatial predictions of spawning habitat suitability based on 2D hydrodynamic 

model results. The same GHSI was employed by Pasternack et al. (In Press) and is described 

conceptually in Wheaton et al. (Wheaton et al., In Prep-b). Whereas the hydrodynamic model 

results can be used to test specific hydrodynamic process predictions and make ecologic 

function inferences, the habitat suitability model tests the claim that specific forms will 

produce preferable spawning habitat conditions. A sediment entrainment sub-model uses 

hydrodynamic model results and the theoretical framework described in question one earlier.  



Figure 12 – Pre and post project cross section locations for model validation and 
hydraulic data collection. 
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Sediment entrainment model results were used to test for erosion at low spawning flows, but 

could not be used to test hypothesized erosion processes at higher flows due to lack of 

adequate rating curve data coupled with the complexity of a vegetated floodplain. 

 
Question 4: Comparison of Designs and As-Built Conditions 

While predictive model testing of design scenarios is valuable for making objective 

decisions, the ultimate utility of such an approach is fully realized only when as-built 

conditions provide improved habitat. To assess such utility, we compared modeled final 

design results against the actual and modeled post project conditions. This analysis 

comprises the post project appraisal phase of SHIRA and is intended to document as-built 

conditions without assessing project success or failure. The long-term monitoring and adaptive 

management phase will provide further assessments from which successes and failures of 

individual project components and overall project longevity might be evaluated. 

Several measures were used to compare the post project results against the final 

design (scenario 12). The most direct comparison was between model results of both design 

and post project conditions at the same discharge (11.46 cms). To assess the validity of the 

post project model results, field measurements of depth-averaged velocity and water depth 

during a 6.79 cms flow were measured at 5 cross-sections and compared against the 2D 

model predictions (Figure 2). Endpoints were marked with steel pins to define location and 

alignment on-site.  Endpins were surveyed with a total station and overlaid in the 2D model 

to locate the nearest node to each endpin thereby defining comparable cross-sections.  

Depth averaged velocity (assumed 60% of depth for D<0.75m and average of 20% and 80% 

of depth if D>0.75m) was sampled every 60 cm with a Marsh McBirney Flo-mate (±33 

mm/s) for wadable cross sections and every 1.52 m from a boat with Price AA current 
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meter and sounding weight for non-wadable cross sections. In addition to quantitative cross-

sectional model validation, a qualitative assessment was made of the spatial pattern of 

predicted 2D flow paths against actual post project conditions. Design and post project 

spawning habitat suitability model results were compared with respect to area of spawning 

habitat quality type, total spawning habitat areas and gravel efficiency (m2 of habitat created 

per m3 of gravel placed in channel). Results from the 2001 redd surveys were overlaid to 

assess both the accuracy of habitat quality predictions and the legitimacy of process and 

functions identified in the conceptualization mode and hypothesized to be important to 

spawners. Land Desktop was used to perform DEM differencing calculations between the 

final design and post project DEMs. Volumetric differences (cut and fill) between the two 

DEMs as well as the spatial distribution of their discrepancies are reported. Pre and post 

project intergravel permeability measurements were taken at three random stations (3 

replicates/sample) within the enhancement site.  A modified Terhune Mark VI standpipe 

was used to measure gravel permeability at 15 cm, 30 cm and 45 cm depths as described by 

Merz and Setka (In Prep).  A paired t-test was used to compare the intergravel permeability 

data from pre and post project substrates (Zar 1996).  Weekly redd surveys by GPS were 

conducted throughout the spawning season since 1994 for the entire LMR (Merz and Setka, 

In Prep). Data from the 2001 redd survey (post project) were used to assess whether female 

chinook salmon were selecting for GHSI defined high quality habitat and hypothesized 

features of importance. Finally, a conceptual form-process assessment of the post project 

was used to assess whether the project as constructed achieved the general intent of the final 

design and if the processes intended to be promoted by the construction of various forms 

were present. 
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RESULTS 

Question 1: Potential Erosion of Spawning Habitat 

From LMR chinook spawning HSC, optimal spawning velocities peak near 0.85 

m/sec (range: 0 to 1.55 m/sec); whereas optimal spawning depths peak around 0.4 m (range: 

0 to 1.1 m).  These data are consistent with the literature (Healey, 1991). The pre project 

surface grain size distribution exhibited a d50 of 68 mm, a d84 of 134 mm and a d16 of 34 mm; 

whereas the post project had less fines (<8 mm) and a narrower grain size distribution:  d50 

of 55 mm, d84 of 74 mm and a d16 of 44 mm. From Figure 13A, at any point deeper than 10 

cm, there is negligible conflict between hydraulic conditions supporting suitable spawning 

habitat and erosion of grains ranging from 34 to 134 mm in diameter.  Both pre and post 

project entrainment curves for d16, d50 and d84 in Figure 13A show that higher velocities than 

those optimal for spawning are required to initiate motion of surface bed material. Figure 

13B shows the pre project distribution of modeled depth-averaged velocities (from 2D 

hydrodynamic model results) throughout the project reach during spawning flows (11.46 

cms). The pre project distribution of hydraulic conditions at a point are predominantly too 

deep and too slow to produce good spawning conditions or substantial erosion potential. 

However, it is once again emphasized that a high quality habitat location with little erosion 

threat during spawning may and should experience significant entrainment during winter 

floods, as would occur naturally. 

 

Question 2: Incorporating Established Concepts into Designs 

The pre project topographic survey and geomorphic habitat classification revealed a 

pre project reach-averaged slope of 0.0011 and a pool-glide morphology dominating the 



Figure 13 – Velocity vs. Depth Plots A) Showing hypothetical entrainment thresholds in 
relationship to GHSI defined habitat suitability B) Distribution of pre project modeled 
(grey points) and measured (black diamonds) velocity and depth data for an 11.46 cms
discharge. 
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project area (Figure 11C).  Excessive depths on the LMR are attributed to a history of 

instream gravel mining and channel re-alignment.  All designs were intended to transform 

the uniform and homogenized pool-glide morphology reach into better spawning habitat. 

Design alternatives included: tight alternate bars, constricted riffle, broad flat riffle, 

constricted pools, braided channel geometries and complex channel geometries.  Design 

development of scenario 5 (broad flat riffle), scenario 6 (constricted pools) and the final 

design scenario 12 (central bar complex) are reported below.  

 

Conceptual Design Formulation & Detailed Design Development 

The conceptual design formulation for design scenario five was simply based on 

optimizing the area of GHSI-defined high quality spawning habitat in a pool-riffle channel 

morphology. The design consisted of a broad flat riffle across the entire width of the channel 

and extending longitudinally roughly 60 m. The upstream portion of the project was to 

transition out of the existing confined pool onto a broad pool-exit slope. Pool-exit slopes are 

bedforms at the pool-riffle transition, we hypothesized would promote hyporheic exchange 

or downwelling of water due to an increased hydraulic head gradient and vertically 

contracting streamlines (Wheaton et al., In Prep-b). The inferred ecologic functional benefits 

of hyporheic exchange for salmonids are realized during the incubation through potential 

flushing of metabolic wastes, maintenance of interstitial voids and elevated dissolved oxygen 

levels, all of which could promote higher alevin survival rates (Chapman, 1988). 

Furthermore, chinook salmon have been found to preferentially spawn where downwelling 

occurs (Vronskiy, 1972; Geist, 2000). The broad flat riffle was to provide a large area of 

contiguous high quality spawning habitat. It was hypothesized that the riffle would shallow 

water depths, increase water surface slope and increase velocities to those optimal for 
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spawning. We also hypothesized that divergent flow paths would result, due to the width 

expansion at the riffle. It was hoped these flow structures would encourage coarse-grained 

sediment deposition across the riffle at high flows and maintenance of the pool-riffle 

sequence as suggested by Booker et al. (2001a) and Thompson et al. (1999). Finally, the large 

flat riffle design was a simple design commonly used in spawning bed enhancement projects 

and a good benchmark for comparison.  The grading plan shows the bed slope over the new 

riffle increasing from 0.0001 to 0.0080 (Figure 14A). Earthwork calculations show scenario 

five consuming 961 m3 of gravel over a 2225 m2 area with a maximum fill depth of 1.5 m. 

The maximum bed elevation at the riffle crest was increased from 27.02 m (above mean sea 

level) to 27.66 m. 

The conceptual design formulation for design scenario six maintained a broad riffle 

(keeping much of the contiguous spawning habitat from the fifth design scenario), but used 

some of the design volume of gravel to further constrict flow width through pools both 

upstream and downstream of the riffle in an alternate bar morphology (Figure 14B).  Gravel 

was specified to accentuate an existing point bar upstream of the riffle on river left and 

create an alternate point bar downstream of the riffle on river right.  The bars were designed 

roughly four channel widths apart (consistent with empirical observations (e.g. Brookes and 

Sear, 1996)). Pool constriction was sought to promote convergent flow and focus scour in 

pools at higher flows based on mass conservation (Carling, 1991) and convective 

acceleration force (Dietrich and Whiting, 1989) mechanisms for pool maintenance.  

Divergent flow over the riffle was, again, intended to promote gravel deposition on the riffle 

at higher flow.  Bed slope over the new riffle increased from 0.0001 to 0.0049. It was 

hypothesized that the alternate-bar pattern would encourage the flow thalweg to switch from  



Figure 14 – Conceptual designs and grading plans for selected design scenarios. A) 
Design scenario 5 (flat riffle). B) Design scenario 6 (constricted pools). C) Design 
scenario 12 (final design- complex channel geometry). Shaded areas represent depth of 
design specified gravel placement.
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river right to river left as it diverges across the riffle and further concentrate flow in the 

downstream pool. This was intended to compliment the transitional classification of the 

channel between a straight and meandering river and work in harmony with the existing 

upstream meander bend hydraulics. Whereas in design scenario five the majority of gravel 

was used to create contiguous spawning habitat, here a significant portion of the gravel was 

used to achieve geomorphic goals thought to promote sustaining fluvial processes. 

Earthwork calculations show scenario six consuming 956 m3 of gravel over a 2457 m2 area 

with a maximum fill depth of 1.4 m. The maximum bed elevation at the riffle crest was 

increased from 26.90 m (above mean sea level) to 27.51 m. 

Within the primary project area, the final design (and seventh design scenario on 

which it was based) called for two riffles with finish grades at an elevation slightly lower than 

the single riffle in previous designs (limiting backwater impact on an upstream riffle with 

riffle crest elevation of 27.55m).  Earthwork calculations show the final design calling for 

1146 m3 of gravel in two separate areas with a maximum fill depth of 1.5 m. The maximum 

bed elevation at the upper riffle crest was increased from 26.91 m (above mean sea level) to 

27.44 m; the maximum bed elevation in the central bar was increased from 27.02 m to 27.75 

m; and the maximum bed elevation at the lower riffle crest was increased from 26.66 m to 

27.44 m. A central bar in the middle of the channel was designed to bridge the upper and 

lower riffles (Figure 14C).  This was done to promote further flow divergence across the 

upstream riffle and to provide construction access for the downstream riffle. Central bars 

were previously found to be highly gravel-efficient and yield large contiguous areas of high 

quality habitat (Pasternack et al., In Press).  The downstream riffle was designed as a wide 

riffle, over which, it was again hypothesized divergent flow would be further separated by 
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the bar. It was also hypothesized that bedload transport entraining gravels from upstream 

portions of the project might deposit on the downstream riffle or in eddies created by the 

project. Booker et al. (2001a) found that grains seeded in riffles in a channel with a small 

width to depth ratio tended to be routed and deposited around the perimeters of pools. 

Existing deeper areas along both sides of the central bar were maintained as pools to serve 

several purposes. First, recirculating eddies induced by the constriction of flow through the 

pools could lead to aggradation of gravels on pool exit slopes or along the central bar. 

Second, designs with only one riffle introduce only one pool-exit slope. Thus, by 

incorporating two small pools into the design, a total of three pool-exit slopes and a larger 

degree of habitat heterogeneity and proximity of spawning habitat to pool refugia would be 

provided. The seventh design scenario (on which the final design was primarily based), only 

used 865 m3 of the design volume of 1146 m3 of gravel.  The final design (scenario twelve) 

was modified to use 1085 m3 in the primary project reach and the remaining 61 m3 to expand 

habitat on a pre-existing artificial riffle upstream of the main project area.   

 

Question 3: Numerical Models for Process Predictions 

For comparison, pre project GHSI modeling results confirm the lack of substantial 

areas of high or medium quality spawning habitat within the proposed enhancement area 

(Figure 15A). Conversely, the best suited spawning habitat is highlighted in an existing riffle 

upstream of the project area at the top of the model reach and the distribution of redds from 

the 2000 survey illustrate these preferences.  Roughly 56% of the model reach was found to 

be non spawning habitat. Of the 44% considered potential spawning habitat, only 2.8% was  



Figure 15 – Pre Project Model Results at 11.46 cms for comparison. A) Hydrodynamic 
Model ResultsB) Spawning habitat suitability model (GHSI) results w/ 2000 redd survey 
results overlaid (redds delineated by black x’s). Note that no redds were located in the 
project area in 2000. However, eleven redds were located on the riffle upstream of the 
bend.
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found to be of high quality,  7.5% was of medium quality, 23.1% was of low quality and 

67.6% was of very poor quality.  

Pre project hydrodynamic model results at a representative spawning flow of 11.46 

cms highlight several interesting flow features (Figure 15B). When eddy viscosity values 

calculated from field measurements are used in the model (0.017 m2/sec), pronounced 

eddies on the inside bend of the river and downstream of irregularities that protrude into the 

channel along the banks are correctly captured in model results and qualitatively verifiable in 

the field. Eddy viscosity values higher than 0.050 m2/sec do not produce these features.  The 

pre project model results highlight the swifter velocities over an existing riffle upstream of 

the bend, the concentration of flow through the deep pool on the outside bend, and the 

rather homogenous flow patterns and sluggish velocities through the glide where gravel 

addition is proposed.  Pre project flow data collection and model validation at five cross 

sections, during an 11.46 cms discharge, show a generally good agreement between field data 

and model predictions (Figure 16). The largest errors in velocity predictions are where model 

bathymetry inaccurately describes the bed. The use of an intermediate AutoCAD-driven 

DEM process in this study represented a significant advance in model prediction compared 

to the earlier study (Pasternack et al., In Press) in which raw survey data were directly 

interpolated to yield the finite element mesh. 

 
Design testing 

Design scenario five produced an increase in the total area of spawning habitat 

within the model reach from 4552 m2 to 4569 m2 (Figure 17A).  The velocity versus depth 

plot shows that the design spreads the distribution out through the regions of high and 

medium quality habitat while not producing significant areas of entrainment potential at  



Figure 16 – Pre Project Hydrodynamic Model Validation at two of five cross sections. 
A) At cross section two (pool); B) at cross section seven (glide). Ssee figure 2 for cross 
section locations. 
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spawning flows (Figure 18A). The scenario ranks fourth in terms of total spawning habitat 

production efficiency (0.02 m2 per cubic meter of gravel); ranks first in terms of high quality 

habitat production efficiency (0.55 m2 per cubic meter of gravel); and ranks first in terms of 

combined high and medium quality habitat production efficiency (1.01 m2 per cubic meter of 

gravel). Thus, the GHSI model results support the hypotheses that the broad flat riffle 

design would to provide a large area of contiguous high quality spawning, shallow water 

depths, and increase velocities to those optimal for spawning. The hydrodynamic model 

results support the hypothesized increase water surface slope (from 0.0000 to 0.0000) and 

the inducing of divergent flow paths associated with the width expansion at the riffle (Figure 

19A). In addition, the transition from the broad flat riffle to the pool downstream induces 

two strong secondary flow cells on both sides of the channel in the pool downstream of the 

riffle. These secondary flow cells acted to constrict flow width through the pool and 

promote convergent flow paths through the pool thalweg. While design five produced more 

GHSI- predicted high quality habitat than any other design, fluvial complexity is increased 

only slightly over pre project conditions and only one pool-exit slope does little to produce 

increased refugia in close proximity to high quality spawning habitat. Although pool-exit 

slopes were hypothesized to promote hyporheic exchange and a host of ecological benefits, 

the 2D model results cannot be used to test this hypothesis. The backwater effect of the 

project causes the depths to increase, velocities to decrease and habitat quality to decrease 

over the existing riffle upstream of the project. Sediment entrainment is negligible at 

spawning flows from SMI model results. 

Design scenario six produced an increase in the total area of spawning habitat within 

the model reach from 4552 m2 to 4640 m2 (Figure 17B).  Again, the velocity versus depth 



Figure 17 – Design Phase Spawning Habitat Suitability Model (GHSI) Results at 11.46 
cms. A) Design scenario 5 (flat riffle). B) Design scenario 6 (constricted pools). C) 
Design scenario 12 (final design- complex channel geometry). 
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Figure 18 – Design Phase Velocity vs. Depth Plots at 11.46 cms. A) Design scenario 5 
(flat riffle); B) Design scenario 6 (constricted pools); C) Design scenario 12 (final design-
complex channel geometry); D) Post Project. 
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Figure 19 – Design Phase Hydrodynamic Model Results at 11.46 cms. A) Design 
scenario 5 (flat riffle). B) Design scenario 6 (constricted pools). C) Design scenario 12 
(final design- complex channel geometry). 
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plot shows that the design spreads the distribution out through the regions of optimal and 

high quality habitat while not producing significant areas of entrainment potential at 

spawning flows (Figure 18B). The scenario ranks third in terms of its efficiency at producing 

total spawning habitat areas per cubic meter of gravel (0.09 m2 per cubic meter of gravel); 

ranks second in terms of efficiency of producing high quality habitat areas (0.44 m2 per cubic 

meter of gravel); and ranks fourth in terms of its production of combined high and medium 

quality habitat (0.72 m2 per cubic meter of gravel). The sixth scenario again produced a large 

contiguous area of GHSI defined high quality spawning habitat across the riffle. Although 

the alternate bars only produced low quality spawning habitat, their hypothesized 

geomorphic benefits appear to be realized by the convergent flow paths through the pools, 

divergent flow paths across the riffle and shift in the thalweg across the riffle from river right 

to river left (Figure 19B). This produced a pronounced re-circulating eddy at the 

downstream end of the lower alternate bar, which might help capture gravels entrained at 

higher flows. The backwater effect of the project causes the depths to increase, velocities to 

decrease and habitat quality to decrease over the existing riffle upstream of the project, 

although less so than design five. Sediment entrainment, again, is negligible at spawning 

flows from SMI model results. 

The final design scenario 12 increased total spawning habitat area within the model 

reach from 4552 m2 to 4883 m2 (Figure 17C). The velocity vs. depth plot shows that the 

design maintains the shift of points into regions of high and medium quality habitat 

produced in the scenario, while still not producing significant entrainment potential at 

spawning flows (Figure 18C). The scenario ranks first in terms of total spawning habitat 

production efficiency (0.63 m2 per cubic meter of gravel); ranks fourth in terms of high 
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quality habitat production efficiency (0.20 m2 per cubic meter of gravel); and ranks second in 

terms of combined high and medium quality habitat production efficiency (0.76 m2 per cubic 

meter of gravel). These results suggest that the hypothesized gravel-efficiency of central bar 

designs may be realized in terms of total spawning habitat production but not necessarily 

high quality habitat production. More importantly, the spatial patterns of GHSI habitat 

quality are less homogenized than designs five and six. The efforts to improve habitat at the 

existing upstream riffle with gravel placement resulted in an increase in total habitat area but 

an overall decrease in the quality of habitat at that riffle, still primarily due to backwater 

effects from downstream. However, the lower riffle crest height was more efficient at 

limiting the backwater effect on the quality of habitat in the existing upstream riffle than 

other designs. The hydrodynamic model results show the design being effective at 

promoting divergent flow across both riffles (Figure 19C). Additionally, convergent flow 

paths were induced in the pools upstream and downstream as well as pools on both sides of 

the central bar as hypothesized.  However, maintenance of these flow paths, the 

hypothesized sediment transport and erosion patterns and their inferred geomorphic 

benefits could not be tested without model results from higher discharges. 

 
Question 4: Comparison of Designs and As-Built Conditions 

Construction commenced on the 20 th of August 2001, and was completed within 

three days.  According to quarry receipts, 999.32 tons of gravel was delivered from the 

quarry and approximately 150 m3 was excavated from the hatchery (instead of the expected 

382 m3). From a brief experiment to determine the mass to volume conversions with quarry 

gravels, the average conversion factor was 1.81 ton/m3 of gravel. Thus, approximately 702 

m3 of gravel was made available during construction. However, DEM differencing 
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calculations, comparing the pre and post project topography, estimated roughly 650 m3 of 

gravel was actually placed in the channel.  The 7.5% discrepancy is presumably explained by 

error in conversion factors and/or gravel lost during construction staging. More alarming 

was the 43% volumetric gravel deficit of approximately 496 m3 from the final design volume 

of 1146 m3.  By the second day of construction, it became apparent that the design volume 

of gravel would not be met and a field modification would be necessary to the final design.  

In consultation with the contractor on-site, the design team eliminated improvements on the 

existing riffle upstream of the primary project area.  The main portion of the project had to 

be constructed from the upstream end to the downstream end, as to provide equipment 

access. As such, the downstream riffle was constructed across the entire width of the 

channel but only extended longitudinally 9 m as opposed to the roughly 30 m specified on 

the plan. Once gravel placement was complete, ten boulders were opportunistically placed at 

the direction of the designers in the field without prior modeling consideration. Three of the 

boulders were placed alone whereas the remaining seven were clustered together in 

complexes, some of which served to promote flow divergence in conjunction with the 

central bar.  

Unanticipated modeling results that arose out of the post project appraisal included 

higher model stability and ability to accurately capture flow patterns around complex 

topography (boulder complexes) when using an irregularly discritized mesh.  Post project 

modeling and validation was performed of the as-built configuration (including very high-

resolution surveying of all boulders) using the same parameters as pre and design phase 

modeling.  Results again suggested that hydrodynamic model predictions were reasonably 

accurate.  As depths through the project reach were lowered, velocities generally increased 
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over the new bed features in agreement with design phase model predictions.  The post 

project model results highlight several interesting flow features (Figure 20). The flow paths 

through the post-project reach exhibit a much higher degree of fluvial complexity over pre-

project conditions with multiple flow-separations produced downstream of boulder 

complexes and constructed riffles. In large part, this may be attributed to finer mesh 

discretization around topographically complex areas (e.g. boulder clusters) and inclusion of 

boulders in the constructed project (Figure 21). Qualitative flow pattern and secondary flow 

cell field observations matched the model 2D flow pattern predictions very well. As planned 

in the final design model results, the post-project outcome effectively constricted flow 

through the existing pool upstream of the project reach to river right, and allowed it to 

spread out across the first riffle. The flow was then divided around the central bar and 

constricted through pools on each side. Thus, the final project maintained many of the 

conceptual components of the final design despite a significant shortage in gravel. A steep 

transition at the downstream riffle where gravel supplies were exhausted during construction 

produced the highest velocities within the project reach (upwards of 1.75 m/s) and the only 

location where sediment entrainment was predicted at low flows by sediment mobility 

modeling. At the same location where localized scour is predicted, convergent flow-paths 

were modeled and observed (in stark contrast to the design-predicted divergent flow paths).  

DEM differencing results highlight the major discrepancies between the final design 

and constructed project (Figure 22). Figure 12B shows 77.1 percent of the DEM difference 

distribution shifted towards a gravel deficit. Overall construction accuracy in the vertical was 

as follows: 25.7% of the project was constructed within ±10 cm of the design, 51.5% within 

±25 cm of the design, 85.2% within ±50 cm of the design and 95.8% within ±100 cm of the  



Figure 20 – Post Project Hydrodynamic Model Results at 11.46 cms. 
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Figure 21 – Example of Post Project Fluvial Complexity. A) Post Project Hydrodynamic 
model results; B) Model results of boulder complex at 11.46 cms (rotated to match view 
of photo); C) Shear zones created by a placed boulder complex at 6.79 (note boulder no 
longer submerged in photo). 
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Figure 22 – Results of DEM Differencing between Final Design and Post Project. A) 
DEM difference between final design and post project B. Graph depicting distribution 
of construction errors between post project and final design surfaces. 
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design. The thalweg bed elevation at the upper riffle crest was designed at 27.44 m (above 

mean sea level) and constructed at 27.37 m; the maximum bed elevation in the central bar 

was designed at 27.75 m and constructed at 27.40 m; and the thalweg bed elevation at the 

lower riffle crest was designed at 27.44 m and constructed at 27.52 m. The discrepancy at the 

central bar was the result of a design-team decision during construction to conserve gravel. 

However, despite the seemingly reasonable agreement between design specified and 

constructed elevations at the thalweg riffle crests, the location of the upstream riffle crest 

was shifted upstream roughly 15 m from the design specified. The effect of this was twofold. 

1) A large quantity of gravel was used in an inefficient manner as fill at existing pool exit 

slope to form the new riffle (whereas the design called for gravel placement to begin in the 

glide downstream of the riffle); and 2) the central bar and pools on both sides were 

elongated longitudinally from 24 m to 37 m. Although the downstream riffle crest was 

constructed in the correct location, its longitudinal extent was slashed from 30 m to 9 m. In 

addition, the downstream riffle had virtually no pool-entrance slope to buttress it, whereas 

the design called for a 13 m long transition at a 10:1 slope. The two major sources of this 

construction error were 1) the 43% reduction between placed gravel and design budgeted 

gravel and 2) poor horizontal control due to lack of construction staking to delineate 

location of design features in field and finish grade elevations. Those problems aside, the 

front-end loader operator did an outstanding job trying to accomplish the primary intent of 

the design.   

GHSI modeling results show improvement over pre project conditions in terms of  

optimal or high quality spawning habitat production (Figure 23).  The total non spawning 

habitat area decreased from 56 to 53 percent of the model reach area. Of the 4710 m2 of 
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spawning habitat in the post-project model reach, high quality habitat increased from 2.8 

percent to 8.2 percent;  medium quality habitat increased even with the deviation from that 

design, decreased from 67.6 percent to 14.3 percent of total spawning habitat area. With a 

total spawning habitat production efficiency of 0.24 m2 per cubic meter of gravel, the post 

project is more efficient than ten of the twelve design scenarios (designs 10 and the final 

were more efficient). In terms of combined high and medium quality habitat production 

efficiency (1.07 m2 per cubic meter of gravel), the post project is more efficient than any of 

the design scenarios. These results are somewha t different than the final design which 

produced 4883 m2 of total habitat, and had an efficiency of 0.63 m2 per cubic meter of gravel 

at producing total spawning habitat areas. Core sampling showed placed post project gravels 

to be significantly more permeable than adjacent unenhanced bed material (t = -3.30; df = 5; 

P = 0.011) and pre project gravels (t = 3.60; df = 5; P = 0.008). 

Annual redd surveys from 1994 to 2001 at the site and two constructed riffles 

upstream of the project compare redd utilization through time. From 1994 to 1996, there 

was no spawning activity at the site. In the summer of 1997, 350 tons of gravel were placed 

as part of a separate habitat enhancement project and chinook salmon spawning began at the 

site (Figure 24A). The number of redds increased from the previous year after gravel was 

placed at the site both in 1997 (from 0 to 22) and in 2001 (from 5 to 7).  In addition, the 

number of redds at individual locations appears to scale roughly with annual fluctuations of 

run-sizes and total redds on the LMR.  When compared with GHSI predicted habitat quality, 

redds are generally selecting  for high or medum quality habitats (Figure 23, Figure  & Figure 

15A).  Spatial patterns of habitat utilization reveal redds found in close proximity to features 

hypothesized to be of ecological importance. For example, in 2001 five of the seven redds  



Figure 23 – Post Project Spawning Habitat Suitability Model (GHSI) Results at 11.46 
cms. Results from 2001 Redd survey overlaid (redds delineated by black x’s). 
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Figure 24 – 1994-2001 Redd Survey Counts at 2001 Enhancement Site and Next Two 
Riffles Upstream. 
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were found on pool-exit slopes in close proximity to pools and shear zones thought to 

provide refugia during spawning. Recall, pool-exit slopes were also zones of hypothesized 

increased hyporheic exchange with inferred higher rates of alevin survival. The remaining 

two redds were clustered in close proximity to a placed bouder cluster and associated shear 

zones, and a pool. 

 
DISCUSSION 

Question 1: Potential Erosion of Spawning Habitat 

Spawning bed enhancement projects have been criticized for short project lifetimes 

and undersized gravels simply eroding away (Kondolf et al., 1996). One of our major design 

concerns at the beginning of the project was whether there was an inherent conflict between 

high quality spawning habitat and erosion of that habitat. Although during spawning flows 

no such conflict was identified for fall-run chinook, hydraulic conditions can change 

dramatically over the course of the incubation period and throughout the year. In a natural 

system with an unregulated flow regime, substrate erosion poses an interesting problem to 

the survival of salmonids (Lisle and Lewis, 1992; Montgomery et al., 1996). However, in a 

regulated river, flows may be managed during the incubation period to discourage the 

potential for scour to burial depth of eggs. Although we were unable to model high flows on 

the Mokelumne, when rating curves are available spatially distributed thresholds of erosion 

as a function of discharge can be identified.  

The second underlying issue this question raises is whether geomorphic stability is an 

appropriate design goal for spawning bed enhancement projects (Kondolf, 2000a; Wheaton 

et al., In Prep-b). The concept of geomorphic stability has grown originally out of “graded” 

river theory (Davis, 1902), later out of dynamic equilibrium theory (Hack, 1960) and has 
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been broadly embraced in restoration practice  as an appropriate design goal (Rosgen, 1996). 

These theories are founded upon observations and broad generalizations over much larger 

spatial scales than restoration is typically applied. Despite a general conceptual consensus 

amongst geomorphologists that restoration would ideally be carried out at the watershed 

scale, the practical reality is that restoration is typically reach scale in application due to 

financial, regulatory, political and logistical constraints (Sear, 1994). Thus, the question arises 

whether geomorphic stability is still applicable at the typical scale of restoration application. 

For example, at a scale more consistent with most river restoration activities, many theories 

have been postulated to explain the maintenance of pool-riffle sequences even when subject 

to active sediment transport regimes (e.g. Keller, 1971; Thompson et al., 1999; Booker et al., 

2001a). Wheaton et al (In Prep-b) point out that substrate quality may deteriorate 

significantly in the absence of regular bedload transport, and from intrusion of fines and 

organics. Thus, fossilized bedforms that appear geomorphically stable may produce just as 

poor long-term spawning habitat as features that blow out within a few years of placement. 

Future research and long term monitoring of spawning bed enhancement projects should try 

to asses the extent to which geomorphic stability concepts across a range of scales should or 

should not be incorporated into designs. 

 
Question 2: Incorporating Established Concepts into Designs 

With three simple design scenario examples, we showed how scientific concepts 

about ecologic functions and geomorphic processes could be used to develop conceptual 

designs and detailed finished grading plans. In restoration, designs are often developed on 

the basis of morphology mimicry (e.g. Rosgen reference reach-type approaches). On Uvas 

Creek, California, Kondolf et al. (Kondolf et al., 2001) showed the danger in using 
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morphology classification-based approaches without a historical analysis of geomorphic 

processes. The direct transition from a restoration goal to a morphology-based design skips a 

few key implicit steps. For example, what hydrologic and geomorphic processes are 

necessary to provide a particular ecologic function? What form will produce those processes 

under various flow and sediment regimes? From this foundation, the designer can make 

hypotheses about the processes that accompany designed channel morphologies and the 

ecologic functions those processes may provide. Those hypotheses can be tested objectively 

with the use of numerical models before ever going to construction.  Such analyses can be 

performed as part of a feasibility study to determine the extent to which restoration goals are 

appropriate and or feasible. Final designs can be chosen with the help of these analyses, but 

in balance with conceptual ideas that are not necessarily easy to analyze. Although the 

ecologic function inferences and hypotheses we reported here were largely limited to a 

single-life stage of a single species, it is easy to include conceptual ideas that benefit other life 

stages (e.g. rearing, out-migration), species (e.g. steelhead), organisms (e.g. 

macroinvertebrates), food webs or energy budgets. 

It seems logical to stop designing with a single well thought out conceptual design, 

because adequate consideration of ecologic function, process and morphology are apparent. 

However, conceptual designs are cheap and relatively non time-consuming to develop. Using 

the conceptualization mode of SHIRA a whole range of alternative scenarios can be developed. 

Scenarios need not be limited to those the practitioner is biased towards either. For example, 

even though we were well aware that the LMR did not have the sediment load, width or the 

slope to support a naturally braided river morphology, we developed a braided design 

scenario to test its gravel efficiency at producing spawning habitat.   In addition, we 
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developed “null-designs” which contradicted our hypothesis underlying other design 

scenarios. For example, playing off the “wide-riffles” and “narrow pools” concept 

(Thompson et al., 1999), we developed a “constricted riffle” null-design to test  whether the 

opposite processes would result (i.e. flow convergence and scour over riffle). In retrospect, 

the boulders used during construction should have also been included in the conceptual 

designs. In a separate project we designed in 2002 on the LMR, boulders were used in the 

conceptual design development and design testing phases of the project (Wheaton et al., 

2002). In that instance, boulder placement location and arrangement closely matched the 

design (thanks to construction staking and a skilled operator), and the resulting 

hydrodynamics closely matched those produced in design model results. 

 

Question 3: Numerical Models for Process Predictions 

Even in instances where spawning habitat rehabilitation practitioners explore 

multiple design scenarios, detailed testing of those design scenarios is rarely undertaken. 

Using established, off-the-shelf spawning habitat and hydrodynamic models we were able to 

test many of the hypothesis that grew out of the conceptual design phase without having to 

build them. Neither the modeling mode nor the conceptualization mode alone is enough to 

constrain the potential uncertainties arising from making a design decision (Wheaton et al., In 

Prep-b). For example, choosing a design based solely off GHSI defined velocity and depth 

criteria will neglect potentially important characteristics such as proximity to refugia. 

Conversely, just employing a conceptual design (e.g. “build a riffle”) without testing to see 

that desired hydraulic conditions and flow patterns result could easily lead to an unsuccessful 

project.  Not all conceptual designs need to be modeled either (we only modeled 9 of 12). 
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Ideally, design scenarios are modeled over a range of flows to test the stage dependence of 

conceptual design hypotheses. For example, habitat suitability should be analyzed over the 

full range of spawning flows, whereas sediment entrainment should be analyzed from low to 

peak flows (as data constraints permit). Such a modeling approach emphasizes the 

importance of inferences drawn from the quantitative results more than any individual 

prediction.  It is clear from our results, that modeling will not be able to definitively answer 

or prove all design hypotheses identified in the conceptual design development (e.g. 

sediment transport/erosion at higher flows; ecological inferences). However, the type of 

modeling reported here is a relatively cheap insurance policy that helps further constrain the 

uncertainty in choosing restoration designs. 

 

Question 4: Comparison of Designs and As-Built Conditions 

From a construction implementation perspective, the most important take home 

messages are to clearly identify the design volume of gravel and provide construction 

staking.  It is unclear in this incident, whether the 43% deficit between placed and designed 

volume of gravel was due to a miscommunication, miscalculation or some combination. It is 

also unimportant in comparison to how the design and construction team came together to 

make field-changes to the design to account for the discrepancy and make sure the major 

conceptual design elements were accomplished.  Although the construction documents were 

easy to read, it is difficult for an operator to know exactly where he or she is working when 

sitting in the cab of a front-end loader and working in sometimes deep water. Simple 

construction staking to give the operator finish grade elevations and identify the extent of 

major morphological features can give the operator a better frame of reference. Construction 
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staking was used on a separate project designed and constructed in 2002 on the LMR and 

resulted in much tighter agreement between design and post project DEMs.  

  In some respects, long term monitoring, field observations and/or measurements 

can be used to empirically test those conceptual design hypotheses that could not be tested 

with modeling.  Even if process hypothesis turn out to be wrong, at least they are 

transparently specified and long-term monitoring or further scientific exploration can 

disprove them. River restoration can only move forward if existing morphologic or process-

mechanism hypothesis are rigorously tested through long term monitoring and experiments. 

Although the first post project appraisal for the 2001 LMR project reported here provides 

some valuable insights into the design and construction process, it is entirely premature to 

declare project success or failure.  
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CONCLUSION 

Spawning habitat rehabilitation (SHR) is a popular river management activity 

intended to restore sustainable salmonid populations. The three most common forms of 

SHR are: 1) gravel augmentation 2) hydraulic structure placement and 3) spawning bed 

enhancement. The scientific community has emphasized the importance of holistic 

approaches and watershed-scale restoration implementation to all types of river restoration.  

Although watershed scale restoration is a worth-while goal to work towards, the fiscal and 

political realities of reach-scale rehabilitation driven by narrow, single-species restoration 

goals are what drive very popular SHR activities. Furthermore, most SHR projects are either 

implemented without designs or with prescriptive, best-management-practice-type designs. 

Project success has been quite variable accordingly, and it is argued that SHR is in desperate 

need of some guidance. Thus, one of the central premises of this research was that a 

systematic, scientific-based, holistic approach for practitioners to carry out spawning bed 

enhancement and/or hydraulic structure placement activities might improve their long term 

success. By long term success, it is meant that hydrogeomorphic process brought about by 

SHR will produce self-sustaining and evolving channel morphologies that provide physical 

habitats capable of promoting certain ecologic functions. To add mechanistic understanding 

and predicative capabilities to the hydrogeomorphic and ecological underpinnings of SHR, 

SHIRA (an acronym for Spawning Habitat Integrated Rehabilitation Approach) was 

developed and reported in Chapter 2.  

While the ideas of holistic or integrated approaches have been disseminated 

throughout the restoration literature over the past 15 years, none provide the necessary 

details regarding SHR design.   A variety of methods for planning, designing and monitoring 
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SHR projects were summarized herein within the context of SHIRA modes. Modes were 

then recast throughout sequential project phases. The ideas embodied in the components of 

SHIRA are not necessarily new or conceptually difficult to understand, and this may be what 

makes its application useful. Two things distinguish SHIRA from other approaches. First, no 

other approach currently exists in the peer-reviewed literature for SHR projects specifically. 

Given SHR’s unique setting in regulated rivers, its growing popularity and failure potential, 

an objectively and scientifically rooted approach is warranted. Second, many restoration 

approaches fail to provide detail as to how to implement restoration projects. Much of the 

focus has been on what to do. While clarifying what to do in restoration projects is playing an 

important role in refocusing restoration efforts, it is also important for the scientific 

community to help practitioners figure out how to apply the findings of scientific research. 

Despite popular scientific opinion, providing specific design advice for SHR can be used for 

scientific hypothesis testing and need not be a task relegated only to engineers. 

Partial results were reported in Chapter 3 of a spawning habitat bed enhancement 

project constructed in 2001 on the lower Mokelumne River, California, which was 

implemented using SHIRA (complete results are provided in Appendix 2). Analysis of 

results from a second project on the lower Mokelumne River constructed in 2002 is ongoing 

and not reported in this thesis. I argued that the results from the  2001 case study illustrate 

how hydrogeomorphic process and broader ecologic considerations can be used to develop 

deigns for reach-scale projects. Tools from SHIRA for developing multiple conceptual 

designs, design hypotheses to accompany them, and modeling analyses to objectively test 

design hypotheses were explained. Final project results matched the primary design intent 

despite a 43% shortage of gravel from design specifications. Long term monitoring is 
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ongoing, and the most pressing outstanding question is identifying an appropriate project 

lifetime. In other words, how do the integrated effects of sediment transport over time act to 

alter physical habitat and change its utility as spawning habitat. In lower gradient regulated 

systems like the lower Mokelumne River with often flat-lined flow regimes, the absence of 

regular bed-mobilization events with the continued flux of fine sediment transport and 

intrusion may deteriorate the quality of spawning habitat through time despite “stable” bed 

morphologies. In other systems with more regular high flow releases and regular bed-

mobilization events, the problem might be how to design for regular bedload transport 

events that may produce either “stable” or “transient” bed morphologies that will still 

provide suitable spawning habitat through time. In either instance, it is argued that the initial 

prepping of the channel morphology to promote certain hydrogeomorphic processes is a 

necessary precursor to then managing a sediment budget (via gravel augmentation for 

example) that will produce the desired “self-sustaining” physical habitats.  

The SHIRA framework could easily be generalized for use in more generic river 

restoration activities. The main idea being that conceptual scientific models are used to drive 

a creative design development process and those designs are then objectively tested before 

implementation with numerical or analytical models. As shown here, a science-based design 

approach drawing on well-accepted concepts and tools from multiple disciplines can add 

mechanistic understanding and predictive capability to date underutilized by restoration 

practitioners. The prospect of coupling future ecosystem-rehabilitation efforts with scientific 

studies is an exciting opportunity for practitioners and academics to collaborate and gain 

improved understanding of riverine ecosystems. 
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THE MOKELUMNE RIVER STUDY SITE 

 

The Mokelumne River Basin 

The Mokelumne River of central California drains a 1700 km2 (420,000-acre) 

watershed (Figure A1). The headwaters of the Mokelumne originate in the Mokelumne 

Wilderness of the Sierra Nevada Mountains south of Lake Tahoe and north of Yosemite. 

The Mokelumne River flows generally west out of the Sierras and falls from 3048 m (10,000-

ft) alpine peaks down to near sea level at its confluence with the San Joaquin River. Over its 

roughly 1139 km (707 mi) course it passes through a wide range of ecosystems, climates and 

geologic zones. Precipitation in the mountainous eastern part of the basin takes the form of 

primarily snow of which it receives nearly 1195 mm (47 in) annually. In contrast, the central 

region of the watershed in the foothills receives 510 mm (20 in) of precipitation annually, 

nearly all of which is rain. Precipitation in the lower Mokelumne basin ranges from 254 – 

635 mm (10 to 25 in). 

Development of Mokelumne River Water Resources:  

The Mokelumne River has been used for water supply and hydropower since the late 

1800’s.  Pacific Gas and Electric developed the basin above Pardee Reservoir for 

hydropower, maintaining seven reservoirs in the region, while East Bay Municipal Utility 

District (EBMUD) developed the lower Mokelumne (Figure A1).  EBMUD serves ~1.2 

million people east of San Francisco Bay, including those in Oakland and Berkeley.  

EBMUD completed Pardee Dam and the Mokelumne Aqueduct from Pardee to the East 

Bay in 1929.  Downstream, Camanche Reservoir was completed in 1963.  To mitigate fishery 

losses caused by Camanche Dam, EBMUD built a hatchery below it that is operated by the 

California Department of Fish and Game.  Declines in the fishery during the 1976-77 and 

1987-92 droughts led stakeholders to focus on improving aquatic habitat for fish, specifically 
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for chinook salmon and steelhead trout.  Collaborative restoration efforts involving channel 

modifications as well as changes to the flow regime began in 1992. 

Lower Mokelumne Basin: 
 

The lower Mokelumne River begins below Camanche Dam where the elevation is 

roughly 28 m (92 ft) above sea level and extends westward down to the Sacramento-San 

Joaquin Delta roughly 72 km (45 mi) downstream. Average channel gradients range from 

0.10 percent in the upper 8 km (5 mi) below Camanche, to 0.02 percent near the 

Mokelumne’s confluence with the Cosumnes River. Channel widths in the lower 

Mokelumne River range from 19-43 m (62 to 141 ft) with a mean of 30 m (100 ft) (CDFG, 

1991).  The river tends to be wider in the first 10 km (6 mi) below Camanche Dam and, 

generally, narrower downstream to the tidal reach.  Much of the narrowing of the channel 

downstream can be attributed to the flood control levees built to protect homes and 

farmland on the historical floodplains of the river which have encouraged the river to incise 

as opposed to migrate laterally.  There are approximately 65 km (40 mi) of levees 

constructed on the lower Mokelumne between Camanche Dam and the Cosumnes River 

confluence (CDFG, 1991). 

The lower Mokelumne River flows through a mix of alluvial fan deposits (composed 

of the Valdez-Columbia and Hanford-Greenfield soil associations) in the upper reaches 

below Camanche, and its own floodplain further downstream (Envirosphere, 1988). Both 

the Valdez-Columbia and Hanford-Greenfield and soil associations are sandy-loams with 

good to poor drainage characteristics (SCS, 1967).  Tailings from gravel mines are apparent 

along the upper third of the lower Mokelumne.  Prominent rock outcrops associated with 

the Mehrten Formation are found along the river. The Mehrten formation consists of 

Andesitic conglomerates, sandstone, and breccia near Camanche Dam and mostly alluvium, 
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levee and channel deposits (sand and mud) downstream into the Delta.  The alluvium is 

mostly Pleistocene and stems from volcanic, granitic, sedimentary, and metamorphic rock 

sources.  The surface geology of the area consists of one geologic belt, the Victor alluvial 

plain (Stearns et al., 1930; Piper et al., 1939) that extends westward from near Camanche 

Dam.  Deposits in the Victor alluvial plain consist of the unconsolidated sands, silts, and 

gravels of the Victor formation and recent alluvium.  These sediments exhibit a relatively 

high permeability.  The Victor alluvial plain comprises most of the heavily cultivated and 

irrigated land in the area. Channel substrates in the lower Mokelumne range from large 

gravels and cobbles in the upper 9.6 km (6 mi) below Camanche to sand, mud, sandstone 

and highly compacted alluvium further downstream.  

Riparian vegetation is found along both banks of the lower Mokelumne corridor 

(CDFG, 1991).  Overstory species are tall and include cottonwoods (Populus fremontii), valley 

oaks (Quercus lobata), and black walnuts (Juglans hindsii) in a mixed stand.  Box elder (Acer 

negundo var. Californicum), willow (Salix sp.), alder (Alnus rhombifolia) and Oregon ash 

(Fraxinus latifolia) are present in a second canopy layer.  Grape (Vitus californica) and 

blackberry vines (Rubus sp.) drape the overstory.  Groundcover species included horsetails 

(Equisetum laveigatum), nightshade (Solanum sp.), and lamb’s quarters (Chenopodium album). 

Pardee and Camanche Dams have altered channel form and riparian vegetation of 

the lower Mokelumne River.  The Mokelumne Fish Hatchery was built over the historic 

river channel immediately downstream of Camanche Reservoir. A new channel was 

constructed parallel to the hatchery before connecting to the historic channel roughly 670 m 

(2200 ft) downstream of Camanche Dam.  Beyond that alteration, most changes are 

primarily due to an altered flow regime (in which peaks have been greatly reduced), instream 

gravel mining and levee construction.  Geomorphically, the altered flow regime stabilized 
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formerly active river deposits and permitted encroachment of vegetation into the active 

channel. Such changes are documented in historical sources, notably aerial photos.  The 

active channel is now roughly half its former width in areas, as evidenced by distinctive 

bands of alders along the bank of the lower flow channel (FERC, 1993).  In an aerial photo 

analysis spanning 30 years, Fetherston (1994) concluded that reservoir-induced modifications 

in the magnitude and frequency of scouring flows permitted seedlings to mature within and 

adjacent to the active channel.  Riparian vegetation encroachment in the form of bands of 

single-aged Alder trees now line previously unvegetated banks and river deposits. 

Together with collaborators, EBMUD has conducted spawning gravel replenishment 

below Camanche Dam since 1990. FERC (1993) encouraged gravel rehabilitation as a non-

flow alternative for improving fish habitat below the dam, citing lack of gravel recruitment 

and plugging of bed pores with fines.  The Mokelumne River Spawning Habitat 

Improvement Project is a joint agency effort, whose primary objectives are to provide 

additional salmonid spawning gravels within the preferred size range and improve intergravel 

water quality (Smith, 2001). Since 1998, project sites have been monitored for inter-gravel 

permeability, dissolved oxygen content, mean water temperature, macrobiotic diversity, and 

redd counts. Some sites will be monitored through 2009. 

 
2001 Project Study Site: 

 
Site Description: 

 

The 2001 Habitat Enhancement Project model reach begins 580 m (1900 ft) 

downstream of Camanche Dam and roughly 76 m (250 ft) downstream of Murphy Creek’s 

Confluence with the Mokelumne. The model reach extends for nearly 272 m (900 ft) 

downstream.  This includes roughly 91 m (300 ft) of river upstream of the Mokelumne’s 
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sharp left hand bend (referred to hereafter as river bend) where it meets a pronounced rock 

outcropping of Mehrten formation (Figure A1-C) and approximately 181 m (600 ft) of river 

downstream of the riverbend. Figure 3.2.1 shows the distinction between the model reach 

and project reach for the project. Several photos of the project site and area are attached at 

the end of this section (Figures 3.2.6 thru 3.2.10). The 2001 Habitat Enhancement Project 

placed roughly 650 m3 (850 yd3) of gravel over a 152 m (500 ft) project reach within the 

model reach. The majority of this gravel was placed over a 76 m (250 ft) reach in the 

downstream half of the project reach. In addition, ten 450 to 680 kg (0.5 to 0.75 ton) 

boulders were placed.  Channel widths in the project reach range from 21 to 24 m (70 to 80 

ft) wide and reach up to 30 m (100 ft) wide in the upstream portion of the model reach. 

Channel depths vary with river stage, but generally range from 0.3 to 3.9 m (1 to 13 ft) deep 

throughout the model reach. 

The project reach was chosen by EBMUD and UC Davis for habitat enhancement 

because of its past use as a gravel augmentation site and future potential as a salmonid 

spawning habitat site.  Prior to enhancement, the project reach was a glide with little fluvial 

complexity. A fair amount of poor and low quality spawning habitat already existed in the 

project reach suggesting that gravel augmentation could achieve higher quality spawning 

habitat relatively efficiently (less gravel would be required here than deeper reaches.) The 

2000 Habitat Enhancement site was located roughly 181 m (600 ft) downstream of the 

project reach. The 1999 Habitat Enhancement site, where a 2-D hydrodynamic model had 

already proven to be an accurate predictive tool (Wang and Pasternack, 2001), was located 

roughly 228 m (750 ft) upstream of the riverbend. Other considerations included feasible 

construction access and location upstream of the Camanche Dam’s flood spillway.  
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Flow Regime below Camanche Dam:  

 
Hydrologic analysis of pre- (1904-1963) and post- (1964-1999) dam annual peak 

flows below Camanche Dam (USGS Station ID 11323500) show the impact of the structure.  

Prior to the dam, annual peak flows exceeded 200 cms (7000 cfs) for 21 out of 57 water 

years.  Since Camanche Dam was built, annual peak flows have never even reached 200 cms 

(7000 cfs).  As alluded to above, the overflow spillway bypasses the first 1.2 km (4000 ft) of 

the Mokelumne River below Camanche Dam. The maximum release from the penstocks of 

Camanche Reservoir is roughly 141 cms (5000 cfs). Additional contributions from Murphy 

Creek have not been determined yet, but vary seasonally with peaks on the order of 14 to 28 

cms (500 to 1000 cfs). Therefore, the maximum flow through the project reach is on the 

order of 155 to 170 cms (6000 cfs). Mean monthly discharge shows that the pre-dam annual 

hydrograph was typical of a snowmelt river in Northern California, with highest average 

discharges occurring May to June, following the peak in monthly average precipitation.  The 

post-dam hydrograph shows a significant reduction in the late spring and early summer 

snowmelt flows below the dam.  A flood frequency analysis using a Log Pearson III 

distribution shows a dramatic reduction in discharge for all recurrence intervals after the 

dam was built (Table A1).  Q2, Q5, Q10, and Q100 decreased by 67%, 59%, 73%, and 75% 

respectively.  For example, the discharge with a 1.5-year recurrence interval (that some 

assume to be equal to “bankfull” discharge), prior to Camanche Dam was ~ 120 cms (4238 

Q1.5 Q2 Q5 Q10 Q20 Q50 Q100

cfs cms cfs cms cfs cms cfs cms cfs cms cfs cms cfs cms
Pre Dam (1904-1963) 4,238 120 5,792 164 9,959 282 18,010 510 25,603 725 35,315 1,000 42,378 1,200
Post Dam (1964-1999) 1,413 40 1,907 54 4,061 115 4,944 140 5,650 160 7,063 200 10,594 300

Table A1- Discharges for Selected Recurrence Intervals below Camanche Dam. The table shows the discharges 
associated with selected Recurrence Intervals for both before and after the construction of Camanche Dam. 
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cfs); now this flow has a recurrence interval of roughly 5-10 years. Today, the discharge with 

a 1.5-year recurrence interval has dropped to an estimated 40 cms (1413 cfs). Now, flow 

releases below Camanche Dam generally follow a step hydrograph due to the controlled 

nature of the releases, with low flows just above the minimum 4.25 cms (150 cfs) as agreed 

upon in the Joint Settlement Agreement  (FERC, 1998). 

A simple comparison of the mean daily discharge releases below Camanche Dam for 

the past five years illustrates the stepped nature of the regulated flow regime that exists today 

on the lower Mokelumne River. Figure A2 shows the hydrographs for the lower Mokelumne 

that span a range of water year types from a very wet year in 1997 to a rather dry year in 

2001.   

It is also useful to look at an arbitrarily chosen pre Camanche Reservoir annual 

hydrograph to compare the pre dam flow regime with the regulated flow regime of today. 

The hydrograph from 1914 above shows a “typical” water year for the Mokelumne River 

prior to the construction of Camanche Reservoir (figure A3). This hydrograph illustrates 

several features that are typical of Sierra Rivers draining into the Central Valley. Namely, 

notice the sequence of large pulses early in the year from large storm events. The rising limb 

of these storm hydrographs climb rapidly to peak discharges that exceed the later peaks of 

the spring pulses and then subside relatively quickly. The higher discharges beginning in 

April and continuing thru July reflect the gradual release of the melting snow pack until it is 

virtually depleted in July. The peaks of these snow pack releases may correspond to late 

season storms or periods when the temperatures rose melting pulses of snow in the upper 

Mokelumne basin. After the snow pack is depleted, the Mokelumne reverts to a baseflow 

dominated flow regime until the following winter. Notice that flows thru the spawning 

season for fall run chinook salmon are essentially flat-lined around 5.6 cms (200 cfs). 



A.

B.

Figure A2 – Mean Daily Discharge Annual Hydrographs –These arbitarly selected 
hydrographs show the mean daily discharge releases from Camanche Reservoir into the 
lower Mokelumne. Notice the stepped nature of the hydrographs typical of dam 
releases. Even the exceptional storms of 1997 are muted by the dam. Also notice that 
flows during the spawning season (October to December) are typically maintained 
between 5.6 and 11.3 cms. A) 1997; B) 1998; C) 1999; D) 2000; E) 2001.
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Figure A2 (cont.)
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Figure A3 – Mean Daily Discharge Annual Hydrograph – 1914. The above hydrograph 
shows the mean daily discharge on the Mokelumne for an arbitrarily chosen pre 
Camanche Dam year to illustrate the entirely different nature of the flow regime prior to 
the construction of Camanche Reservoir. Notice that not only are the peaks larger but 
their shapes are much different from the post dam hydrographs.
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Another way to illustrate the flow regime shift on the Mokelumne River with the 

construction of Camanche Reservoir is to look at a hydrograph over the past 94 years for 

which flow records exist. Figure A4 was constructed with mean daily discharge 

measurements on the Mokelumne River beginning in 1906 and continuing thru 1999. From 

the first plot, (1906-1962) peaks exceed 566 cms (20,000 cfs) on four occasions and the 

hydrograph appears rather erratic. Pardee Reservoir was completed in 1929. Thus, from 

1929 thru 1963 most of the peaks were chopped off around roughly 170 cms (6000 cfs) 

(with two noteworthy exceptions in 1950 and 1955.) The second plot shows the regulated 

hydrograph of the Lower Mokelumne River after the completion of Camanche Reservoir, 

which since the peak flow has never once exceeded 200 cms (7000 cfs). 



A.

B.

Figure A4 – Mean Daily Discharge for A) Pre (1906 thru 1962) and B) Post 
Camanche Dam (1963-1999). The above hydrographs illustrate the transformation of 
the Mokelumne River flow regime from a natural hydraulic regime prior to the 
construction of Camanche Reservoir in 1963 to a regulated flow regime. Plots are 
shown at the same scale to demonstrate the magnitude of the hydrologic regime shift.
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Figure A5 – Panoramic View looking West at Project 
Reach (Pre Project). Notice the Mehrten Formation rock 
outcropping across the river along the right hand side of 
the river. (Flow is from left to right) 
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A.

B.

Figure A6 – Site Photographs. A) View looking downstream (south) at Project Reach. 
Photo taken pre project. B) View looking upstream (north) at Bend in River. Notice the 
floodplain in background is fairly disconnected from channel. Note the Mehrten
Formation rock outcropping on the left that cause the river to turn left.
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A.

B.
Figure A7 – Site Photos A) View from Top of Mehrten Formation looking upstream 
(East) Towards Camanche Dam. Notice the rivers abrupt turn left in the foreground, and 
the two riffles upstream at previous EBMUD Habitat Enhancement Sites. ; B) View from 
Top of Camanche Dam looking Downstream (West). The water in the foreground is the 
afterbay and beginning of the lower Mokelumne River. The fish hatchery (under 
construction) is on the left of the photo.
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APPENDIX 2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

COMPLETE RESULTS FROM 2001 CASE STUDY  

Lower Mokelumne River, California
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DATA COLLECTION MODE RESULTS 
 
Habitat Data Results: 

The results of annual redd surveys of fall run chinook on the lower Mokelumne 

River yielded the following velocity and depth preference curves. These indices suggest that 

optimal spawning velocities occur at 0.85 m/sec (2.8 ft/sec) and range from 0 to 1.55 m/sec 

(0 to 5.1 ft/sec).  Similarly, optimal spawning depths occur at 0.4 m (1.3 ft) and range from 0 

to 1.1 m (0 to 3.7 ft) deep. Their equations are as follows (applicable only for length units of 

feet and time units of seconds): 

 Depth Habitat Suitability Index 

0497037020213764344224488211536050602610 .d + .- d. + d. - d. + d. - d.DHSI =  

Velocity Habitat Suitability Index 

053165.091557.028435.136518.1460685.05096526.06005583.0 −+−+−+− v v  v  v v vVHSI = 
 

Global Habitat Suitability Index 

Applying equal weight to both the abiotic variables of velocity and depth, yielded the global 

habitat suitability (Figure A8):  

VHSIDHSIGHSI ⋅=  

The results from the habitat suitability curves were used throughout all phases of the project. 

 
Bed Material Data Results: 

The pre project and post project surface grain size distributions show a slight 

decrease in the median grain size from 47.5 mm (0.156 ft) in the pre project to 40.4 mm 

(0.133 ft) in the post project (Figure A9).  The range of grain sizes encountered in the post 

project pebble count exhibited a much narrower range of grain sizes than the pre project.  



A. B.

Figure A9 – A) Pre and B) Post Project Pebble Counts. The post project grain size 
distribution exhibited a narrower range of grain sizes than the pre project.  The median 
grain size shifted from 47.5 mm to 40.4 mm from pre to post project.
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Figure A8 – Habitat Suitability Curves for ;fall run Chinook salmon on the lower 
Mokelumne River A) Depth Habitat Suitability Curve. Optimal spawning depths occur 
at 0.4 m (1.3 ft).B) Velocity `Habitat Suitability Curve. Optimal spawning velocities 
occur around 0.85 m/s (2.8 ft/sec)

A. B.
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The post project grain size distribution is largely a reflection of the quarry 

specifications for the spawning gravels. However, gravels had been augmented at the site in 

the early 1990’s by EBMUD; thus, the pre project grain size distribution were partially a 

reflection of the addition of those gravels.  Design grain sizes were based on quarry 

specifications, which were supposed to range from 6.35 mm (0.021 ft) to 152.4 mm (0.500 

ft) with a median of roughly 63.5 mm (0.208 ft). 

 

Modeling Sediment Entrainment 

The prediction of areas of likely or potential scour is a helpful tool for both assessing 

the fate of gravel placement designs and ultimately developing a sediment budget. This 

generation of the “Integrated Design Approach” employed a classic sediment mobility 

model to predict areas of potential gravel entrainment. Wang and Pasternack (2001) used the 

same Sediment Mobility Index (SMI) at the 1999 Gravel Enhancement Site. The basic 

sediment mobility index is nothing more than a ratio of actual velocity to the critical velocity 

required to entrain a particular grain size: 

(A1) 
critical

actual

u
u

SMI =   

 
For a given (steady-state) discharge, actual velocity values will remain constant, but the 

critical velocities required to erode gravel off the bed will change according to grain size. 

SMI values greater than one suggest entrainment of grains equal to or smaller than the grain 

size specified. Similarly, values less than one indicate varying degrees of likelihood of 

sediment entrainment. Using the Data Calculator in SMS, the SMI was calculated at each 

node by calculating the critical velocity and the modeled velocity for that node. A 2D plot 

was used to illustrate the spatial distribution of SMI predictions. 
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Critical Shear Stress 

Grains are assumed to be entrained off the bed when the shear stress applied to the grains 

pass a critical threshold.  A basic form of critical shear stress required for entrainment was 

used: 

(A2) ( ) sOHscritical df ⋅−⋅=
2

(Re) γγτ  

 Where:  

ü f(Re) = A function of the Reynolds Number (Experimentally determined function; 
generally accepted as 0.045 for Reynolds numbers greater than 1000 as experienced in the 
project study reach) 

ü γ  = Specific Weight of Sediment  
ü γH2O = Specific Weight of Water  
ü ds = Grain size diameter for which critical shear being calculated. 

For the 2001 study reach: 

ü f(Re) = 0.045 
ü Quartz was used as a representative value of the sediment density ρs = 2.65 g/cm3 

=5.14 slug/ft3 
ü Therefore γs = g ρs = (32.2 ft/sec2)(5.14 slug/ft3) = 165.43 lbf/ft3 (≈ 25,9898 N/m3) 
ü γH2O = g ρH2O = (32.2 ft/sec2)(1.937 slug/ft3) = 62.37 lbf/ft3 (≈ 9797.5 N/m3) 
ü The grain size diameter used was the d50 for the project 
  

Shear velocity is defined as: 

(A3) 
OH

u
2

0*
ρ
τ

=  

By substituting equation A2 into equation A1 an equation for the critical shear velocity (u*c ) 

was obtained (assuming the actual shear stress on the grain is equal to the critical shear 

stress). 
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Critical Velocity 

Actual velocities and depths are predicted by the FESWMS 2D model. The critical velocity 

(ucritical) for entraining sediment was estimated using Shields’ analysis of incipient motion of 

particles (Garde & Raju, 1985).  Given the critical shear stress calculated above, the critical 

velocity was calculated by assuming a logarithmic vertical velocity profile (law of the wall): 

(A4) 







=

0

ln
1

* Z
z

u
u

κ
 

Where: 

u = Time averaged streamwise velocity at some depth z measured from the channel 
bottom. 

u* = Bed shear velocity 

κ  = Von Karman’s Constant = 0.41 

z  = distance from channel bottom 

Z0 = Characteristic hydraulic friction length 

 

Prandtl and Karman developed the Prandtl-Karman velocity distribution equations by 

substituting experimental data into the law of the wall: 

(A5) 5.8log75.5
*

+







=

sk
z

u
u , where ks is the equivalent sand grain roughness and was 

assumed to be d50 for this project. Integrating equation A4 yields an estimate of the depth-

averaged velocity U : 

 25.6log75.5
** 50

0
+








⋅==∫ d

D
u
U

dz
u
uZ

D
 , where D is the depth of flow. (Note that 

substituting the hydraulic radius R for D will yield a cross sectionally averaged value of U-

bar) The above equation can be rewritten in the Einstein form as: 
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(A6) 






 ⋅
⋅=

50

2.12
log75.5

* d
D

u
U  

 To find the critical velocity, the critical bed shear velocity was substituted into equation A6: 

(A7) 






 ⋅
⋅⋅=

50

2.12
log75.5

2
d

D
U

OH

critical
critical

ρ
τ  

The median grain sizes were used to calculate pre, design and post project sediment 

mobility indices.  Substituting the median grain sizes into equation A6 yielded two separate 

pre and post project critical shear stresses (τc ): 

Pre τc = 0.045(165.43 lbf/ft3 – 62.37 lbf/ft3) 0.156 ft = 0.723 lbf/ft2 

Design τc = 0.045(165.43 lbf/ft3 – 62.37 lbf/ft3) 0.208 ft = 0.965 lbf/ft2 

Post τc = 0.045(165.43 lbf/ft3 – 62.37 lbf/ft3) 0.133 ft = 0.617 lbf/ft2 

Using equation 5.4.3.4 and the critical shear velocities critical shear velocities (u*c ) 

were calculated (assuming the actual shear stress on the grain is equal the critical shear stress 

for entrainment): 
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The critical velocities were then calculated with equation 5.4.3.7 as follows: 

Pre  ( )DDU c ⋅⋅=





 ⋅

⋅⋅= 21.78log514.3
156.0
2.12log75.5611.0   

Design  ( )DDU c ⋅⋅=





 ⋅

⋅⋅= 65.58log058.4
208.0
2.12log75.5706.0  

Post  ( )DDU c ⋅⋅=





 ⋅

⋅⋅= 72.91log245.3
133.0
2.12log75.5564.0  

Thus the sediment mobility indices for pre, design and post project were as follows (where 

D is depth and U is the actual velocity): 

Pre  ( )D
U

U
U

c ⋅⋅
=

65.58log514.3
  

Design  ( )D
U

U
U

c ⋅⋅
=

65.58log058.4
 

Post  ( )D
U

U
U

c ⋅⋅
=

65.58log245.3
 

The different sediment mobility indices are a reflection of the different median grain 

sizes for the different phases of the project. Accordingly, a different combination of velocity 

and depth are required to initiate motion of those gravels off the bed.  The thresholds for 

entrainment are shown in terms of velocities and depth in figure A10. 

 
Channel Topography Survey Results: 

Points Collected: 

On June 26, 2001, 1896 points were collected to construct a digital terrain model of 

the pre project model reach. Points were surveyed both in and out of the channel to capture 

over bank topography as well as in channel bathymetry. On August 27, 2001, roughly 880 

points were collected in the project reach portion of the channel where gravels were placed.  



Figure 10 – Pre, Design and Post Project Sediment Entrainment Thresholds. Due to the 
different grain size distributions, the pre, post and design phases of the project had 
different entrainment thresholds.
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Examples of the aerial distribution of those points used for digital terrain model 

construction are shown for the pre and post project (Figure A11).  

 
Digital Terrain Modeling Results: 
 

Over 18 digital terrain models were built to represent the pre project, 12 design 

scenarios and post project channel topographies.  Partial results of the pre project and post 

project digital terrain models are presented here. Figure A12A shows the pre project 

triangular irregular network DEM representation in plan form. Figure A12B and A12C are 

examples of the DEM results for pre and post project channel topography in the form of 

contour maps (1-foot contour interval). 



Figure A11 – Point Distributions. A) Pre Project Topographic Survey Point 
Distribution. The small x’s represent the approximately 1896 points surveyed as part of 
the pre project survey. B) Post Project Points Used for DTM Construction – Represents 
a  combination of 880 points surveyed in project reach and roughly 18,846 points outside 
the project reach, which include portions of the 1896 original surveyed points and over 
16,000 augmented points.  
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Figure A12 – DEM Results. A) Pre Project TIN – The above triangular irregular 
network was created in Land Development Desktop by connecting the three closest 
surveyed points of figure A11 to any point with a line. Notice that the large triangles 
correspond with low point densities and the small triangles correspond with high point 
densities. B) Pre Project Topographic Map- The above contour map has a one-foot 
contour interval.  C) Post Project Topographic Map - The above contour map has a one-
foot contour interval. 
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PRE PROJECT EMPIRICAL GEOMORPHOLOGY  

ANALYSIS RESULTS 

 
Pre project Hydraulic Geometry Results: 

The hydraulic geometry analysis of the pre project cross sections revealed that depth 

was the dominant hydraulic variable with respect to discharge. The ternary diagram in figure 

A13 shows the b-f-m hydraulic geometry relationships for the five cross-sections with the 

exponents tending towards f.  These results showed velocity increased with discharge much 

slower than depth or width.  

 
Pre project Channel Type Assessments: 

Both the Parker-Knighton and Leopold-Wolman (figures A1.2.3.1 and A1.2.3.2) 

channel typing results suggest the pre project channel is a transitional state between 

meandering and straight tending towards straight. The Rosgen Level I classification, shown 

in the table below, indicated the pre project channel to be a C type channel; whereas the 

level II classification applied at three cross sections within the pre project model reach 

suggested a C4c- designation.  

Channel 
Type 

General Description Entrenchment 
Ratio 

W/D 
Ratio 

Sinuosity Slope Landform/Soils Features 

C Low gradient, meandering, 
point-bar, riffle/pool, alluvial 
channels with broad well-
defined floodplains. 

> 2.2 > 12 > 1.4 > 0.2 Broad valleys w/ terraces, in 
association with floodplains, 
alluvial soils, Slightly entrenched 
with well-defined meandering 
channels. Riffle/pool bed 
morphology. 

Criteria: XS-01 XS-03 XS-04 Average for 
Reach 

Rosgen Classification 
Chosen: 

Single Thread or 
Multithread Channel? 

Single thread Single thread Single thread Single thread Single thread 

Entrenchment Ratio 2.4 3.3 3.9 3.2 Slightly Entrenched (>2.2) 
Width/Depth Ratio 42.8 14.3 19.2 25.4 Moderate to High (>12) 
Sinuosity - - - 1.2 High Sinuosity (>1.2) 
STREAM TYPE C C C C C 
Slope 0.00195 0.00014 0.00041 0.00083 <0.001 
Channel Material Gravel Gravel Gravel Gravel C4c- 



Figure A13 – Ternary plot of b-f-m hydraulic geometry exponents for pre project 
conditions.
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b
(width)

m
(velocity)

f
(depth)

Hydraulic Geometry Exponents
b f m

XS-01 0.2744 0.4357 0.1214
XS-02 0.4132 0.3567 0.0571
XS-03 0.3715 0.3779 0.0646
XS-04 0.2561 0.4488 0.0870
XS-07 0.2467 0.4558 0.0818



Bankfull Discharge vs. Channel Slope
For Braided vs. Meandering vs. Straight Rivers

(From Leopold & Wolman (1957)
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Figure A14 – Channel Typing Classification Schemes. A) Pre Project Parker-Knighton
Channel Classification- The pre project channel is in the transitional zone between 
straight and meandering channel types favoring the straight. The channel’s relatively low 
sinuosity supports the assessment. B) Leopold and Wolman Channel Classification 
System; based on bankfull discharge and slope.
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PRE PROJECT PHASE- MODELING MODE RESULTS 

 
Pre Project Mesh Discritization Results: 

 The discritization of the pre project digital terrain model onto a mesh over the model 

reach resulted in a final mesh with 51,588 nodes and 16,291 elements.  Approximately 0.46 

m (1.5 ft) node spacing was held throughout the mesh as shown in figure A15.  

 
Pre Project Model Calibration Results: 

Instead of calibrating model parameters to produce flow paths, which qualitatively 

matched those observed in the field, actual values produced the most realistic results.  A 

comparison of using default versus actual eddy viscosity values is illustrated in figure A16 

along the inside bend of the river under pre project conditions.  

 
Pre Project Model Results: 

 The pre project-modeling phase results were validated with velocity and depth data 

from five cross sections at a flow of 11.46 cms (405 cfs).  

 
Hydrodynamic Model Results 

The pre project hydrodynamic model results illuminate the reasons why high quality 

spawning habitat is generally absent in the project reach. Depths through the project reach 

are too deep and velocities are too low to produce high quality spawning habitat. 

Furthermore, the flow paths through the pre project reach are characterized by a glide 

lacking fluvial complexity. The most optimal spawning conditions are found in an existing 

riffle at the upstream end of the project reach (previous EBMUD habitat enhancement site). 

 



Figure A15 – Pre Project Finite Element Mesh – The SMS finite Element Mesh is made 
up of a combination of triangles and quadrilaterals. Nodes (represented by the red dots 
above) are located at the center of each element, the vertices of each element and 
midpoints along element boundaries. Nodes were specified roughly 0.46 m apart for the 
pre project mesh.     
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B.

Figure A16 – Effect of Using Actual Eddy Viscosity Values on Velocity Vectors –The 
plots above show the pre project model results at 11.46 cms using two different eddy 
viscosity values. The plot on the left uses an eddy viscosity value of 0.093 m2/sec and 
fails to capture a pronounced eddy on the inside bend of the river, which is visibly 
present at the site. The plot on the right uses the actual eddy viscosity value of 0.017 
m2/sec and distinctly captures the eddy on the inside bend of the river. 

A.

ν=0.093 m2/s
ν=0.017 m2/s



Figure A17 – Pre Project Hydraulic Model Results at 11.46 cms (405 cfs) –A) Depth 
solution; B) velocity solutions 
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GHSI Model Results: 

The pre project GHSI modeling results confirm the lack of substantial areas of 

optimal or high quality spawning habitat.  Roughly 56 percent of the model reach was found 

to be non spawning habitat. Of the actual spawning habitat, only 2.8 percent was found to 

be of optimal quality, 7.5 percent was of high quality, 23.1 percent was of moderate quality 

and 67.6 percent was of low quality.  

 
Sediment Mobility Model Results 

The pre project modeling results show negligible potential for entrainment of gravels 

of existing gravels off the bed at a discharge of 11.46 cms (405 cfs). Although this suggests 

sediment entrainment at spawning flows is negligible, it does not imply that sediment 

entrainment will not occur at higher flows.  

Pre Project Model Validation: 

The pre project modeling was validated at a discharge of 11.46 cms (405 cfs) for 

velocity and depth at five cross sections: XS-01, XS-02, XS-03, XS-05 and XS-07. The 

results of this validation are shown in figures A1.3.5 thru A1.3.6.  Pre project model results 

were also verified by plotting model velocities versus depths from the cross sections against 

all of the model results (figure A1.3.4). Notice that the measured velocities (purple x’s) fall 

primarily within the distribution of modeled velocities (green dots). Similarly, neither the 

measurements nor the model results fall above the sediment mobility threshold. The bulk of 

velocity vs. depth points fall in the non-habitat or low to moderate quality habitat zones. The 

clustering of measured points (purple x’s) in the optimal habitat zone was from the riffle at 

cross section one. 

The model validated generally well against the measurements at cross sections. The 

model tends to dampen the variability of velocities across the cross section and tends to 
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produce the most unrealistic results where depth measurements do not match well (due to 

DEM misrepresentation and/or inexact cross section location). Cross section one, located 

across the existing riffle at the upstream end of the model reach, illustrates these trends well.  

The model over-predicts velocity half way across cross section two where vegetation and 

algae in the channel led to lower velocity measurements. On the right hand side of cross 

section two, against the existing Mehrten Formation outcropping, the model under predicts 

velocities. A sizable (1 meter horizontally) undercut exists along this Mehrten formation. At 

cross section three, the model slightly under predicts velocities. At cross section four, the 

model matches the general trend of velocities across the channel but completely dampens 

the variability. At cross section seven, the model matches the measured depths and velocities 

quite favorably. 



Figure A18 – Pre Project GHSI Model Results at 11.46 cms A) The pre project habitat 
suitability modeling establishes the baseline conditions for spawning habitat. B) The 
sediment mobility index modeling of the pre project  show only negligible or unlikely 
transport likelihood.
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The project reach lacks anything 
much better than moderate or low 

quality spawning habitat. The only substantial predicted high and 
optimal quality spawning habitat is found 

on an existing riffle upstream of the 
project site.

The pool areas are predicted as 
non-spawning habitat areas. 
However, they may provide 
important rearing habitat.



Figure A19– Pre Project Modeled versus Observed Velocity vs. Depth at 11.46 cms (405 
cfs) –The pre project model was validated at five cross sections for velocity and depth. 
Above two examples of this validation are shown.
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Figure A20– Pre Project Model Validation at 11.46 cms (405 cfs) –The pre project 
model was validated at five cross sections for velocity and depth. A) XS-01; B) XS-02; C) 
XS-03; D) XS-04; E) XS-07.
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Figure A20 (cont.)
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Figure A20 (Cont.)
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DESIGN PHASE DATA COLLECTION MODE-  

DEVELOPMENT OF DESIGN SCENARIOS 

The data collection mode for the design phase involved creating channel topography 

or grading plans and converting those plans to digital terrain models.  Thus, the results of 

the design phase data collection mode are presented in this section as contour map 

representations of the grading plan. For each design scenario, existing topography is shown 

in the background as gray, the finished grade contours are shown in the foreground with red 

and magenta, and the area of the channel in which gravels are proposed to be placed is 

delineated with a light blue gravel hatch.  

 
Design Scenario Development Described: 

During the one-month design phase twelve design scenarios were developed, ten of 

those were modeled successfully, seven were seriously considered and one was used as the 

final design. A wide range of gravel placement design alternatives were developed to test 

how the channel might respond to different gravel placement techniques. Those alternatives 

included: tight alternate bars, constricted riffle, broad flat riffle, constricted pools, and 

braided channel geometries. Ultimately a complex channel geometry was chosen that 

introduced two new riffles for spawning and a central bar to divide the flow and create more 

fluvial complexity was selected for final design development. Pool-exit slopes were used to 

enhance oxygenation of gravels.  All designs were based off a design volume of gravel less 

than 1150 m3 (1500 yd3). All designs were realistically constructible with a rubber tire front-

end loader.   

The design scenarios are each briefly summarized to demonstrate the progression 

through the design development process (Figure A21). The modeling mode results were 

used at the end of each design scenario development to objectively test the design. 
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Hypotheses and inferences are made during design development as their results are made 

here to illustrate the factors at play in development of the individual scenarios. The final 

design-grading plan is presented in §A1.4.10 and represents a culmination of lessons learned 

in the modeling mode of the Design Development Phase. The design scenarios were 

numbered sequentially from start to the final design (01-12) and in some instances named. 

For each of the designs, velocity vs. depth plots, grading plans and general plan statistics 

were prepared. Plan statistics include the total area where gravel would be placed, the total 

volume of gravel specified by the design, the number of boulders specified and the 

maximum fill depth. 

 
Gravel-01-Fill Pool 

The first gravel design scenario was developed simply to develop a sense as to the 

magnitude of the volume of gravel available for construction. By filling up the deep pool 

along the Mehrten Formation Wall up to 1.8 m (6 ft) in places and raising the bed to a 

uniform elevation of 25.9 m (85 ft) above sea level, approximately 734.0 m3 (960 yd3) of 

gravel was consumed. No model run was performed for this scenario, as it was clear that it 

would do nothing to increase spawning habitat areas or quality while consuming the vast 

majority of the gravel available for the project. This first design scenario helped confine the 

project reach to the shallow glide areas where more efficient use of gravel could be achieved 

by placing gravel in areas that were not as deep.  

Gravel -02-Alternate Bar (Tight spacing) 

The Alternate Bar (tight spacing) scenario was the first design scenario modeled. The 

basic principle behind the design was to increase the habitat area without wasting large 

amounts of gravel in the pool upstream of cross section three. For this reason, the vast 

majority of the gravel was placed downstream of cross section four. This design was an 
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attempt to construct an alternate bar design, as is typically found in alluvial rivers with low 

sinuosity. However, given the upstream pool constraint and the downstream boundary of 

the project, bar spacing was confined to a short reach of river only 2.5 to 3 channel widths 

apart. Geomorphologists have observed the occurrence of these types of alternate bars at 

spacing from 4 to 10 channel widths (Rosgen, 1995). For this reason, the scenario was called 

(tight-spacing). Roughly 510 m3 of gravel were specified in Design Scenario 02 with a 

maximum fill depth of 1.15 m (Figure A21-A).  

 
 
Gravel -03- Constricted Riffle 

The third design scenario was intended to be an improvement of the second design 

scenario. The hope being that by raising the elevation of the riffle between the two alternate 

bars and placing boulders on both edges of the channel, velocities would increase through 

the riffle and better spawning habitat would arise. Although the modeling results will show 

the configuration did increase velocities, it increased them so much that supercritical flows 

were produced. Thus, the area designed as the primary spawning habitat was pushed into the 

realm of sediment entrainment during spawning flows, which clearly is not desirable.  Design 

Scenario 03 reached a maximum fill depth of 1.6 m with 1016 m3 of gravel specified (Figure 

A21-B). 

Although design 03 was not necessarily desirable, it illustrated the significance of a 

pattern often noticed in natural alluvial rivers of broad riffles and narrow pools.  Typically, 

pools exhibit lower velocities and riffles exhibit higher velocities. That being the case, what 

keeps riffles from eroding and pools from filling in? Keller (1971) suggested a velocity 

reversal must occur at some point as discharge increases (velocities in the pool would exceed 

those over the riffle at high flows) as a mechanism for maintaining pool-riffle sequences. 
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Thompson et al. (1999) recommended a modified form of the velocity reversal hypothesis in 

which channel constrictions in pools maintain pool-riffle sequences. Thompson argues that 

convergence of flow from channel width constrictions create recirculating eddies which 

produce locally high rates of sediment transport capable of scouring pools. Conversely, 

broad riffles allow the divergence of flow at pool-exit slopes can lead to deposition over 

riffles. With such observations, the development of the later design scenarios accounted for 

such pool-riffle maintaining processes and sought not to constrict flow in riffles.  

 
 
Gravel -05- Flat Riffle- Revised Volume 

A fourth design scenario was developed that produced a large, broad flat riffle. 

Unfortunately, it used more than twice the gravel available to the project. The fifth design 

scenario again created a large flat riffle but accomplished it within the realm of gravel 

available for this project. 961 m3 of gravel were used with a maximum fill depth of 1.5 m to 

produce a broad flat riffle, which would allow flow to diverge across it, while also providing 

a large contiguous area of high quality spawning habitat (Figure A21-C). No boulders were 

used in this design as to focus the efforts entirely on the configuration of gravel. While the 

design was effective in terms of producing habitat, it failed to produce much fluvial 

complexity or diversity. Existing channel widths through the model reach were constant 

through the pool and existing glide.  Channel banks are armored by bedrock outcroppings 

and well established riparian vegetation. Thus, widening the channel was not an alternative. 

To produce a broad flat riffle, as in this design, the riffle had to be constructed uniformly 

across the channel. While no apparent change in channel top width was induced between the 

project riffle and the existing pool, the pool already was somewhat constricted to river right 

along the Mehrten formation. 



Figure A21 – Design Scenario Grading and Conceptual Plans. A) Design 02; B) Design 
03; C) Design 03; D) Design 05; E) Design 06; F) Design 07; G) Design 08; H) Design 
09. 
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Figure A21 (cont.)
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Figure A22- Grading Plan to DTM Point Output  – A) Portion of a grading plan from 
the design phase, which was then used to create a DTM.  B) From the DTM x-y-z points 
were pulled off one-ft contours every two ft along the contours, from a 3-ft grid in the 
design area, and from the original survey data outside the design area. 
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Gravel-06- Constricted Pools 

The sixth design scenario sought to maintain a broad riffle (keeping much of the 

contiguous spawning habitat from the fifth design scenario), but in addition attempted to 

further constrict the width of the pools both upstream and downstream of the riffle.  Gravel 

was specified to accentuate the point bar upstream of the riffle on river left and specified 

downstream of the riffle on river right to create an alternate bar. The bars were placed 

roughly 4 channel widths apart. Both bars acted to constrict the width of the channel at the 

pools while allowing the width to expand across the entire width of the channel through the 

riffle. The design allows the bulk of flow to switch from river right to river left as it diverges 

across the riffle. This was intended to compliment the transitional classification of the 

channel between a straight and meandering river. The alternate bar pattern introduces some 

variation in the channel geomorphology which may be consistent with the concept of a river 

that may fall between meandering through its floodplain and pointing straight as a flood 

control canal. 956 m3 of gravel was consumed in this design which reached a maximum fill 

depth of 1.4 m (Figure A21-D). 

 
 
Gravel -07- Complex Central Bar 

 
The seventh design scenario represents a departure from the approach of the 

previous design scenarios. The previous design scenarios all revolved around some sort of 

single riffle created by raising the bed elevation with gravel. A delicate balance between the 

overall slope of the reach and the spacing of pool riffle sequences limits the effectiveness of 

a constructed bed form at increasing velocities. In other words, inducing a steeper gradient 

and higher velocities by raising the bed in the project reach, will propagate a backwater effect 

upstream, which may drown out productive spawning habitat in riffles upstream. The 
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existing riffle located upstream of the project was declining in spawning habitat quality due 

to backwater effects created by the earlier design scenarios.  

In an effort to minimize the backwater effect and develop a higher degree of fluvial 

complexity, design seven was developed. This scenario used 865 m3 of gravel and a 

maximum fill depth of 1.4 m (Figure A21-E).  The design raised the bed in two riffles to an 

elevation slightly lower than the single riffle in previous designs. A central bar in the middle 

of the channel was designed to bridge the upper and lower riffles and further divide the flow 

diverging across the upstream riffle. The downstream riffle was designed as a wide riffle over 

which the flow separated by the bar may further diverge. If divergent flow across riffles does 

indeed lead to deposition of coarse-grained sediment at high flows and preservation of riffles 

(Thompson, 1999), such a design could potentially be self-sustaining. Bedload transport 

entraining gravels from upstream portions of the project might deposit those gravels along 

the downstream riffle.   

Existing deeper areas along both sides of the central bar were maintained as pools to 

serve several purposes. First, recirculating eddies induced by the constriction of flow 

through the pools could in fact lead to further aggradation of sediment on the exit slope of 

the pools and over the downstream riffle. Secondly, designs with only one riffle introduce 

only one pool-exit slope. Pool exit slopes are known to be sites where preferential spawning 

occurs due to downwelling of water (§5.5). Thus, buy incorporating two small pools into the 

design, a total of three pool-exit slopes are created by the project. Finally, the two pools 

increase the diversity of bed forms and create important rearing habitat close to spawning 

sites. Such diversity of habitat types may be important factors to provide spawning females 

with areas to conserve energy or hide from predators, while still keeping an eye on her redd 

nest.  
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Gravel -08- Braided 

The eighth design scenario is not an attempt at a braided channel, but instead an 

attempt to promote fluvial complexity while producing higher quality spawning habitat. 

Naturally braided rivers exhibit much higher gradients then the lower Mokelumne and are 

accustomed to much higher sediment supplies. Two gravel braids were placed from cross 

section four downstream to cross-section seven. The three chutes created surrounding the 

braids take on the appearance of a braided channel. The chutes themselves were partially 

filled with gravel to achieve optimum depths while maintaining slightly deeper pools within 

them. If the design is successful at producing spawning habitat, it should be extremely 

efficient as it only consumes 617 m3 of gravel and has a maximum fill depth of 1.2 m. 

Gravel was again used upstream to constrict flow to the pool and provide ample 

construction access for the front end loader. The design should also be effective at 

minimizing the backwater effect as the chutes act as breaks instead of a riffle which acts as a 

dam (Figure A21-F).  

 
Gravel -09- Benches 

The ninth design scenario tried to follow the trend of seven and eight by not creating 

a backwater effect upstream of the riffle thus drowning out the 1996 riffle upstream of the 

project. Unlike scenarios seven and eight, where most of the gravel was expended in the 

center of the channel creating bars or braids, scenario nine attempted to increase habitat area 

by increasing the elevation along the periphery of the channel by creating benches. Its overall 

effectiveness was mixed as it created large amounts of moderate quality habitat and minimal 

amounts of optimal habitat. This is due to the fact that decreasing depth does not always 

increase velocity. Here, the bars act almost like an inset floodplain, where velocities are 
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actually to low to produce optimal habitat.  The design scenario is instructive because it 

illustrates that shallow depths, without a significant hydraulic gradient generally can not raise 

velocities high enough to produce optimal spawning habitat (Figure A21-G).  

 
Final Design – Refinement of Design 07 

The final design was based off a refinement of Design 07. Design 07 was selected as 

the most desirable design scenario for a mix of geomorphic, ecologic reasons and the 

modeling results. Recall Design 07 only used 865 m3 of gravel and 1146 m3 was thought to 

be available for construction.  The final design modified the design scenario to consume the 

additional 281 m3 of gravel. This was done by extending the riffle features of the design 

slightly upstream and downstream of their original locations and by increasing the tail of the 

existing riffle located upstream of the project. Figure 22 shows the final grading plan in the 

project reach and the associated point output from the DEM used for mesh discritization. 

Similar point outputs were created for each of the design scenarios based off a combination 

of point augmentation techniques including grid, contour and original survey data. 
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DESIGN PHASE- MODELING MODE RESULTS 

The model results are shown for each of the design scenarios and the final design. 

Each of the model results are shown for the 11.46 cms (405 cfs) discharge unless otherwise 

noted. The 11.46 cms (405 cfs) discharge was chosen because it is in the realm of anticipated 

fall run spawning flows and for the purposes of easy comparison with the pre project results, 

which were validated at this discharge.  The model results are described briefly for each of 

the design scenarios. 

 
Gravel-02-Alternate Bar (Tight spacing) 

Design scenario 02 slightly decreased the total area of spawning habitat within the 

model reach from 4552 m2 to 4470.8 m2. The velocity vs. depth plot in figure A23-A shows 

that the design failed to cause a substantial shift of the distribution of points into the realm 

of optimal habitat quality. The scenario ranks seventh in terms of its efficiency at producing 

total spawning habitat areas per cubic meter of gravel (-0.16 m2 per cubic meter of gravel); 

ranks eighth in terms of efficiency of producing optimal habitat areas (-0.20 m2 per cubic 

meter of gravel); and ranks eighth in terms of its production of optimal and high quality 

habitat (0.12 m2 per cubic meter of gravel). Fluvial complexity is not enhanced greatly as 

velocity vectors indicate flow paths similar to that of the pre project without any large 

secondary flow cells or eddies being formed. Sediment entrainment is negligible at spawning 

flows. Overall, this design increased the quality of habitat while not inducing sediment 

entrainment at spawning flows. However, it failed to produce the fluvial complexity and 

extent of improved habitat hoped. 



Figure A23 – Velocity vs. Depth Plot Design Comparisons. A) Design 02; B) Design 03; 
C) Design 05; D) Design 06; E) Design 07; F) Design 08; G) Design 09; H) Design 12.
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Figure A23 (Cont.) – Velocity vs. Depth Plot Design Comparisons. A) Design 02; B) 
Design 03; C) Design 05; D) Design 06; E) Design 07; F) Design 08; G) Design 09; H) 
Design 12.
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Gravel-03- Constricted Riffle 

Design scenario 03 produced a slight decrease in the total area of spawning habitat 

within the model reach from 4552 m2 to 4115.9 m2. The velocity vs. depth plot in figure 

A23-B shows that the design spread the velocities out over a wider band with entrainment of 

gravels off the bed predicted at higher velocities.  The scenario ranks eighth in terms of its 

efficiency at producing total spawning habitat areas per cubic meter of gravel (-0.43 m2 per 

cubic meter of gravel); ranks fifth in terms of efficiency of producing optimal habitat areas 

(0.20 m2 per cubic meter of gravel); and ranks seventh in terms of its production of optimal 

and high quality habitat (0.17 m2 per cubic meter of gravel). The constriction at the riffle 

greatly increases velocities and induces strong secondary flow cells on both edges of the 

riffle. In addition the downstream alternate bar induces a strong secondary flow cell 

downstream of itself. High quality habitat is limited to a narrow band along the edge of the 

alternate bar. While fluvial complexity is greatly increased, substantial sediment entrainment 

is predicted through the narrow constriction across the riffle even at spawning flows.. In 

addition, this design decreases the velocities in the existing riffle upstream of the project and 

reduces the habitat quality. This is because the constructed riffle produces a backwater effect 

that propagates upstream, effectively drowning out the existing riffle from the 1996 Habitat 

Enhancement Project. 

 

Gravel-05- Flat Riffle- Revised Volume 

Design scenario 05 produced an increase in the total area of spawning habitat within 

the model reach from 4552 m2 to 4569 m2. The velocity vs. depth plot in figure A23-C 

shows that the design spreads points out through the regions of optimal and high quality 

habitat while not producing significant entrainment potential at spawning flows. The  
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Figure A24 – Hydrodynamic Model Results of Design Scenarios at 11.46 cms. A) 
Design 02; B) Design 03; C) Design 05; D) Design 06; E) Design 07; F) Design 08; G) 
Design 09; H) Design 12.



Figure A24 (Cont.) – Hydrodynamic Model Results of Design Scenarios at 11.46 cms. 
A) Design 02; B) Design 03; C) Design 05; D) Design 06; E) Design 07; F) Design 08; 
G) Design 09; H) Design 12.
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Figure A24 (Cont.) – Hydrodynamic Model Results of Design Scenarios at 11.46 cms. 
A) Design 02; B) Design 03; C) Design 05; D) Design 06; E) Design 07; F) Design 08; 
G) Design 09; H) Design 12.



Figure A24 (Cont.) – Hydrodynamic Model Results of Design Scenarios at 11.46 cms. 
A) Design 02; B) Design 03; C) Design 05; D) Design 06; E) Design 07; F) Design 08; 
G) Design 09; H) Design 12.
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Figure A24 (Cont.) – Hydrodynamic Model Results of Design Scenarios at 11.46 cms. 
A) Design 02; B) Design 03; C) Design 05; D) Design 06; E) Design 07; F) Design 08; 
G) Design 09; H) Design 12.
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Figure A24 (Cont.) – Hydrodynamic Model Results of Design Scenarios at 11.46 cms. 
A) Design 02; B) Design 03; C) Design 05; D) Design 06; E) Design 07; F) Design 08; 
G) Design 09; H) Design 12.
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Figure A24 (Cont.) – Hydrodynamic Model Results of Design Scenarios at 11.46 cms. 
A) Design 02; B) Design 03; C) Design 05; D) Design 06; E) Design 07; F) Design 08; 
G) Design 09; H) Design 12.
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Figure A24 (Cont.) – Hydrodynamic Model Results of Design Scenarios at 11.46 cms. 
A) Design 02; B) Design 03; C) Design 05; D) Design 06; E) Design 07; F) Design 08; 
G) Design 09; H) Design 12.
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scenario ranks fourth in terms of its efficiency at producing total spawning habitat areas per 

cubic meter of gravel (0.02 m2 per cubic meter of gravel); ranks first in terms of efficiency of 

producing optimal habitat areas (0.55 m2 per cubic meter of gravel); and ranks first in terms 

of its production of optimal and high quality habitat (1.01 m2 per cubic meter of gravel). 

The broad flat riffle greatly increases velocities and induces two strong secondary flow cells 

on both sides of the channel in the pool downstream of the riffle. Fluvial complexity is 

increased slightly over pre project conditions but still exhibits a generally uniform flow 

pattern. Sediment entrainment is negligible at spawning flows. Design 05 produced more 

high quality habitat than any other design. However, the design lacked desired fluvial 

complexity, only had one pool-exit slope and produced very little rearing habitat close to 

high quality spawning habitat to provide spawning salmon rearing habitat for shelter from 

predators and to conserve energy. 

 

Gravel-06- Constricted Pools 

Design scenario 06 produced an increase in the total area of spawning habitat within 

the model reach from 4552 m2 to 4640 m2. The velocity vs. depth plot in figure A23-D 

shows that the design again spreads points out through the regions of optimal and high 

quality habitat while not producing significant entrainment potential at spawning flows. The 

scenario ranks third in terms of its efficiency at producing total spawning habitat areas per 

cubic meter of gravel (0.09 m2 per cubic meter of gravel); ranks second in terms of 

efficiency of producing optimal habitat areas (0.44 m2 per cubic meter of gravel); and ranks 

fourth in terms of its production of optimal and high quality habitat (0.72 m2 per cubic 

meter of gravel). The sixth design produced a large contiguous area of high quality spawning 

habitat across the broad riffle. Although the alternate bars did not produce anything other 
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than moderate quality spawning habitat, they constricted the flow to alternate sides of the 

channel upstream and downstream of the riffle thereby promoting the bulk of the flow to 

switch sides as it crosses the riffle. The effect of this was to produce a pronounced re-

circulating eddy at the downstream end of the lower alternate bar, which might help capture 

gravels entrained at higher flows. The backwater effect causes the depths to increase and 

velocities to decrease over the existing riffle upstream of the project. Sediment entrainment 

is negligible at spawning flows.  

 

Gravel-07- Complex Center Point Bar 

Design scenario 07 produced an increase in the total area of spawning habitat within 

the model reach from 4552 m2 to 4699 m2. The velocity vs. depth plot in figure A23-E 

shows that the design spread points out through the regions of optimal and high quality 

habitat while not producing significant entrainment potential at spawning flows. The 

scenario ranks second in terms of its efficiency at producing total spawning habitat areas per 

cubic meter of gravel (0.17 m2 per cubic meter of gravel); ranks third in terms of efficiency 

of producing optimal habitat areas (0.35 m2 per cubic meter of gravel); and ranks third in 

terms of its production of optimal and high quality habitat (0.74 m2 per cubic meter of 

gravel). Design Seven produced the highest degree of fluvial complexity while also providing 

large contiguous areas of high quality habitat. The central bar produced two pools, which 

provide excellent rearing habitat in the middle of an area surrounded by spawning habitat. In 

addition, the two pools, and the upstream riffle provide three pool-exit slopes to promote 

intragravel flow. The backwater effect causes the depths to increase and velocities to 

decrease over the existing riffle upstream of the project. Sediment entrainment is negligible 

at spawning flows. 
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Gravel-08- Braided 

Design scenario 08 produced an increase in the total area of spawning habitat within 

the model reach from 4552 m2 to 4557 m2. The velocity vs. depth plot in figure A23-F 

shows that the design is not as effective as other designs at spreading points out through the 

regions of optimal and high quality habitat while not producing significant entrainment 

potential at spawning flows. The scenario ranks fifth in terms of its efficiency at producing 

total spawning habitat areas per cubic meter of gravel (0.01 m2 per cubic meter of gravel); 

ranks sixth in terms of efficiency of producing optimal habitat areas (0.17 m2 per cubic 

meter of gravel); and ranks sixth in terms of its production of optimal and high quality 

habitat (0.57 m2 per cubic meter of gravel). This design produces a high degree of fluvial 

complexity but does not produce as much high and optimal habitat as other designs had. 

Notice that the optimal quality habitat pockets correspond to the tops and exits of the braids 

whereas the chutes only produce moderate quality habitat. The scenario effectively 

eliminated any backwater effect on the 1996 riffle upstream of the project and used less 

gravel than any of the other design contenders. Sediment entrainment is negligible at 

spawning flows. 

 

Gravel-09- Benches 

Design scenario 09 decreased the total area of spawning habitat within the model 

reach from 4552 m2 to 4535 m2. The velocity vs. depth plot in figure A23-G shows that the 

design fails to spread points out through the regions of optimal and high quality habitat 

while not producing significant entrainment potential at spawning flows. The scenario ranks 

sixth in terms of its efficiency at producing total spawning habitat areas per cubic meter of 
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gravel (-0.03 m2 per cubic meter of gravel); ranks seventh in terms of efficiency of 

producing optimal habitat areas (0.04 m2 per cubic meter of gravel); and ranks fifth in terms 

of its production of optimal and high quality habitat (0.68 m2 per cubic meter of gravel). 

The modeling results of this design reinforce the need for a riffle to really produce the 

velocity and depth combinations that will produce large increases in the quality of the 

habitat. Furthermore, this design lacks any real fluvial complexity as it essentially funnels the 

flow between the benches on both sides of the channel. Sediment entrainment is negligible 

at spawning flows.  

 

Final Design Scenario Results:  

The Final Design scenario 12 increased the total area of spawning habitat within the 

model reach from 4552 m2 to 4883 m2. The velocity vs. depth plot in figure A23-H shows 

that the design maintains the shift of points into regions of optimal and high quality habitat 

produced in scenario 07, while still not producing significant entrainment potential at 

spawning flows. The scenario ranks first in terms of its efficiency at producing total 

spawning habitat areas per cubic meter of gravel (0.63 m2 per cubic meter of gravel); ranks 

fourth in terms of efficiency of producing optimal habitat areas (0.20 m2 per cubic meter of 

gravel); and ranks second in terms of its production of optimal and high quality habitat (0.76 

m2 per cubic meter of gravel). Since the final design is a refinement of design seven, the 

results are rather similar. The efforts to improve the exiting upstream riffle resulted in an 

increase in total habitat area but an overall decrease in the quality of habitat at that riffle. 

Sediment entrainment is negligible at spawning flows. 
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Stage Dependence of GHSI for Final Design: 

The final design was run at discharges lower and higher than the 11.46 cms (405 cfs) 

to explore the stage dependence of habitat quality (Figure A25). A flow of 7.50 cms (265 cfs) 

was used as a lower spawning flow. Boundary conditions were produced from artificial rating 

curves to run the model at different flows. A flow of 31.14 cms (1100 cfs) value as that was 

the upper limit for which rating curve information was available. The primary thing to notice 

is that spawning since habitat quality according to the GHSI is based solely on velocity and 

depth, it changes with stage. Generally higher flows will produce velocities to fast and depths 

to deep for much high and optimal quality spawning habitat to persist. Whereas typical 

spawning flows, which may range anywhere from 4.24 cms (150 cfs) to 11.32 cms (400 cfs), 

will produce a variety of results depending on the individual bed configurations. 

 

Stage Dependence of Sediment Mobility Index for Final Design: 

In addition to habitat quality, the sediment mobility results will vary with stage. It 

might seem reasonable to presume that in general a higher flow should produce gravel 

entrainment whereas as a lower flow will produce less or none. The SMI results from the 

final design that this assumption does not always hold true. In the case of this design, at a 

low flow of 7.50 cms (265 cfs), a small portion of the downstream riffle is predicted to 

become mobile as water depths are lowered and velocities increased. Recall from figure A23-

H that no sediment mobility was predicted at 11.46 cms. Thus, this suggests that some gravel 

bed configurations may have small windows at the lower discharges in which minimal gravel 

entrainment might occur. The 31.14 cms result predicts no gravel entrainment, but this is 

not to say that higher flows produce less entrainment. This only illustrates that the threshold 

for which gravel entrainment might occur had not been crossed by 31.14 cms and 
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larger discharges would be necessary to move erode gravel particles of equal size or larger 

than the median grain size. 



Figure A25 – GHSI Model Results for the Final Design 12 at A) 7.50 cms and B) 31.14 
cms (bottom) – Notice that the lower 7.50 cms discharge actually produces more high 
quality habitat than the 405 cfs discharge. Also notice that at a high non-spawning 
discharge of 31.14 cms (highly unlikely flow during the fall) that most of the channel
turns into moderate quality habitat while the optimal quality habitat disappears 
altogether. NOTE: This is not to suggest that lower flows always produce better quality 
spawning habitat but simply to illustrate the stage dependence of spawning habitat 
quality.
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Figure A26 – SMI Model Results for the Final Design 12 at A) 7.50 cms and B) 31.14 
cms. Notice that in this case, the low flow produces predicted entrainment of gravels of 
the median grain size and less; whereas the higher discharge (31.14 cms) predicts no 
transport. 

NOTE: Again, this is not to suggest that lower flows will always produce higher likelihood of gravel entrainment. 
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CONSTRUCTION PHASE RESULTS 

Construction of the 2001 Habitat Enhancement Project  began on August 20, 2001 

and the contractor completed the project on August 22, 2001. Recall, that the design volume 

of approximately 1150 m3 (1500 yd3) of gravel was to come from two sources. Roughly, 1000 

tons (907,184.7 kg) of 0.25 in to 6.0 in (6.35 mm to 152.4 mm) river-run gravel (d50 ≈ 2.5 in 

[63.5 mm]) was to be delivered from a quarry and as much as 382 m3 (500 yd3) was to be 

excavated from the retired spawning channels at the Mokelumne River Hatchery. According 

to the quarry receipts, 999.32 tons of gravel was delivered from the quarry and 

approximately  152 m3 (200 yd3) was excavated from the hatchery.  Earthwork calculations, 

comparing the pre project and post project channel topography surveys, estimate that 

roughly 650 m3 (850 yd3) of gravel was actually placed in the channel. Thus, there was a 

volumetric gravel deficit of approximately 496 m3 (650 yd3) from the design volume.  

The quality of the gravel from the hatchery turned out to be inferior (in terms of 

cleanliness) to the double washed quarry gravel from fines and organic matter mixed in with 

the substrate of the retired spawning channels (Figure A27). The hatchery gravels were 

excavated prior to the transfer of quarry gravels to the staging area. These gravels were used 

to construct the construction access ramp into the river and the upstream bar along river left 

extending downstream to the first riffle.  Most of the hatchery gravels originated from the 

former Mokelumne River channel, over which the hatchery was built. These gravels tended 

to exhibit a larger distribution of grain sizes. The quarry gravels, while cleaner exhibited a 

very predictable distribution of sizes as a function of their processing through sieve screens 

at the quarry. A noticeable fraction of the quarry gravels had angularities most likely due to 

breakage from  



Figure A27 – Construction Photos. A) Staging of Gravel from Hatchery to Build Access 
Ramp – Original estimates of gravel available from the retired spawning channels of the 
Mokelumne Hatchery estimated approximately 500 yd3(382 m3) of gravel would be 
available from the hatchery. As it turned out, only 200 yd3(152 m3) of gravel was 
excavated at most. In the above photo, most of the hatchery gravel was used to construct 
the construction access ramp and upstream bar. B) Much of the hatchery gravel (above 
left) was caked with fines and organics that had settled in the spawning channels over the 
years. C) The double washed quarry gravel was generally much cleaner but had a narrow 
distribution of particle sizes and a larger percentage of broken cobbles producing angular 
rock. 
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Figure A28 – Construction Photos. A) Ten roughly half ton boulders were placed in the 
channel at various locations to introduce fluvial complexity and influence flow dynamics 
in a manner beneficial to salmonids. Boulders could be placed at locations with relative 
precision, but once placed were difficult to move or reorient with a loader. B) View of 
Upper Riffle from top of Mehrten Formation on River Right – Despite the shadows, this 
photo shows the upper riffle, four of the placed boulders and the central bar propagating 
downstream immediately following construction.
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handling of the gravels. Angularities of gravels are generally undesirable for use as spawning 

gravels as they allow the gravels to pack tighter together and decrease the porosity. 

Processed gravels from quarries are estimated to be handled a minimum of eight times: 

1. Excavated from floodplain deposit with scraper or loader 

2. Dumped in transfer truck and hauled to processing plant 

3. Dumped in hopper and sieved through a series of at least three screens 

(transported on conveyer belts between screens) 

4. Separated into size classes, washed and allowed to dry, then washed and 

allow to dry again 

5. Dumped off conveyer belt into staging piles (often staging piles are moved 

around within the batch plant) 

6. Scooped up with a front end loader and dumped into a transfer truck for 

delivery 

7. Dumped at staging area on construction site 

8. Scooped up from staging area and placed in channel 

9. Each time gravel is handled by heavy equipment, the potential for breakage 

increases. Thus, efforts were made during construction to handle the gravel 

as few times as possible.  

 

By the second day of construction, it became apparent that the design volume of 

gravel would not be met and a field modification would be necessary to the final design. In 

consultation with the contractor, the design team decided to not construct the 

improvements on the 1996 riffle eliminating the need for approximately 225 yd3 (172 m3) of 

gravel. The main portion of the project had to be constructed from the upstream end to the 

downstream end, as to provide equipment access. As such, it was decided to construct the 

upstream portions of the project in their entirety down to the lower riffle. The downstream 

riffle was constructed across the entire width of the channel but only extended downstream 

roughly 30 ft as opposed to the roughly 100 ft specified by the plan.  
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Once the placement of gravel was complete, the ten boulders delivered to the project 

were placed throughout the project reach in the approximate locations specified on the final 

plan (Figure A28-A). Three of the boulders were placed alone where as the remaining seven 

were clustered together at four separate locations.   
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POST PROJECT APPRAISAL PHASE- MODELING MODE 
RESULTS 

The post project was modeled at 11.46 cms (405 cfs), for comparison with pre 

project and design phase modeling, and at 6.79 cms (240 cfs) for validation. Post project 

model results were validated at six cross section locations. Mesh discritization was improved 

in the post project phase to the point that complex flow patterns around boulders and other 

bed features were captured in model results that were qualitatively verifiable in the field. 

 

Post Project Mesh Discritization Results: 

The discritization of the post project digital terrain model into a mesh over the 

model reach resulted in a final mesh with 49,481 nodes and 15,550 elements.  Node spacing 

ranged from 15 to 45 cm (0.5 to 1.5 ft) with finer node spacing around areas of complex 

topography such as the submerged boulder depicted in Figure A29. 

 

Post Project Model Results at 11.46 cms (For Comparison):  

Post project modeling was performed at 11.46 cms for direct comparison with pre 

project and design phase model results. The velocity versus depth plots, in Figure A30, show 

the post project, pre project, and final design model results at 11.46 cms.  Notice that the 

post project, despite the gravel shortage, produced a considerable shift in the velocity vs. 

depth point distribution over pre project conditions. 

The post project hydrodynamic, GHSI and SMI model results at 11.46 cms (Figure 

A31) show the effects of placing 650 m3 (850 yd3) of gravel in the channel based on the final 

design and allow direct comparison with pre project and design phase results.  GHSI 

modeling results shown a substantial improvement over pre project conditions in terms of 

areas of optimal or high quality spawning habitat.  The total non spawning habitat area  



Figure A29 – Post Project Finite Element Mesh Discritization – A) Complete Post 
Project Reach Mesh Discritization; B) Irregular Mesh Discritization and Node Spacing to 
Capture Complex Topography; C) Photo of Location of Mesh Discritization at Left 
around a Submerged Boulder. 
The orange lines represent elements; the red dots are the nodes and the brown crosses represent x-y-z
points used to create the DEM. Nodes are located at all element vertices, element midpoints and the 
centers of quadrilateral elements. Notice the smaller element sizes used around higher point density areas 
(a boulder in this case) to create higher mesh resolution for more complex topographic features
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Figure A30 – Comparison of A) Post Project, C) Pre Project and D) Final Design 
Velocity vs. Depth Plots at 11.46 cms.  The post project matches the design reasonably 
well in terms of shifting the velocity vs. depth point distribution up into the realm of 
higher quality habitat from the pre project condition. B) Post Project Velocity versus 
Depth Plot at 6.79 cms. (The purple X’s show that the measured velocities and depths 
match the modeled velocities and depths quite well.)
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Figure A31 – Model Results for the Post Project at 11.46 cms (405 cfs). The post project 
generally matched the basic configuration specified by the final design with the notable 
exception of the downstream riffle. The sharp transition at the terminus of the partially 
constructed downstream riffle produced a substantial gradient, which increased velocities 
to the point of predicted entrainment. 
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decreased from 56 to 53 percent of the model reach area. Of the 4710 m2 of spawning 

habitat in the post project model reach, optimal quality habitat increased from 2.8 percent to 

8.2 percent;  high quality habitat increased from 7.5 percent to 17.3 percent;  moderate 

quality habitat increased from 23.1 percent to 61.0 percent; and low quality habitat decreased 

from 67.6 percent to 14.3 percent of total spawning habitat area. (See  §A1.7.3 for a more in 

depth discussion of model results.) 

Post Project Model Results at 240 cfs (For Validation):  

The post project model results were validated at 6.79 cms (240 cfs) which was the 

flow following construction of the project at which flow data was collected. Six successful 

iterations of model runs were performed on the post project before calibration was achieved 

and validation of results attempted.  

 
Hydrodynamic Model Results: 

The post project hydrodynamic model results show the depths through the project 

reach became shallower as the bed surface was elevated and velocities were raised over the 

new bed features (Figure A32-A).  The flow paths through the post project reach exhibit a 

much higher degree of fluvial complexity over pre project conditions. The flow is 

constricted in the existing pool upstream of the project reach to river right, and allowed to 

spread out across the riffle. The flow is then divided around the central bar and spreads 

across the lower riffle. The steep transition at the end of the project at the downstream riffle 

produced very high velocities.  Secondary flow cells and complex flow paths are produced 

around placed boulders. 

Habitat Model Results 

The post project GHSI modeling results suggest a substanital increase in areas of 

optimal or high quality spawning habitat over pre project conditions.  Area statistics were  



Figure A32 – Post Project Model Results at 6.79 cms. A) Hydrodynamic Model Results; 
B) GHSI Results; C) SMI Results.
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Figure A32 (Cont.)
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presented as part of the GHSI results at 11.46 cms for direct comparions with pre project 

and design results (Figure A32-B). 

Sediment Mobility Model Results: 

The post project modeling results show a small area of expected sediment 

entrainment at the sharp drop off at the edge of the downstream riffle. The vast majority of 

model reach still has a negligible potential for entrainment of gravels of existing gravels off 

the bed at a discharge of 6.79 cms (Figure A32-C). Again, although the suggestion is that 

sediment entrainment at spawning flows is negligible, it does not imply that sediment 

entrainment will not occur at higher flows.  

Validation of Post Project: 

Validation was performed of post project model results at cross sections XS-01, XS-

02, XS-05, XS-05, XS-06 and XS-07. The discharge for which the post project flow data was 

collected at was 6.79 cms (240 cfs), as opposed to the 11.46 cms (405 cfs) used in the pre 

project. The velocity vs. depth plot shows modeled velocities falling within the distribution 

of measured velocities (Figure A33).  

The model validated generally well against the measurements at post project cross 

sections. The largest errors were due to inaccurate cross section location. Many of the same 

cross sections used in the pre project were reoccupied in the post project; but due to 

inadequate cross section endpin control, their exact locations were only approximately 

reoccupied in the field. Accordingly, depths did not match up in some areas, nor did 

velocities. Cross section one, located across the existing riffle at the upstream end of the 

model reach, illustrated this problem well. Where model depths were over predicted, model 

velocities were under predicted. The same problems experienced in cross section two during 

the pre project validation were encountered again in the post project.  At cross section four, 

the model cross-section location was clearly shifted from that of the measured. The  



Figure A33 – Post Project Validation at 6.79 cms. A) Post Project Cross Section 
Locations – The post project cross section locations are shown here overlaying a contour 
map of the depth results for the post project. B) XS-01; C) XS-02; D) XS-04; E) XS-05; 
F) XS-06; G) XS-07.
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Figure A33 (cont.)
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depression on river left was completely missed and velocities were then over predicted. 

Where measured velocities jump to negative values, the upstream direction of flow is 

captured by an eddy downstream of two placed boulders. At cross section five, modeled 

depths and velocities match up very well with some minor dampening by the model. At 

cross section six, the depths match reasonably, but at-a-point velocities vary dramatically 

between modeled and measured. However, the erratic pattern of fast and slow velocities was 

mimicked.  The over predicted model velocities can be explained by the location of cross 

section six at the edge of a relatively steep riffle where flow is varying rapidly. A slight shift 

upstream in measurements could easily produce the loser velocities. Cross section seven is 

the worst fit of the six cross sections likely because of incorrect cross section location.  

Post Project Comparison of Project Reach:  

The overall model reach results that have been presented thus far throughout the 

report fail to provide the detail of the model results. In Figure A34, the model results for the 

pre project, final design and post project results are presented for the project reach only. The 

finer scale view of the project reach allows visualization of the model results closer to the 

scale the 2D hydrodynamic model is solving the conservation of mass and momentum 

equations at. Recall the model meshes for this project contain between 48,000 and 53,000 

nodes, for which velocity and depths are solved at each. Figure A34 shows the depths results 

with a color-shaded background overlaid by the 2D velocity vectors at corner nodes only. 

Presentation of model results at all nodes is to busy for this scale.    

 The project reach results provide a clear depiction of the progression of channel 

hydrodynamics from pre project baseline conditions through the design and to the 

constructed project.  Mesh discritization and modeling techniques were improved and 

refined by the post project to the point that sub-reach scale flow dynamics were reasonably 
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modeled. For example, figure A35 shows the complex two dimensional flow paths between 

two boulders placed in the channel as part of the project. Such flow characteristics are 

qualitatively verifiable in the field as shown in the photograph.  

 

Comparison of Habitat Areas:  

Pre project, design scenario and post project habitat modeling results can be easily 

compared in terms of their efficiency at producing habitat.  Three types of efficiency are 

considered in terms of how much area of habitat created per cubic meter of gravel placed in 

the channel: 

• Total Area of Spawning Habitat Produced/Volume of Gravel Placed  
• Area of Optimal Quality Habitat Produced/Volume of Gravel Placed  
• Area of Optimal and High Quality Spawning Habitat Produced/Volume of Gravel 

Placed 
The results are presented in the table below for each of the design scenarios, the final design 

and post project. 

Notice that although less gravel was used in the post project than the final design, it 

still ranks reasonably well in terms of gravel efficiency. The post project produced 0.24 m2 of 

habitat per 1 m3 of gravel ranking third behind the final design. In addition, the post project 

was more efficient than any of the designs in terms of producing optimal and high quality 

habitat.  

  Figure A36 shows the relative percentages of the pre project, post project and each 

of the design scenarios in terms of producing more habitat area. Notice that two thirds of 

the pre-project spawning habitat is of poor quality. Most of the design scenarios decrease the 

percentage of poor quality habitat while slightly increasing the total area of habitat. Design 

scenarios 05, 06 and 07 were most effective at increasing at increasing high quality habitat  



Figure A34 – Project Reach Model Results Comparison. A) Pre; B) Design; C) Post. 
Notice that both the design and the post project increase depths and velocities but the 
post project does not extend as far downstream due to the gravel shortage. Nonetheless, 
the post project seems to introduce more fluvial complexity than the design in part 
because of the boulders, which were not included in design.
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Figure A36 – Gravel Efficiency Compared- Comparison of relative percentages (based 
on area) of Spawning GHSI Habitat types for Pre Project, selected design scenarios, the 
final design and the post project. The graph is one way of showing the relative 
performance of various design scenarios and the post project in relationship to pre 
project conditions. Performance can be looked at in terms of both an increase in 
spawning habitat area and as a relative increase in the quality of habitat. All percentages 
based on model runs with a discharge of 405 cfs.
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Figure A35 – Post Project Results - Flow Captured between Two 
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represent direction and their color the magnitude of velocity 
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areas. The final design was based off design 07. The post project ended up with the highest 

percentage of total habitat.  

Role of Large Woody Debris 

Large woody debris (LWD) presents an interesting challenge to spawning habitat 

enhancement projects. A great body of literature has evolved emphasizing the importance of 

LWD to both fluvial geomorphology and aquatic ecology. Flow around boulders is difficult 

enough to model with a 2D model. How does one attempt to model LWD? From a 

modeling perspective, boulders can be assumed to be stationary, and can be surveyed to be 

represented as part of the channel topography.  LWD comes in a multitude of forms and can 

rarely be represented as a topographic feature.  LWD is a three dimensional structure that 

influences both two dimensional and three dimensional flow paths.  Only the simplest forms 

of LWD have the potential for being roughly represented in a 2D hydrodynamic model. 

Most 3D hydrodynamic models encounter the same problems as obstructions or objects in 

the three dimensional model domain are typically not represented. Figure A37 illustrate the 

influence of LWD just downstream of the 2001 Gravel Enhancement Project. From the 

photo, the LWD is clearly pushing the 2D flow paths toward river right. However, the 

model results fail to represent these patterns as the LWD is not represented in the model. 

 

Preliminary Long Term Monitoring Phase Results:  

At the time this report was written, long term monitoring of the 2001 Habitat 

Enhancement Site had only barely begun with habitat data collection of redd nest locations.  

Habitat data collection has already begun as part of the long term monitoring phase with the 

redd surveys of the fall 2001 chinook run. Each redd was located with a GPS unit and 

velocity and depth measurements were obtained to compare against post project model 
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predictions. The spatial results midway through the 2001 fall run are shown in Figure A38. A 

total of seven redd nests were located at the time of this survey. Roughly six additional redd 

nests have been tagged but data collection was not available at the time this report was 

written.  

Figure A38 shows the location of redd nests overlaying both the post project habitat 

model results and the hydrodynamic model results. Notice that female chinook at the 2001 

Gravel Enhancement Site chose to spawn on riffles created by the project. The location of 

redd nests either corresponds with areas where GHSI predicted as high or optimal quality 

habitat or in moderate quality habitat areas located at downstream concavities where 

intragravel flow is likely to be occurring. Future long term monitoring efforts will continue 

to collect redd data and will be helpful for validating the performance of the GHSI. 



Figure A37 Large Woody Debris just Downstream of Lower Riffle. A) Fallen tree, 
located just downstream of the lower riffle for the 2001 Project, effectively shunts a 
good portion of the flow towards the right hand side of the channel and creates some 
large eddies in its wake. B) Model Results at 240 cms which fail to capture influence of 
LWD on flow field because LWD is difficult to represent in the model. LWD is great for 
introducing fluvial complexity and providing diverse habitat, but presents a difficult 
modeling challenge.
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Figure A38 – Fall Run 2001 Chinook Salmon Redd Nest Locations. A) Overlaid on 
GHSI Results; B) Overlaid on Hydrodnamic Model Results. 2001 was a rather poor year 
for spawning fall run chinook salmon on the lower Mokelumne. Even so, seven redd
nests were tagged and located within the 2001 Habitat Enhancement Project reach. The 
nest locations are indicated above by red crosses and fish symbols.
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